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GE'snew Mark III
letsyoucreatea
worldwidefinancial
reporting network.
III

Immediately.
Computerized financial systems are not new.
What is new is a complete service that requires no
capital investment. A service that can give you
access to reports the day you close the books.
A service available by local phone from hundreds
of international locations. A service whose cost
is proportional to your use.
It's called Mark III. It is already the financial
reporting network for many major companies
and accounting firms. And it's ready to work for
you starting today.
With Mark III, you have budget and financial
control over your decentralized business. You can
instantly collect data from far -flung locations.
After you've captured this financial information
in a single data base, you can use it to prepare
operating statements ... consolidate them ...

GENERAL

handle eliminations ... generate management
reports.. . and perform accurate projections and
analyses. You can also make last - minute changes
easily. And you'll have an on -line audit trail that
can reduce auditing costs.
Mark III is an integrated network of nearly
100 computers, interconnected and accessible
from over 250 cities in North America and Europe.
This international network has been used
commercially since 1970 —and it is ready
for you right now.
If you use GE's Mark II, Mark III offers major
new features and is fully compatible. There's
much more to this exciting new opportunity. For
the facts, phone 800 - 638 -0971 or write us at
7735 Old Georgetown Rd., Bethesda, Md., 20014.
We're ready to help.

ELECTRIC

WORLD LEADER
IN INFORMATION
SERVICES
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CENSUS PROJECTIONS: 1970 to 1985
By George H. Brown
The Bureau of the Census spends most of its time gathering data to measure where
we are, but it also uses this information to see the future. The author, who is Directo r
of the Census Bureau, presents projections of this future.

Cover:
Nurses will have more
time to love fewer
infants as the U.S.
birth rate declines.
See p. 11.
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A FURTHER LOOK AT FAIRNESS IN ACCOUNTING

By Patrick S. Kemp

In a critique of Frank A. Fortunato's article, "The Quest for Fairness in Accounting,"
which appeared in the January 1972 issue, the author expands and questions several
of Professor Fortunato's ideas.

Photo coumsy or Me Mount
Sinai Hospital of Now York.
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PRODUCTIVE HOURS ANALYSIS FOR A SMALL SHOP
By Kevin Riley
This article presents a productive hours analysis report developed for a small tool and
die shop. The report represents one of the many innovative ways accountants can
present data needed to guide management.

19

THE BUDGETING PROCESS
By Paul A. May
A discussion is presented of the considerations that need be given each phase of the
budget program to make it a viable tool of management.

26

ACCOUNTING FOR WARRANTS AND CONVERTIBLE BONDS
By Jerry D. Miller
The contention of the author is that the conversion features of convertible bonds and
warrants attached to bonds offer similar benefits to issuing companies, and they
should therefore be accounted for in a similar manner.

29

THE MODEL CITIES PROGRAM: AN APPLICATION OF PPBS
By Albert P. Castello
The Model Cities Program sponsored by The Department of Housing and Urban
Development attempts to provide the essentials of sound accounting principles and
budgeting for local governments. The PPBS concept presented here is intended to
furnish cities using the program with further capability to report and analyze the
success or failure of various projects being funded.

34

COST /BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC PROJECTS
By Norbert C. Terre, Dale W . Warnke and Albert P. Ameiss
The problems confronting planners and decision makers in determining the pattern of
public investment are examined in this article, and methods for measuring both the
costs and benefits generated by the public investment are discussed.

38

MINIMIZING THE LOSS OF INVESTMENT TAX CREDITS
By Donald R. Brinkman
Investment tax credits may be lost when qualifying property is not readily
identifiable. Contained in this article are procedures to identify the property and
minimize the loss.
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ACCOUNTING FOR SMALL NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
By Emil 1. Hensler, Jr.
This article describes some of the principal features of a system of financial
record - keeping and accounting procedures for small or new nonprofit organizations.
The system described is not presented as a package but as a source of ideas.

45

ADJUSTED DCF RATE OF RETURN
By lames B. Edwards
The author describes the modifications that must be made in computing
discounted - cash -flow rate of return when price -level changes are anticipated. The
changing measuring unit is treated as another variable that must be allowed for in the
interpretation of financial data.

51

FIXED ASSET ACCOUNTING:
THE CAPITALIZATION OF COSTS
This official statement of the Management Accounting Practices Committee is
designed to serve as a guide for companies in the area of fixed asset accounting and
as a basis for further developments on the subject.

62

5,000 ATTEND CONGRESS OF ACCOUNTANTS
Past President J. G. Underwood and Executive Director William M. Young, Jr., lead
NAA party to 10th international Congress of Accountants in Sydney; Association
charters chapters in Japan and Philippines.

68

JOB ENRICHMENT ENSURES SAVINGS AT TRAVELERS
By Robert F. Randall
Using the latest job design techniques, a Hartford insurance corporation produced
savings of about $100,000 in one accounting operation; more companies look to job
motivation to improve productivity.
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This m o nt h, to enhance one article, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
deviates from its u sual "Exhibit s" f orm a t in presenting an unusual
m on ta ge t ec hn iq ue . . . c om pletely di fferent fr om any thi ng we've
ever done before. W hether we attem pt something similar again depends on your reaction. Yea or nay, how say you?

So There,Wall StreetJournal
Last m o nth, before t he firs t exam ination s were to be given f or the
new Certificate in Managem ent Accounting, the W all Street Journal
publi shed the follo wing item on Page One:
The first exams for a new "Certificate in Management
Accounting" w ill be given to about 500 persons this week. The National
Association of Accountants hopes to give in -house corporate accounting the same recognition'the "Certified Public Accountant" exam has
given independent auditors.
SO THERE, CPAs.

Unfortunately, the Journal editors m issed t he boat som ewhat in
interpreting the basic facts ... and in so doing m ay have given their
readers a misleading impression.
Essentially, the Certificate in Managem ent Accounting is not and
nev er wa s des ig ned t o b e in "c om p et iti on " wit h a CPA certi fi cat e.
The latter is in effect a license to practice— issued by a state agency;
t h e CMA i s i n t en d ed t o b e a d o c u m en t wh i c h identifies the level
of professional educational attainment of the holder. The two areas —
m anagem ent and public accounting —are com patible; they are not
com petitive.

a
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High on the list of NAA goals is m em bership service —and a large
pa r t o f t hi s service is bo u n d bet ween the covers Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING. This publication does not presume to be an extension
of the beliefs of a few members but a messenger to all NAA members.
Rather than cater to the tastes of a few, it must strive for universal
editorial coverage and m em ber appeal. In so doing, each m onth we
present a variety of technical articles, along with lighter feature material, recent developm ents in NAA activities, and up -to -date information o n NAA programs. In attem pting to maintain reader appeal,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING incorporates exhibits, photographs, and
occasionally, change -of -pace artwork or illustrations.
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

A New Ball Game
This year marks t he beginning of a new approach t o t he issuing
of pronouncement s or st at ements on financial account ing
standards. The new body —the Financial Accounting Standards
Board — should be in operation as this is published.
The Account ing Principles Board, which performed quite
creditably for the past 13 years —given its modest resources, was
beset with criticisms from CPAs, industry, the investment
communit y and others. Moreover, the authorit y of some of it s
decisions had'been weakened by government act ions.
The full -time FASB is so structured as to counter these
crit icisms. Input has been broadened wit h bot h indust ry and t he
invest ment community assured of a voice in the drafting of new
st at ement s. NAA it self nominat ed one of t he trust ees now
serving on t he Financial Account ing Foundat ion which appoint s
the members of the Financial Accounting Standards Board.
Even t hough, almost assuredly, we will not agree with all of
its actions, the new broad -based structure deserves our support.
It is necessary to ensure t hat this independent body maint ains
the confidence of t he public t hat accounting can keep it s own
house in order. The alt ernat ive could mean increased
government regulat ion of bot h t he audit funct ion and t he
financial reporting funct ion.
As an organization, NAA has already pledged its backing of
the Financial Account ing Standards Board. A committee of past
presidents is current ly discussing ways and means of t ranslat ing
this support int o a share of t he funds for financing operat ions.
We urge members t o st ay abreast of development s and
cooperate in making t he Financial Accounting Standards Board a
successful, authoritative accounting body.

ROBERT BEYER
President, 1972 -73
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Letters

TO THE EDITOR

A Fine Point Is Raised
The article "Foreign Exchange versus Purchasing Power Gains
and Losses" by Lary F. Konrath, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, May
1972, is pertinent to the current volatility in exchange rates and
raises some interesting questions and observations. It refers to two
situations of possible gains or losses as: (1) foreign payables or
receivables and (2) a domestic company with a foreign subsidiary.
There is, however, a third situation of potential gain or loss
which lies between both listed situations. This occurs where there
are loans between business organizations operating under different
currencies. Where such loans exist, the amount of interest or
carrying charges applicable raises the same questions as do the
listed situations. When interest payments are made, the amounts
of gain or loss are realized and are properly recorded within the
operating statements. The actual payment of interest could be
considerably higher or lower than the recorded rate.
But a fine point is raised when borrowings by a domestic company (recorded in U.S. dollars on the company books) are required
to be repaid in a now stronger foreign currency. It seems necessary
to adjust the liability of the loans to the higher amount of the
debt at current exchange rates with a corresponding increase in
charges to the operating account. An unrealized loss on exchange
is not normally tax deductible. Since we have set up the increased
debt (with the contra charge to operations) we should provide
for the reduction in income taxes which will take place when we
finally experience the loss on exchange. The actual entry would
record a reduction in tax liability on the balance sheet and a
reduction of the charge to operations.
Under these circumstances the operating statements would
present what happened during the reporting period and the balance
sheet would indicate the true net liability.
There are undoubtedly other situations of potential gain Or loss
not listed, but this third situation described could have a serious
impact on the recorded operations of any organizations reporting
under the conditions noted above.
John H. Roberts
St. Louis Chapter
St. Louis, Mo.
The Anatomy of a Controller
I read with interest the two articles appearing in the March
1972 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, "The Controller: A
Mythical Executive ?" by Roger Moseley and "The Controllership
Function" by Eugene A. Johnson. These articles indicated contrasting views of a typical controller and were appropriately placed
in sequence by the editor. These two articles, although appearing
to be contrasting in nature, have one common characteristic that
I feel is important and represents the changes occurring in accounting today. That is, a typical controller today has to be involved
in all phases of the business in order for him to make the decisions
necessary to accurately reflect a meaningful set of financial statements to the stockholders and potential investors. Mr. Johnson
hints at this when he stated "... the accounting system should
require only a minimal amount of your time in the future."
It appears that Mr. Moseley probably has had no practical
experience in any type of management position whether it be
controller, sales, marketing, etc. as he attempted to measure a
6

typical controller's authority in making decisions by administering
a questionnaire as one would measure a college student's knowledge of the anatomy of an ant.
Mr. Moseley stated that controllers seldom have complete decision- making authority in any area, but I would challenge him to
find many executives in a typical company's organization, with
the exception of the President, who have complete decision - making
authority in their related areas.
In conclusion, I feel that Mr. Moseley should read Mr. Johnson's
article and should not attempt to measure a controller's decision making authority by conforming him to a textbook definition as
executives can be measured only by their contribution to their
individual company.
William D. Shroyer
Michiana Chapter
South Bend, Ind.
Employ Expert Counsel
Mr. L. Vinson Freeman, Jr.'s article "Planning a Retirement
or Pension Program" in the August 1972 issue Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING is a lucid explanation of several basic considerations
in retirement program planning. Nevertheless, it appears to me
that the simplified examples presented may lead the uninitiated
to draw some inaccurate conclusions regarding the degree of difficulty in establishing appropriate assumptions for estimating pension costs.
That a five percent annual increase in salaries is conservative
over the long run is questionable, despite economic experiences
of the past few years. Even recent experience does not support
a long -run growth factor greater than about three percent per year.
Also, the statement "... to provide $200 per month, or a $2,400
annual pension as shown in Schedule A for 1970, we must fund
$48 per year for a period of 50 years" could lead some readers
to conclude that an organization needs to set aside $48 a year
for 50 years, or a total of only $2,400. The word "fund" means
that sufficient principal and interest has to be available at retirement age to pay a benefit of $2,400 a year for the remaining
life of the retired employee.
Anyone considering a new or revised pension plan would be
well advised to learn as much as possible about pension plan design
and administration and to secure the services of a reputable consulting actuary to project the costs rather than resorting to do -ityourself assumptions and calculations. The potential impact of
pension costs on earnings is so great that it is incumbent on prudent
management to employ expert counsel.
Robert L. Buchanan
Assistant Professor
Georgia State University
Atlanta, Ga.

Our Prime Concern Must Be About People
Congratulations to President Robert Beyer for his timely article
"Pilots of Social Progress," July 1972. Though the article's tone
provided a positive feeling, I am concerned about what was not
said.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973

In Bank Freight Payment Plans,
You Have Two Choices
1.

National Association of
Freight Payment Banks
Am er ic a n Na ti on a l Ba nk o f D en ve r
Atla nti c N a ti ona l B a nk of Ja c k so nvi lle
Ba n k of Ame ri ca
Ba n k of t h e S o u th we st
Ba nk of Virg inia
Bi r mi n gh a m T ru st N a t i on a l B a n k
Cen tr a l N a t io na l Ba nk
C h a se M a n h a t t a n B a n k
Cit iz en s & Sou th er n Na tio na l Ba nk
City Na t iona l B a nk & T r u st Co.
Cl ev el a n d T r u st Co mp a n y
Eq u i t a b l e T ru st C om p a n y
Fi ft h T h i rd B a n k
Fi rst N a ti o na l B a n k o f B ir m in g ha m
Fi rst N a t io n a l B a n k o f B osto n
Fi r st Na t io n a l B a n k o f Fo r t W or t h
Fir st N a t ion a l B a n k o f Or eg on
Fi rst Na ti on a l B a n k of T a m pa
Fi rst Wi sc on si n Na ti o na l Ba nk o f Mi lwa u k e e
In di a n a Na ti on a l B a n k
In te rn a t i on a l C i ty B a n k & T ru st Co mp a n y
Iowa -Des Moi nes N a tio na l Ba nk
Ma ri ne Mi dl a n d B a n k
Na tio na l B a nk o f Det roit
Nor th C a r ol in a N a t io na l Ba nk
Ohi o Ci ti ze ns T ru st C om pa ny
Phi la d el phi a Na t ion a l Ba nk
Pi t tsb u r g h N a t i on a l B a n k
Repu blic Na t iona l Ba nk o f Da lla s
Un io n P la n te rs Na ti o na l B a n k

2.

Other

Gass Bank
Trust Company

These are the two bank systems for the payment of freight bills.
Contact any N. A. F. P. B. member and contact Cass Bank,
then decide for yourself which is better.

Wr i te or ca l l ( 3 14 ) 6 2 1 - 94 0 0

1450 N. 13th St. • St. Louis, M o. 63106

Member F. D. I. C.
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President Beyer states we are confronted with two extreme
points of view and our concern lies somewhere between. I suggest
our prime concern must be about people. Can we continue to
give lip service to social progress and at the same time create
a "profit -first image ?" It seems terribly cynical to talk about making
a profit in meeting society's needs. Obviously, profit is necessary
for business to continue, but must it be the basis for our action?
D. G. Seherrer, President
Scottsdale Area Chapter
Phoenix, Ariz.

We Should Not Accept Status

Quo

The staff Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING is to be commended
for publishing in the same March 1972 issue, the articles: "The
Controller: A Mythical Executive ?" and "The Controllership
Function."
Mr. Moseley, in the first article, has set forth a theoretical
controller who has total company responsibilities and authority.
He then conducted interviews in 25 firms of various sizes and
was unable to find this "mythical" controller. In practice, the
controllership functions are shared by many managers and executives. Mr. Moseley concludes that we should accept current practices and redefine the controller's role in attainment of corporate
Profits.
Mr. Johnson, in the second article, has detailed some of the
areas of the controllership function which offer opportunities for
profit improvements. He challenges the controller to explore all
opportunities open to him.
The point in these two articles is that we should not accept
status quo, but rather extend ourselves in every endeavor. Quite
likely the areas of responsibilities of the "mythical" controller are
shared by other managers and executives because of complacency
on the part of the "real" controllers.
Roger B. Murray
Assistant Controller
The Levinson Steel Company

or start with a more basic unit, like the employees of a particular
company or all the people in a metropolitan area. Health, education, economic situation and physical environment are also areas
of concern that can be starting points.
It should be relatively easy to list the agencies and organizations
currently working to meet the social needs of a community. However, it will take considerable innovative analysis to evaluate their
efficiency and effectiveness.
Finally, we will have to determine the nature and extent of
the accounting profession's role in social progress. We will have
to keep in mind that there is considerable variety in our membership when it comes to social relationships and attitudes. It will
take extensive effort to arrive at a consensus on the direction that
we accountants should take, but yet the effort should be made.
Steven W. Laible
St. Paul Chapter
New Brighton, Minn.

Budget Reports at YSU
The article in the August 1972 issue entitled "Budget Reports
at YSU" by Mr. William J. Sullivan was an excellent presentation
of basic budget concepts in an education environment. There
should be more of these "academic" type articles.
The purchase request procedure he discussed, however, leaves
much to be desired, not only from the standpoint of routing, but
also accountability. It would seem more desirable to route the
purchase request, initially, to the Budget Office, where the availability of funds would be reviewed. Only after passing that test
should the order be forwarded to the Purchasing Department for
processing.
This procedure would also place the responsibility of verifying
account numbers to be charged in the Budget Office —where it
belongs, not in the Purchasing Department. There is no reason
for the Purchasing Department to proceed on an order in any
manner until such time as the funding has been reviewed. This
is particularly critical for educational institutions which are more
and more being asked to account for their dollar expenditures.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wayne M. Bettendorf
Campus Business Manager
Cuyahoga Community College

The Effort Should Be Made
Cleveland, Ohio
It was interesting to read Robert Beyer's article "Pilots of Social
Progress" In the July issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, wherein
he makes a challenge to the accounting profession to assume an
active role in charting social progress. In light of his emphasis
on involvement and the reference to a "social audit," I feel one
contribution accountants can make is to participate in taking an
inventory of our present social needs and existing programs. Such
an inventory should enable us to define the accounting profession's
role in achieving social progress. I propose that the following steps
be utilized in conducting an inventory of this type:
1. Define the social entity
2. Identify and classify the social needs
3. Evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of current efforts to
meet those needs
4. Determine the contribution of the accounting profession
Several factors must be considered in applying these steps. First,
the interactions of people are so complex that it will be difficult
to precisely define the entity. We could take a global approach
8

Steam Power as a Production Cost
Robert H. Heins, in his article "Steam Power as a Production
Cost," in the April 1972 Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, based
his allocation of fixed costs on the "installed capacity" for each
department's peak steam demand.
At first, one tends to question why the allocation is not made
on the average demand. However, after reviewing the information
given in this case it is obvious that Mr. Heins has treated the
situation very well. This case appears to be unique where the use
of the fixed cost items may have cost less had the installation
been based on average demand. Therefore, I agree with Mr. Heins
that his allocation of fixed costs be based on the "installed capacity" for each department's peak steam demand.
Joseph F. Dennis
North Jersey Shore Chapter
Shrewsbury, N.J.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973

acquiring and allocating?
Divesting may be next for parts not contributing to the whole.
Allocation is usually mandatory after acquisition, required by law
for tax and accounting purposes. Basis is fair market value
of all assets, and values must relate to each other as well as to the
entire property acquired.
When certain parts — product line, division, or subsidiary — do not
contribute to the whole, divestiture may then be the judicious decision
In any case, expert counsel not only provides supportable values
for allocating or divesting, but can measure the impact of recapture
liability as well.
That type of assistance to corporate decision makers is our business.
For more information, write for Brochure 76.

M E R I C A N
PPRAI SAL

The American Appraisal Company, Inc. / An American Appraisal Associates Company • Headquarters: 525 E. Michigan Street,
Milwaukee, W is. 53201 • Regional Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles, New York • District Offices in other principal cities.
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SEC Considers Publication of Financial Projections
Whether or not the Securities & Exchange Commission will require, or even permit, publication
of financial forecasts in reports or statements filed with the Commission was not clear as
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING went to press. At SEC hearings in November and December, a number
of financial and accounting groups presented testimony both supporting and opposing publication of earnings projections. Chairman William J. Casey, who has been named to a new post
in the Administration, favors publication of such forecasts in some form. But, as a result of
the hearings, the SEC is getting strong opposition from corporate management against mandatory
publication of earnings projections. In its statement before the Commission, NAA's Committee
on Management Accounting Practices said forecasting should not be made mandatory because
of the many problems which would arise. The MAP committee said, however, that in circumstances in which management feels that forecasts are desirable they should be permitted,
provided all basic underlying assumptions are disclosed. The MAP statement was presented
orally by Dudley E. Browne. Taking a similar position, the Financial Executives Institute said,
"We strongly oppose the adoption of any requirement to include estimates, forecasts or projections in reports filed with the Commission." Recognizing that some companies currently make
such data available to investment analysts, FEI recommended that the Commission take steps
to ensure that if such information is given to anyone in a position to use it for investment
purposes "the data should immediately be made readily accessible and available to the general
public." FEI strongly emphasized the need for detailed guidelines on publication of forecasts
before the SEC allowed the use of such data in reports filed with the agency.
Survey Contradicts Charge that Multinational Concerns Export Jobs
One of the criticisms of multinational companies holds that such giant concerns set up manufacturing plants in other countries to take advantage of cheap labor and thus eliminate domestic
jobs. No so, according to an in -depth survey conducted by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
of the U.S. Dept. of Commerce. The survey showed that domestic employment of some 298
multinational companies rose by 2.7% between 1966 and 1970, while total private employment
grew by 1.8% a year. Exports of the companies surveyed rose from $12.7 billion in 1966 to $29
billion in 1970, a faster rate of growth than for the country's total exports.
Many Businessmen Overlook Job Development Tax Credit
As much as $20 million could have been saved by American businesses in 1971 if the Revenue
Act of 1971 had been in effect. This is because of the Job Development Tax Credit provision.
Under this provision, an employer hiring employees under the Work Incentive program (WIN)
can deduct 20% of the wages paid to such employees during their first 12 months on the job.
The amount of credit that employers can take is limited to their income tax liability, up to
$25,000. The credit is lost if the employee's tenure is terminated during the first 12 months
or the following 12 months. The credit is not lost, however, if the employee is fired for misconduct, quits voluntarily, or becomes disabled and unable to work. For more information, contact
Manpower Information Office, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210. Telephone
(202) 961 -4011.

Pilot Program for Financial Data Retrieval System Begun
A six -month test program of an automated research system which will utilize information from
the latest financial statements of 500 industrial corporations has been started by the AICPA,
SEC and 13 accounting firms. Through the use of a computer in Dayton, Ohio, and terminals
in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland and Washington, the system is designed to give
nearly instant access to financial information.
Indian Accountants Hold 7th Conference
The 7th Conference of Chartered Accountants of India will be held in Bombay, January 25 -28.

10
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CENSUS PROJECTIONS:
1970 to 1985
Work Has Started On Assembling Data From Our Economic
Census To Serve As A Basis For Evaluating The Viability Of
Private Enterprise In Each Potential Growth Center

By George H. Brown
To write about the future is a major undertaking. It
requires a large number of facts and figures checked
in and out. The Bureau of the Census spends most
of its time gathering such data to measure where we
are, but it also uses this information to see the future.
This represents an effort to consider our state of affairs
in the context of what we can learn about our future
national life from statistics. How much are we likely
to grow as a nation? What will be the distribution
of the population by residence, age, income and other
important characteristics? What are the implications
to business and what are the considerations in the
long -range plans by business? Effective projection of
census information can provide meaningful answers
to these and other questions.

Population Growth
In 1967, the Bureau of the Census prepared four
series of population projections. Recently a fifth projection was added. Underlying these projections was
the assumption that completed fertility would range
as follows:
• 3.35 children per woman for Series A (rates of 1950's)
3.10 children per woman for Series B (expectations
data)
• 2.78 children per woman for Series C (rates of early
1960's)
• 2.45 children per woman for Series D (rates of late
1960's)
• 2.11 children per woman for Series E (In time, a
zero population growth without immigration. It is
assumed that mortality will decline slightly.)
0

Recent fertility trends have caused the Census
Bureau to update its 1967 projections. Series A no
longer seems a reasonable possibility for 1985. Between
1940 and 1957, average age at marriage declined, the
proportion of women who were married increased,
birth intervals became shorter, and completed fertility
rose sharply, especially during the postwar years. As
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a result, population growth between 1947 and 1957
averaged 1.7 percent per year, considered to be a very
high rate for an industrial nation. Since 1957, however,
age at marriage and the spacing of births have increased slightly and completed fertility has dropped
sharply. The current level of completed fertility is at
Series D, an average of about N children per woman.
We have therefore added Series E to allow for projections of this reduction.
The drop in fertility rate in recent years means that
young women are now having fewer children than
women in the same age groups had in the 1950's. Most
of these women have indicated they desire an average
of three children, and it is possible they are merely
postponing childbirth. However, many demographers
believe that this postponement will result in a reduction of completed fertility for these women although
no one knows for sure.
Available evidence seems to indicate that the U.S.
population in 1985 will be between 240 and 255 million
persons. This number would represent an increase of
35 to 50 million people over the present population
of about 208 million. The number of births should
run between four and five and one -half million per
year, and the rate of population increase should be
between 1.0 percent and 1.5 percent per year, assuming that current levels of fertility completion continue.
However, fertility rates could well drop below current
levels in view of the present concern with the effect
of population growth on the environment and possible
changes in the laws on abortion. If many states remove
restrictions on abortion, it is considered likely that
there would be a further reduction in fertility rates.
Other nations have reported such a result after similar
legislation.
Immigration is expected to be fairly constant at
about 400,000 per year for the foreseeable future. The
current law enacted in 1965 establishes a ceiling of
270,000 on alien immigration, but refugees and other
special classes of immigrants bring the total to about
400,000. At this rate, by 1985 there will be about 6
million persons who have entered the country after
1970, and they will have had about 1.5 million chil-
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"Even with a
low fertility
rate, the
population
growth rate
will rise for
the next
decade . . ."

Census statistics can be used to identify and predict areas of growth.
dren. Although fertility rates age -by -age are less for
the foreign born than for the native population, immigrants contribute more than their share of total
births because a large proportion of these persons are
in the prime childbearing ages.
If fertility rates drop as projected by Series E, immigration will contribute about one -fifth of total population growth from 1970 to 2000. Without any immigration, the replacement fertility assumption of
Series E would eventually produce a stationary population. With continued immigration, a stationary population could be obtained only if fertility rates
dropped below the replacement level.
Even with a low fertility rate, the population growth
rate will rise for the next decade because the proportion of women in childbearing ages will increase. On
the basis of present information, however, the population growth rate could well return to its present level
in the eighties or even slip below it. A slower rate
Of growth would, some observers say, make it easier
to cope with some of the domestic problems attributed
to overpopulation —as well as other factors contributing to the nation's problems. Others say that a stationary population would not be a panacea. They
point out that such a population would be much older
than the present one. It would have an equal number
of people under 15 and over 60 whereas today there
are twice as many under 15. The median age would
be 37, as compared with 28 today. There is concern
that an older, stationary population would be more
resistant to change.

Changes in Geographic Distribution
The most significant geographic shifts in population,
from a national viewpoint, are those which have taken
place and which are expected to occur in the central
cities and suburbs of metropolitan areas. People
throughout the world have long demonstrated a preference for city life. In the United States today, two
12

persons out of every three live in metropolitan areas.
In 1900, about 42 percent of our population lived
in metropolitan areas. Between 1950 and 1960, when
the nation as a whole grew by about 19 percent, the
metropolitan areas grew by 27 percent. Since 1960,
when the national growth was about 13 percent, that
of metropolitan areas was about 17 percent. This is
important. It indicates that, although metropolitan
areas are still growing more rapidly than the rest of
the country, the differential is narrowing. The proportion of the population living in metropolitan areas
increased by two percentage points between 1960 and
1970 — compared with an increase of four percentage
points between 1940 and 1950 and an additional four
percentage points between 1950 and 1960.
We know that non - metropolitan counties as a whole
in the U.S. are growing below the national average.
However, those non - metropolitan counties crossed by
freeways and having a moderately sized urban
center — between 25,000 and 50,000 people —are growing more rapidly than others. These counties, since
1960, grew at the same rate as the national average.
The growth in these counties contradicts the popular
notion that our nation's population is on the high -road
to engulfing itself in a number of big, densely - packed
urban centers.
We are now i n the era of the suburb. In recent
years, practically all of the growth in metropolitan
areas was in the suburban rings. Since 1960, central
cities as a whole grew only about 5 percent. The
suburban rings soared in population by 28 percent.
And the balance between central cities and suburban
rings has clearly shifted since 1960. At that time,
suburban areas had slightly fewer people than the
central cities. Since then, more than half the people
in our metropolitan areas live outside central cities
and every indication is this fraction will grow.
The black population is now more heavily concentrated in the central cities than the white population.
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Eighty -five percent of the growth in the black population since 1960 has occurred in the central cities of
metropolitan areas. Although central cities gained 3.2
million persons between 1960 and 1970, this net change
was the result of an increase of 3.2 million in the black
population, a decline of 600,000 in the white population and a gain of 600,000 in other races.
Looking ahead, this is how the Bureau of Census
views 1985: If past trends continue, nearly half our
national population will be living in the suburban parts
of our metropolitan areas in 1985; only one - fourth will
be living in central cities. Virtually all of the white
growth has occurred in the suburban ring while the
non -white growth has taken place primarily in the
central cities; unless there is a sharp change in trends
observed in the decades 1950 -1960 and 1960 -1970, one
third of central city residents would be black in 1985
compared to one -fifth at present.
In discussing geographic distribution, we can also
comment on individual states and factors contributing
to their population increase. Population growth in
most places is affected more by the excess of births
over deaths than by migration. Therefore, the greatest
absolute growth now and in the future is expected
in the most populous states. But if we examine gains
due to net migration, we now find and can expect
in the future that the following states will attract the
greatest number of migrants: California and Arizona
in the West, Florida and Maryland in the South, and
New Jersey and Connecticut in the Northeast. Census
believes that most of the North Central states can
expect continued out - migration of their population
to other areas of the country.
It is important to recognize that many areas of the
nation are losing people and have been losing them
for a long time. There has been an absolute decline
in one -half of our counties between 1960 and 1970,
particularly those in the central and southern areas
where agriculture has been the dominant occupation.
About 2,000 counties — nearly two- thirds —had more
out - migrants than in- migrants. A band of counties in
the Middle West from the Dakotas and Minnesota
to Texas and Louisiana and across the South to Georgia and South Carolina lost population between 1950
and 1960 and again between 1960 and 1970. In addition, there are areas in South Appalachia and in the
sections adjoining the Northern Great Lakes which
have a long history of population decline.
Using the preliminary counts from the 1970 census,
the Bureau of the Census has begun to identify possible growth centers, giving primary consideration to
such centers located within county groups showing an
absolute decline. Two groups of growth centers are
being identified —those having a city of 50,000 or more
population and those having no city of 50,000 population. All are outside of the well known population
corridors.
Much remains to be done to determine the reasons
for exceptional growth and the probable future for
each area. Work has started on assembling data from
our economic census to serve as a base for evaluating
the viability of private enterprise in each potential
growth center. We hope to be able to identify those
kinds of business which tend to be associated with
areas of unusual growth.
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The Expanding Metropolis
Eighteen new metropolitan areas have been added
to the census rolls since 1960. The land area of several
other metropolitan areas also has expanded considerably since that time. The size of metropolitan areas
(defined as a central city of 50,000 or more plus adjacent counties socially and economically integrated
with that city) will grow as technology improves and
as new highways and other transportation systems are
built. These make it possible for people in outlying
areas to travel to nearby large cities for work, entertainment, and culture. The dispersal of metropolitan
areas is important in terns of future population density, for the expansion in size of the metropolitan areas
is expected to result in a continued decrease in population density.
Census Bureau demographers have made computations showing population densities for major urbanized
areas (100,000 persons or more) from 1920 to 1960.
These areas generally represented either a zone of
continuous urban counties clustered around one major
metropolitan area, or separate metropolitan areas that
were not adjacent to other metropolitan areas. These
data show the following: population per square mile
in urbanized areas declined from 6,580 in 1920 to 4,230
in 1960. By the year 2000 when it's estimated that
70 percent of the U.S. population will be living in
these areas, the population per square mile is expected
to decline still more —to 3,732.
Despite more people in metropolitan areas, there
has been a lesser concentration of population density
within these areas. This circumstance arises from expanded utilization of the land area in suburban rings
by an increase in the number of people living in these
outlying areas. This flight to suburbia has been made
possible through advances in technology. Cars and
trucks, new highways, electric power, the telephone —all these have allowed people to move farther
and farther away from central cities without inconvenience including, in many cases, any major barrier in
commuting. One of our studies shows that only about
one -fifth of all commuters spend more than a half -hour
getting to work.

"There will be
a dramatic rise
in the number
of younger
adults . . ."

Age Composition and Household Formation
There will be a dramatic rise in the number of
younger adults from 1970 to 1985. One -third of the
expected total population increase will be in the 24
to 34 year group. Altogether, we expect to have an
additional 27 million people who will be in their 20's,
30's and early 40's. On the other hand, there will be
a change of only two million in the number of people
between 45 and 64. Most of the remaining 16 million
persons who are expected to be added to segments
of the population in the next 14 years will be: preschoolers (nine million), persons over 65 (five million),
and school -age children from five to 15 years old (four
million). The most significant fact about the expected
change in age composition is the very sharp increase
in the number of persons in their 20's and early 30's.
The meaning is clear; the next 15 years is the era of
the young married.
We would, therefore, anticipate a rapid rate of
household formation and relatively large numbers of
13

could be pressure on some older men to postpone
retirement. In any event, by 1985 we may expect to
see more young leaders in government, private industry, and politics than ever before.
Income Distribution
Census believes that American families will have
far greater incomes in 1985 than they have today. All
we need to do is assume that the level of income will
continue to rise at the same rate it has for the postwar
period and that the cumulative percent distribution
of families and of income will be constant for each
age group. Overall, the postwar per capita U.S. growth
rate in constant dollars has been about 2.6 percent

Census taker obtains additional information from each fifth family.
births. During the past few years there has been an
average of nearly two million marriages per year, increased from 1,000,000 in the early 1930's. Census
believes this will continue for the next 15 years reaching a peak of about 254 million by 1985. It is likely
that we will need about two million new dwelling units
per year to accommodate new families and replace
worn -out housing units. Any appreciable increase in
housing standards or the tendency of youngsters to
move out on their own at an early age will increase
the demand for housing even more. Since we are
heading into an era of newlyweds, much of the demand
will be for private homes rather than apartments. This
change doesn't mean the end of the apartment-building tendency in many suburban communities. Many
new high rise apartments are springing up just outside
city limits because of increased land values and the
rising relative cost of constructing one - family homes.
We have already considered some of the major
trends in age distribution, foreseeing, so to speak, the
accent on the young adults. These trends will have
an important impact in the next 15 years on school
enrollments. The number of elementary school pupils
will probably drop slightly in the next few years, return
to its present level by 1980, and then rise somewhat
by 1985. High school enrollment is expected to change
relatively little in the next 14 years. However, the
number of college students is expected to rise by more
than 50 percent from its present level of 7% million
to about 11% million in 1985. About one -third the
expected rise in college enrollment is due to population increase and two - thirds is due to the expected
increase in proportion of young people attending college. It is obvious that if our society is to have the
ability to handle the number of young people who
expect to attend college, we not only need more facilities and faculties and college presidents, but far - sighted
vision and understanding on the part of the public
if we are to plan adequately for the next 15 years.
There is still another way of looking at our coming
age distribution: rapid growth among young adults
between 20 and 34, and lack of growth in the 45 to
64 year age group. Some say such an age ratio could
mean the following: there may be a shortage of experienced older men for positions of leadership in government, industrial management, and politics. There
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per year.
Based on these assumptions, real income would grow
by about 100 percent during the next 14 years. In
1969, total tamily money income, adjusted for underreporting, totaled $600 billion. It is expected to rise
from $10,200 per family in 1970 to $15,300 per family
in 1985, measured in 1969 dollars of constant purchasing power. At present, about 46 percent of total
income is received by families with incomes over
$15,000. By 1985, families at this income level will
receive about three - fourths of the income. Moreover,
because of the combined impact of both income and
population growth, the number of dollars in constant
purchasing power at this upper income level will be
about 3.2 times as great as it is today.
Most of the added purchasing power will occur in
the 25 to 44 age group. At present, about 42 per cent
of all purchasing power is represented in the 25 to
44 age category. In 1985, this age group would account
for about one -half of the purchasing power.
Concluding Comments
We are heading into a society of an affluent majority. This statement has tremendous economic, social,
moral, political, and other major implications. Is our
national inheritance of such riches going to bring about
greater pollution of our air and water, more consumption of each natural resource, more goods and services,
more gadgetry gone wild, more crime, more narcotics,
more and more and more? Or will we use our increase
in affluence to pay for pollution -free cars and planes,
for cleaned -up rivers and lakes, for better schools, for
updating of penal systems and institutions —for a
gamut of public services and needs?
We must begin a new search. We must not settle
for more quantity in life but must seek a balanced
and purposeful growth. This search will be conducted
in an environment where we will see continued expansion of suburbs, but at the same time, new growth
centers. There will be no big need to build more
elementary and high schools for awhile, but there will
be the necessity to prepare for greatly expanding college enrollment. The so- called population bomb is
being defused, but at the present there is expected
to be a sizeable increase in newlyweds in the 1980's.
Our population is expected to be somewhere between
240 and 250 million by 1985, but the nation will have
far more affluence than any society has ever seen.
This is an exciting and important time to be alive.
Each of us is inescapably involved in the problems
the next 15 years will bring.
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A FURTHER LOOK AT
FAIRNESS IN ACCOUNTING
The Optimum Result Of The Quest For Fairness In Financial
Reporting Is Neither A Defense Against Legal Action, Nor
Merely Compliance With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles, But Informative And Relia b le Fina ncia l Sta tements

By Patrick S. Kemp
The article by Frank A. Fortunato, " The Quest for
Fairness in Accounting" ' raises some interesting questions in regard to the issues of fairness in external
financial reporting. The purpose of this article is to
expand upon Professor Fortunato's ideas and to challenge them to some extent in four areas:

The independent auditor is to a quite different
position. His responsibility for ensuring fair presentation lies in his expression of a professional opinion
with regard to the propriety of the financial statements
rendered by his client company. The aduitor is interposed between the issuer of the financial statements
(management) and the various users of these statements as an independent observer and reporter. In
order to discharge this responsibility in the most effec-

1. The responsibilities of accountants, both internal
and external, for fairness in financial reporting
2. The relationship of fair presentation to the threat
of legal action
3. The relationship of fair presentation to comparability of financial statements of different companies
4. The relationship of accounting principles and fair
presentation

identify his client; that is, he must distinguish between
the corporation—really his client —and the management of that corporation —really his adversary! When
the auditor begins to think of management as his
client, his indepedence is threatened and hence his
effectiveness in fulfilling his responsibility for fair
presentation in the client corporation's financial statements may diminish.

The Responsibilities of Accountants

Le gal Act i on a n d F ai r Pr e s en t a ti on

tive [Wanner possible, th e a u di to r mu st accu ra tely

Professor Fortunato concludes his article by stating,
At the present time, accountants are concerned
"Accountants at all levels must call them as they see about the threat of legal action against them. As
them — through clear and sharp spectacles, not rose Professor Fortunato points out, " Although the cases
colored glasses. "' I concur wholeheartedly with the involve the public accountant, the legal approach used
implication of this statement, that management ac- poses potential threat to business management
countants and external auditors should share in the through the private accountant. "' This concern on
responsibility for fair presentation in a company's the part of accountants certainly is understandable,
external financial statements. The responsibilities of as is their desire to protect themselves against possible
the two groups, however, need to be delineated clearly. legal action. It is important, however, for the accountTo discuss the responsibility of management account- ing profession to guard against overreaction to this
ants with respect to external financial reporting it is problem.
necessary to focus attention on those management
Overreaction can lead to the adoption by accountaccountants who are in a position to influence the ants, particularly public accountants, of an excessively
formulation and interpretation of accounting and re- defensive posture with regard to their responsibilities
porting policy within their companies. Certainly, ad- for fair presentation in financial reporting. This apherence to the notion of professional integrity de- proach, in turn, can lead to increasingly heavy reliance
mands that these management accountants use their upon the pronouncements of authoritative bodies
influence to the fullest extent possible to ensure fair rather than upon professional judgment. Those propresentation in their companies' financial statements, nouncements themselves may tend to become excesbut it must be recognized that their influence is not sively detailed and legalistic. The end result may well
unlimited. Even in cases in which the senior accounting officer is considered " a member of the top man- ' Frank A- Fortu nato, " Th e Qu est for Fairness in Accounting.- Management
lanuary 1972, pp. I5 -18.
agement team," he is only a member of that team. Accounting,
[bid.. p. 19.
His ideas and decisions can be overruled.
Ibid.. p. 15.
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"...

fair
presentation in
financial
reporting
cannot be
achieved on a
purely
unilateral
basis."

be merely safe presentation in financial statements
instead of fair presentation.
On the other hand, the lawsuit crisis may cause the
accounting profession to re- examine its responsibilities
and its approaches to fulfilling those responsibilities.
The attention of management and management accountants may have to be directed toward the goal
of fair presentation and away from the goal of portraying management in the best possible light. External
auditors may be forced to become more concerned
with attesting to fair presentation and less concerned
with mere compliance with generally accepted accounting principles.
In addition, both groups of accountants may have
to become more willing to re- examine those principles
as such in an effort to enhance the usefulness and
reliability of financial statements. For example, Professor Fortunato suggests that continued failure to
recognize and account for changes in the purchasing
power of the dollar might well form the basis of
lawsuits against the accountants involved.' If so, the
threat of legal action may provide added impetus to
the re- examination and possible reinterpretation of the
historical cost principle. Other time honored accounting principles, of course, may be affected in the same
way. Changes in accounting principles, however, require the coordinated action of the profession as a
whole rather than the unilateral action of individual
companies or accountants.

Comparability and Fair Presentation
One requirement of fair presentation is that the
financial statements not be false or misleading in terms
of either information included or information not
included. It is in this sense that Professor Fortunato
suggests the potential of dire legal consequences if
financial statements are not adjusted for purchasing
power changes as noted above. His discussion implies,
however, that a charge of presenting (or attesting to)
"false or misleading" information can be avoided by
the unilateral adoption of price level adjustments by
a given company. Consideration of the concept of
comparability, on the other hand, leads to a different
conclusion.
Realistically, a decision to invest in the stock of
a given corporation, or to dispose of such an investment, should not be based solely on information about
that one company. Alternative investment opportunities also must be considered. if, as is highly likely,
the available alternatives include the common stocks
of other corporations, it follows that financial information of all of these corporations should be compared
in formulating the investment decision. Thus, comparability among the financial statements of different
corporations becomes important.
In Professor Fortunato's illustration, the reported
earnings per share and common shareholders' equity
are decreased through the application of price level
adjustments. Thus, they appear less attractive in comparison with the corresponding unadjusted figures. On
this basis Professor Fortunato suggests, "... the failure
to adjust ... for the effects of inflation could logically
' Ibid., pp. 16-19.
s Ibid.. p. 16.
" Ibid.
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be construed as publishing 'false or misleading' information." `
On the other hand, if the company in question did
present price level adjusted information while other
companies continued to report on an unadjusted basis,
a different interpretation might be made. A disgruntled investor might charge that he was damaged by
relying on the apparently less favorable price level
adjusted reports of this company in comparison with
the unadjusted reports of other companies.
This argument should not be construed as a plea
for the continuation of the unadjusted historical cost
basis of reporting. On the contrary, it is intended as
support for the previous statement that fundamental
changes of this sort require the coordinated effort of
the entire accounting profession in order to preserve
comparability among the financial statements of different corporations. Furthermore, this assertion is applicable not merely to the issue of price level adjusted
costs versus unadjusted historical costs but to all
present -day accounting principles versus suggested alternatives.
In summary, fair presentation in financial reporting
cannot be achieved on a purely unilateral basis. The
financial statement user must be able to choose between and among investment alternatives. Thus, comparability becomes an important ingredient of fair
presentation.

GAAP and Fair Presentation
The optimum result of the quest for fairness in
financial reporting is neither merely a defense against
legal action nor merely compliance with generally
accepted accounting principles but informative and
reliable financial statements. In order to achieve this
result, accountants must recognize and act upon the
relationship between fair presentation and GAAP.
Two extreme views of this relationship can be asserted,
neither of which is likely to achieve the optimum result
noted above.
At one extreme, fair presentation can be sought
without regard to GAAP. Professor Fortunato suggests
that a trend in this direction is indicated by the charge
to the jury in the "Continental Vending Case."' This
extreme flexibility approach has two principal shortcomings. First, it leaves the selection of accounting
methodology to personal judgment, which may or may
not be influenced by motives other than clear, unbiased reporting. Second, comparability between and
among the financial statements of different companies
is not likely to be achieved without reliance upon some
broad guidelines.
The other extreme view is that fair presentation
automatically results from the use of GAAP. This
position is untenable unless all alternatives in accounting practice are eliminated (presumably by some authoritative body), resulting in rigid uniformity of
reporting by all corporations. Even if this sort of
uniformity were achieved, it is doubtful that fair presentation would result. Comparability between and
among companies requires the disclosure of differences
as well as similarities. By forcing all reporting entities
into the same mold, rigid uniformity tends to destroy
comparability and thus to thwart fair presentation.
Continued on page 28
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PRODUCTIVE HOURS
ANALYSIS
FOR A SMALL SHOP
Productive Hours Analysis Alerts Management In Labor Intensive
Industries Of Overall Performance On A Current Basis

By Kevin Riley

The Report

This article presents a productive hours analysis report
developed for a small tool and die shop. This report
represents one of the many innovative ways accountants can present data needed to guide management
in its decision- making process, for productive hours
analysis alerts management in labor intensive industries of overall performance on a current basis. The
usefulness of current analysis is shown in this case study
where the only accounting report previously available
to management was the year end financial statement.
The analysis of the year end income statement clearly
showed what had not been evident during the year;
namely, that the increase in sales volume during the
year was entirely wiped out by the increase in labor
cost, which included considerable overtime. The additional orders that were accepted had pressed the plant
capacity and resulted in these orders being processed
at a break even point.

Exhibit 1 presents the productive hours analysis
report which can also be developed in graphic or bar
chart form when a plotting attachment to the computer is available.

Company Operations
The company discussed in this article is a small tool
and die job order shop employing 30 people involved
full time in production. Some engineering time is
included in the billing along with the shop time. It
is possible to analyze production on a job by job basis,
which is done for estimating purposes, but management also desires information on total performance
at a given level of capacity. The initial assumptions
of the productive hours analysis made for this company
are as follows:
Billing is correlated with jobs produced during the
period. Work in process and carryover billing are
nominal as the production run is short.
The data and accruals in the accounts are current
and accurate estimates. Year end adjustments before Federal income taxes are nominal.
The report accurately reflects net operating profit
before extraordinary items and income taxes.
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NE T P RO D UC T IVE H O UR S

The net productive hours total is determined by
deducting nonproductive, holiday, premium hours and
by adjusting for work in process change in hours, from
total hours during the period. This provides accounting
for total hours paid. Nonproductive hours include
vacation, sick leave, down time and similar items. The
nonproductive heading could be further reduced by
several specific categories. This data is available in
the payroll journal summary. The direct labor work
in process is available from the job cost summary.
T OT AL COST EXCL UDING MAT ERIALS
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Direct labor, manufacturing overhead and selling,
and general and administrative costs are derived directly from the monthly financial statements. The
various expense accounts for the monthly financial
statements include an accurate estimate of year end
accruals to avoid the misleading results of a prior
period adjustment in the current period. The effect
of any development not anticipated in the accruals
is analyzed separately.
LABOR BILLING

The report attempts to relate labor billing to net
productive hours during the period. To accomplish
this, the work in process inventory at the end of the
Period reduces the total labor hours. Since there is
no finished goods inventory, because of the billing
procedures employed, the dollar sales adjusted for
materials will correspond to labor hours. The end
result is net operating profit per productive hour which
will correspond to the net operating profit in the
income statement.
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"This report
offers a
method
whereby

.

.

"

management
g
can check on
performance
monthly
using the data
available

Using the Report
When production exceeds sales, permitting an inventory buildup, the manufacturing overhead, direct
labor hours and cost for the period are adjusted. The
required information source is in the detail components of the inventory adjustment; therefore, sales and
hours correspond. Each grouping in the report can
be presented on a percentage or per productive hour
basis. (See Exhibit 1.) Any item can highlight responsibility or an area which should be investigated for
causal factors. If billing procedures are irregular, the
sales figure or inventory change can be adjusted accordingly. When period costs included in the sample
report vary considerably, they should be eliminated
from the analysis to produce a meaningful labor report.
The report should be tailored to convey the most
meaningful information to management. It does not
need to follow any of the constraints placed upon
outside reporting.
Productive hours analysis tends to complement
break -even and direct cost analysis at several levels

Exhibit 1
PRODUCTIVE HOURS ANALYSIS REPORT
YTD

59,737

79,650

19,913

3,270
1,100
490
54,877
850
1,200
54,527

4,360
1,500
734
73,056
1,200
925
73,331

1,090
400
244
18,179
625

$182,861
49,527
29,738
$262,126

$261,243
71,779
39,651
$372,673

78,382
22,252
9,913
$110,547

Percent of total hours_
Total hours
Less:
Nonproductive
Holidays
Premium hours
Productive hours
W ork in process change
Net productive hours
Percent o f total sales
Direct labor cost
Manufacturing overhead
Selling, general and administrative
Material costs
Total
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100.0

$

$
$

5.88

$147,381
27,978
$119,403
$

5.43
.35

18,804

$

$

5.11
.30

5.08

$491,270
93,259
$398,011

$

Labor billing per hour
Net operating profit per productive hour

4.81

$343,889
65,281
$278,608
$

Sales
Less material costs
Labor billing

$

Total cost per productive hour

$

Dec.

Total hours
Less.
Nonproductive
Holidays
Premium hours
Productive hours
Add work in process beginning
Less work in process ending
Net productive hours
Direct labor cost
Manufacturing overhead
Selling, general and administrative
Total cost excluding materials

Quarter

Sept.

6.35
.47

100.0

100.0

5.5
1.8
.8
91.9
(.6)
91.3

5.5
1.9
.9
91.7
4
92.1

5.5
2.0
1.2
91.3
3.1
94.4

53.2
14.4
8.6
18.9
95.1

53.2
14.6
8.1
19.0
94.9

53.2
15.1
6.7
19.0
94.0

of productive capability. The report can be used on
the basis of an entire productive unit or any sub -unit
in a job order or process cost system. All of the entries
are a manipulation of up -to -date data used in preparation of the monthly financial statements.
This report offers a method whereby management
can check on performance monthly using the data
available and without going to the expense of more
elaborate or refined procedures in other areas. Necessary corrective measures can be taken in the following
month, while other alternatives are being considered.
More attention to estimating, standard costs, scheduling, personnel hiring, forecasting and capacity utilization are among the planning areas that require consideration as a result of the study of the immediate profit
problem of the company.
Basically, the report is one of several tools by which
management is alerted to the need for corrective
action. When the report shows a large variation in
a given period, several immediate questions are raised
which may require further analysis:
Was labor meeting standard time on the various
jobs during the period?
What specific factors in the report need detailed
analysis?
Based on the area indicated as being out of line,
what are the alternative courses of action and what
tools are available for measuring their effectiveness?
The percentage analysis (Exhibit 1) shows that premium hours are excessive. In this case, an investigation
of plan layout and capacity appears to be warranted.
Accepting an additional order created problems in
scheduling hours and required overtime to complete
the jobs. The company is definitely in need of some
guidelines covering the relevant range of production,
and marginal cost data. A correlative guide would
indicate at what point the company will subcontract
jobs or even parts of a job.
Since plant capacity is abstract, surrogate measures
must be utilized. Several tools are available to simulate
the effects of changes in methods and equipment. For
example, a linear programming technique can be applied to determine the optimum production schedule
for the next month. By using simulation, a pro -forma
productive hours - billing report can in this way be
produced.
Conclusion
The productive hours analysis report was created
as a result of management hindsight. Because business
was good, it was assumed that it was also profitable.
However, the limitations of the company's estimating
procedures were clearly evident in a brief review of
the year end financial statement. The cost of utilizing
additional plant capacity was uncontrolled overtime
which offset the profits of additional business accepted
during the year. In industries that are labor intensive
and where labor is a key part of the sales revenue,
benefits can be derived by the type of report that
highlights this relationship for management.
❑
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THE BUDGETING PROCESS
As We Learn From The Past And Gain Confidence From The
Test Of Time, We Can Reflect That Budgets Have Been A Part
Of Human Activity For Countless Generations

By Paul A. May
About eleven thousand years ago, so says the record,
ancient man embarked upon his first known budget
venture. Prior to that time he was evidently the hunter,
or the gleaner, who lived off the land. Opportunity
was his bench mark. When times were good he made
his belly fat, knowing that his bank was his body.
When times were lean he starved. True, he had done
a little prior planning in shaping his tools to bring
down his prey or catch his fish, but this did not provide
a plan; these weapons were simply instruments of
opportunity. He did not, nor could he as the master,
set aside substance that would serve him well in the
near future. Nor could he plan, since the source of

his wealth stemmed from nature's bounty, which at
best was fickle and which provided no reserves save
the begetting of kind and, therefore, allowed little
or no opportunity to plan for a future source of food
and substance.
Along the war, someone observed that the grains,
or seeds, which had heretofore been thought of as food,
would , if planted, grow and make more of their kind.
And from the beds of ancient caves comes evidence,
in long dead peas, that man began his first simple
budgeting procedure by planning (planting) for the
future.
From the first fruits of the ground he put aside
a part of his needs for the future. He began to see
that by planning his present resources he could place
in store a better future. He now began to understand
some of the basics of a budget, and in this simple
analogy lies the thread of much of the substance of
today's sophisticated budget systems. While an analogy can reflect only the real thing, one can see how
the growing of food (by ancient man) and the sophistication and complexity of the more modern way of
planning through the use of present resources to benefit future periods is one and the same. (See Exhibit 1.)
Thus, as we learn from the past and gain confidence
from the test of time, we can reflect that budgets
have been a part of human activity for countless
generations. In various forms they worked for the
ancients. They worked for our ancestors and advanced
the concept that using our goods for future benefit,
if planned, works for us now.
The differences between the usual day to day planning that goes on in our lives and a business budget
is the formal planning and delegation of authority that
needs to go into a business budget. This requires the
effort of many people working together to make budgets work in the complex of industrial living. The other
difference is that after objectives are determined, the
budget must be worked out in formal detail on paper
with procedures and written instructions. Thus, those
individuals in each area of responsibility will know
their parts, and such parts can be coordinated to meet
financial objectives set by corporate management.
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A Five -Point Guide
There are five points that should guide a budget
department— motivate, report, control, organize, and
staff. Top management must not only bear a sympathetic point of view to budgets but it must identify
itself with a budget. Otherwise budgets cannot succeed. The budget will not succeed if management
cannot somehow grow out of the older concepts of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973
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"Budgets
do not run
themselves."

direct involvement through personal contact. Results,
in such cases, are limited to the capabilities and limitations of one or two individuals, whereas a budget
attempts to get things done by the resourcefulness
of many talents. If top management can identify itself
with the profit incentive through achievement by
others and by delegation —and will use the budget for
achieving this end —the budget can be successful and
the opportunities for successful business and a good
rate of return will be extended greatly.
MOT IVAT ING

Since budgeting is essentially a cohesive plan for
organizing people to create a total financial responsibility for a future performance, it is important that
the various managers and others to whom responsibility for attainment of budgets has been given be-

Exhibit 1
THE BUDGETING PROCESS

Agricultural man

I

Modern man

1. Save seed and put it
aside to grow next year.
Set enough aside to take
care of group.

1. Plan for profit or improvement,
evaluate available resources, and
draw on past experiences to deter mine availability of funds for
future use.

2. Place seeds in container
in dry place. Select area
for growing in spring.
Prepare land.

2. Organize for action — set up
staff and statistics, and evaluate
future opportunity. Prepare forms
and procedures and establish a
formal comprehensive budget plan
for each activity and for the
company as a whole.

3. Set seeds in ground,
arrange to care for growing plants. Make persons
assume responsibility for
taking care of the
growing assigned to them.
Make sacrifice to deities.

3. Administer actual performance;
buy machines, establish flow
of information, see that products
and plans are operative. Establish
responsibility of personnel for
attaining objectives. (Pray for
results.)

4. Harvest the grain and
place in stores. Count
stores to see if supply
will meet food requirements of the tribe or group
as planned.

4. Measure actual results to
budget. Use accounting techniques
to compare actual performance.

5. Increase planting area,
save more seed, change
planting area to plan for
better yield, if needed,
or for more members in the
group when next year rolls
around.

5. Correct and improve operating
and financial practices for the
next year. Institute cost reduction
programs, reach for new product
lines, discontinue marginal items,
improve trading areas, etc.
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come involved in every possible way. The budget, in
itself, will impose a discipline on people, as people
tend to bow to well- organized plans. Consequently,
those concerned will try to "make" their budgets. But
this is not enough. They somehow must be made to
feel they are a part of the budgetary process. Top
management can help instill this identity in the minds
of operating management if it will:
Make sure that operating managers have a part
in suggesting new concepts and objectives of the
business that will enable them to feel that they
have made a contribution to the future of the
business.
Involve operating managers in the planning stages,
the timing of budget information, and the methods
by which plans can be achieved. (Expect from all
levels of management suggestions for programs
involving the outlay of capital, the creation of
income, and the incurrence of expenses so that
plans are well understood not only in verbal commitment but also by written and documented income, expense, and capital expenditure programs.)
Systematically report out the facts and require
explanations of out -of -line situations, not only on
the unfavorable side but on the upside as well.
Tie managers to rewards based on performances.
It is up to the company to judge what performance
is wanted in each case by each management. But
it is helpful if advancement and monetary awards
can be associated by the individual with his own
performance, not only as an individual but also
as part of the larger group.
The essence of all management is the ability to work
through others and to attain planned objectives
through all layers of the company, and to this end
the budget is a most useful tool. Each president or
chief executive officer has certain skills and abilities
for achieving performance through delegating authority to lower echelons of management. It is not the
purpose of this article to cover all the ways in which
motivation can be achieved but rather to suggest a
few of them. Naturally, skillful top management will
know many more. Motivation of people is possibly
the key to all successful budgeting.
REPOR T ING

Prior to the establishment of a budget program there
is a need to have prompt and meaningful reporting
systems of financial results on a daily, weekly, or
monthly basis, depending upon the need for control.
Such a program involves an organization chart to
establish responsibility for each department's performance by product lines, sales, and costs. In support
of the chart, a chart of accounts needs to be designed
that will enable income, costs, and expenditures to
be related to the organization chart, thus providing
for the reporting of operating information along lines
of responsibilities. Such a chart of accounts will relate
to and serve in common the budget as well as the
accounting system since actual performance can and
should be able to be compared to the actual flow of
moneys planned on the budget. In this way, progress
can be watched and unfavorable situations corrected.
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CONT RO LLING

Implicit in a budget is the need for control. This
control extends beyond the mere comparison of budgeted and actual results. It seeks rather to ingrain in
responsible management a plan for working together
by financially equating most of the parts of the business and then assigning to each manager his share for
performance. Being a complete plan, it should not
be tied to a profit in an opportunistic sense. Rather,
emphasis must be placed on the achievement of each
component of a master plan, both short -term and
long -term. It means that no one part, such as sales,
should be given preference over another, such as manufacturing costs. Additionally, the plan should include
variable controls allowing for quick and immediate
expansion or contraction of expenses should conditions
warrant. Indeed, variability must be part of the plan
if profits are to be salvaged.
Assuming that budgets are planned on a variable
basis, the attitude of top management should be to
place emphasis on the attainment of budgets, not on
the beating of budgets. Beating a budget, while all
right as long as it falls within the scope of the plan,
can be hurtful to the plan as a whole if it reaches
beyond normal variations allowed for in the plan or
is beneficial to an individual at the expense of his
peers. Here are a few instances where "beating" the
budget can be hurtful with probably adverse consequences, even though current savings may be temporarily achieved:
1. Curtailment of R &D expense can reduce sharply
future opportunities for profit by impoverishing
products in future periods.
2. Stinting on maintenance can result in serious later
shutdowns and high costs or decline in customer
services.
3. Ill- staffed sales territories. Good for an occasional
short run —but watch the bride (the customer) when
wooed by others.
4. Overpricing of inter - company or inter - divisional
transactions that can benefit one division to the
disadvantage of another.
These are but a few examples of "beating" the
budget. Literally, they are beating the budget to death.
On the other hand, legitimate cost and expense reductions can be of great help. Only frequent communications and review of operating results can avoid
short -terns pitfalls as well as encourage meaningful
long -term contributions to profits.
Sales overperformance also should be watched, for
overselling can eat heavily into the available working
capital of the corporation. Sales growth greater than
planned can divert capital from an area of high rate
of return to a low bargain rate of earnings on sales
because bargains generally go with low gross profit
rates. If this procedure forces high corporate debt,
especially in the short -term money market, it could
nullify all effects of volume increases because interest
rates from less favorable borrowing sources can offset
all gains from volume while appreciably increasing the
cost per unit sale of doing business.
On the other hand, more selective sales should be
encouraged as a better course for actual results to
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better forecast objectives. It is interesting to note that
a gain of five percent in gross (in a common corporate
financial structure) can be equivalent to a 20 or 25
percent gain in sales volume with the same earnings
for equity capital but with less risk, providing an eye
is kept on a "share of the market." But why not try
for the best share?
ORGANIZING

Budgets do not run themselves. As with most functions, they require "care and feeding" —care to see that
all responsible managers become involved and feeding
to insure that responsible plans are put together, followed up by adequate reporting, and, finally, out -ofline conditions promptly brought to task.
Organization must consider proper staffing to insure
that not only are budgets attained, but that persons
responsible for their execution are held accountable
to top management for their execution and performance. Nothing will fail more completely than neglected
effort perpetuated by understaffing. The enthusiasm
that goes into preparing cannot and will not be carried
forward by those responsible unless there is constant
supervision. This involves questioning of out -of -line
situations and expressing a personal interest in the
human beings who must perform and who need to
be told when they are doing a good job as well as
when they are doing a bad one so they know their
efforts have not been in vain.
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"There are no
panaceas, only
principles."

STAFFING

Staffing a budget department should involve consideration of the following functions to be performed:
1. Formalizing with department managers a budget
and recounciling on past experience and future
prospects so that a reasonably good meeting of the
minds can be achieved.
2. Assembling the budget into an integrated overall
planned program using originally submitted budget
information tempered by management's objectives
to arrive at a profit plan for the succeeding period
or periods.
3. Reviewing actual performance and budgeted objectives with persons responsible for submitting
budgets to insure attainment of programmed performance.
4. Using analysis that is capable of employing modern
management techniques such as operations research, linear programming, and PERT to look
objectively for better profit opportunities in the
budget.
5. Providing reports to management that will help
to attain:
a. Actual versus budgeted performance
b. Opportunities for profits that shape up
c. A basis for discussion with operations managers
to enable correction of unfavorable actual performance
d. Review of past and future opportunities to
provide top management with the ability to measure alternative ways of utilizing the men, methods,
and capital of the corporation to the best possible
attainment of high -profit future opportunities.
There is more than this procedure going into a
budget plan. However, the foregoing has worked for
others and will work for you. These services require
an annual gross (not net) expenditure in a middle size
corporation of about one quarter to one half percent
of annual sales volume. Spending less will be exceptional or will result in understaffing, and the latter
not only can make the budget ineffective but can
detract from control. Without sufficient supervision,
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the budget not only will fail, but the principles on
which the budget is based will lose the respect of the
persons called upon to run their budgets.
Imp l e me n t i n g T h e Bu d ge t P r og r a m
Since each company has its own way of life, there
can be no general formula or way of going about the
budgeting process that will work for all. There are
no panaceas, only principles. It becomes the responsibility of each management to examine its own problems and opportunities and thereafter set up the necessary manpower and procedures to implement the
budget program.
Instead of suggesting the mechanics of a budget
program which has been served over and over again
in many good textbooks, this article will review each
of the elements that make up the program and some
of the ideas and concepts which have been observed
in successful budgeting:
PLANNING

1. Planning is not just for profit in a short -term
sense; rather, it is a process of timing. Not only
are profits wanted, but determining when profits
can be best achieved is an equally important
aspect of planning.
2. Planning is not a one - man -gang concept. Do not
make the mistake of expecting budget plans by
an open -end committee. But, do provide an open
channel so that as many fresh ideas as possible
reach the planning group.
3. Do not plan growth without consideration of
resources for obtaining the growth and profits
wanted. Growth is not entirely a matter for a
profit and loss statement. It also involves working
capital as well as other balance sheet items.
4. Plan both within and without the company. You
may be making widgits, but gidgets, which would
require a little new thinking and more effort, are
the thing. If you are not in it, at least evaluate
gidgets.
5. Plan in areas not only of products, sales, and
expenses, but -also translate into financial terms
the full gambit of "men, methods, and materials"
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for full realization of profits.
6. Do not write off technical men because you are
a business man, but do not always assume that
such men fully understand business. Nevertheless,
success today requires well- integrated business and
technical concepts. Meeting business objectives
and planning without good tax counsel, for example, can be a very costly process. Lawyers and
engineers also furnish a solid backwall for many
phases of planning.
7. Establish short -term and long -term relationships
so that short -term direction will be meaningful
in the next five years or so.
8. Watch markets and competitive industry. Are you
planning for your fair share of business?
9. Think product lines, industry economics, and
customers, and try to rate one against the other
so that for the long pull you will get the best.
10. Develop criteria for measuring the net return of
invested capital. Rate of return, discounted -cashflow, and other less formal methods allow you
to choose the most advantageous one for corporate growth.
11. Plan your records so that if the opportunity and
need arise you have the financial information to
project well beyond your present capital needs.
These are but a few of the factors that go into the
planning process. They are not limiting. You probably
can think of many more. But be sure when you are
done that your plans are not only recorded numerically
in a budget, but also clearly written down so that
meaningful reference can be made to them later.
ORGANIZING

1. Establish a sound management organization for
the business and implement it not only with
defined responsibilities but also with the authority
for carrying out delegated functions.
2. Establish cost and accounting systems around the
organization so expenses and income can be
oriented to lines of authority and the responsibility, therefore, established and agreed to the
organization chart. The accounting and budget
system should relate not only to the earnings
statement but to the balance sheet as well, for
expenditures of money for fixed assets or inventories often will have as much impact on the company's well being as will items of income and
expense.
3. Designate a budget manager whose job should
be to set up necessary procedures for budgeting,
to assemble the figures presented by the department heads, and to build such figures into comprehensive budgeted statements of earnings,
balance sheets, and cash flows as will enable management to evaluate the effectiveness of their
initial and later budgets. In addition, at the behest
of management, he should assist in reconstructing
budgets until a satisfactory one is found. He
should help management to understand the financial and operating implications of the budget,
and by service and analysis, he should make periodic reports to management on the favorable or
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unfavorable trends that may develop.
4. Establish written budget procedures spelling out
the obligations of each group in completing its
share of the budget and specifying the information, both in dollars and explanatory text, that
should accompany the budget.
5. Establish time schedules for each phase of the
budget to assure that the budget can be approved
and operative in sufficient time to control the
resources of the company during the next fiscal
period or periods.
6. Provide programs for budget periods of long and
short duration and orient these programs to be
reported out or revised according to periodic
importance. For in§tance, it may be necessary to
check direct labor performance daily. R &D programs may require one or several years to prove
out.
7. Tie earnings, balance sheets and cash flow into
an integrated program. Too great a lead in a profit
and loss budget over capital formation will send
the horse far ahead of the buggy —no working
resources, no ability to achieve performance.
8. Relate budget programs to financing solutions,
i.e., consider not only the use of funds but also
the sources of funds to provide capital well in
advance of expenditures.
9. Provide the machinery and manpower to report
comparisons between actual and budgeted performance.
10. Organize for a periodic review of budgets and
meetings with persons responsible for budget performance to insure planned performance and to
establish support and interest in meeting budgets
by each area of budget responsibility.
11. Educate all areas of management to budget techniques and indoctrinate all levels participating to
identify their decisions and actions with corporate
profit.

"Organization
is the bridge
that links the
planning stage
of budgeting
to a going
function."

Organization is the bridge that links the planning
stage of budgeting to a going function. Without good
organization, plans will go awry and the budget will
lack coordination.
ADMINIST ERING

1. Staff, under organization plans, to achieve budget
objectives through cost control, expense analysis,
sales reporting, and the like.
2. Provide tools, i.e., office machines, computers, etc.,
to accumulate actual and budget data for plant
and other facilities.
3. Pre - arrange financial programs to render adequate
financing for sales, costs, inventories, and other
plans adopted during the budget period. Inadequate arrangement, or arrangements made after the
fact, can become costly or may later upset the best laid plans if sources of capital are not on hand
to see budgeted projects to completion.
4. Introduce or upgrade manpower through training
programs, schools, or in -house courses to provide
necessary staffing for budget plans. New products
may offer unusual profit opportunities but to no
advantage without trained labor to manufacture
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the new lines. A different channel of distribution
may offeK expanded fields of selling, but without
an understanding of the market aspect, contacts
can be lost, pricing policies may be unrealistic, or
old selling methods will not result in sales.
Step up reporting programs to assure adequate
(daily if necessary) control over direct labor, field
selling, purchase placement, or other critical
spending points to assure that by daily or weekly
performance, monthly budget objectives will be
met.
6. Set up monthly meetings to compare planned
performance with actual performance. Make
changes and update budget programs if conditions
warrant. Once a plan is set, it is a yardstick which,
if changed, will lend uncertainty to all future
knowledge as to whether budget performances are
being attained. However, if a major change at the
level of management decision takes place —such as
acquiring another company— (i.e., consolidated)
the budget should be changed accordingly.
Adjust spending levels to income. Do not persist
in staying with the expenses of a budget as if a
budget were sacred. It is not; only a healthy, well
balanced company is.
8. Review capital and research and development expenditures periodically to determine whether
money being spent is running ahead or behind
estimates. Compare the physical progress of the
work being done with the expenses. Such comparisons often will indicate whether original capital
proposals will meet spending projections or
whether substantial additional sums would be necessary, especially in the area of research and development.
These are indications of the areas of administration
involved —men, methods, money, communication, return on investment. All need attention, and perhaps
few things are as important as management skills
adroitly applied to the administration of the budget.
MEASURING

It will be noted that we do not "compare," but
instead we "measure." The former involves mostly
relationships — actual compared to budget— actual performance of one department against general economic
conditions. Comparison is an enlightening process and
one of the tools of measurement. Nevertheless, it does
not of itself fulfill a budget function as does measuring.
In measuring, we are talking about a quantitative thing
but with emphasis on judgment and evaluation. In
this process the concern is not so much with a better
or worse performance than budgeted, but rather with
the ascertaining of causes of favorable and unfavorable
situations.
COR RE CT I NG

Thus, the final phase of budgeting becomes the
practical application of:
1. All that was learned from past experience, and
judgments
2. All the parts of economic influence — production
methods, sales prospects or financial opportuMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973

nities —which because of changing conditions may
require new plans, changes in practices, or additional skills if we are to maintain future corporate
well being (While we can learn from the past,
essentially budgeting becomes a process of making
the most of present opportunity rather than past
conditions.)
It is easy to look at a budget and say, for example,
"We spent too much on labor." And yet reflection
might caution that labor was new at the job. An
investigation might show an improving trend, so hang
on —the problem was untrained labor, not inefficient
labor and replacement would only repeat the problem.
It also might be possible to save a quarter point
on financing by going to a new source to replace a
present financial house. And yet, the currency of the
quarter point may well be provided by both understanding and efficient processing of financial paper
by a present house.
So, correction is not always a question of black and
white. Nor need it carry the gray banner of indecision.
Like the umpire in a baseball game, right or wrong
it is necessary to "call 'em as you see 'em." Baseball
would have no meaning if an umpire weighed each
pitch and rendered a decision a week or so later.
Business has a little more time to make its decisions,
and right or wrong they must be made in the following
general areas:

"Business has
a little more
time to make
its decisions,
and right or
wrong they
must be
made .. ."

1. To plan in the future for expansion at a rate now
indicated by current market conditions
2. To apply new manpower and skills for deficiencies
in past performance or to anticipate new needs
3. To use the "pink slip" carefully
4. To test other methods, avoiding whenever possible
sunk or fixed costs until forecast and past experience can be reconciled to these corrections, i.e.,
the decision to invest in capital equipment
5. To revise methods of financing, to evaluate growth
versus dividend positions with respect to earnings
and dividend policy
6. To be courageous enough to take a "first loss" if
necessary rather than to chase good money after
bad, or to so structure the financial statements that
deferred changes might lessen opportunity for future financing
7. To mechanize even at high interest rates, to avoid
even higher future costs arising from constant wage
demands
8. To re- evaluate timing of everything from credit
possibilities, fixed investment, research and development policy, and earnings
Conclusion

Budgets, the art of coordinating, conserving, and
applying present resources to future best known advantages, have been with us for thousands of years
in one form or another. But only in fairly recent times
has the complexity of American business forced a
previously informal process into a viable and sometimes complex tool of management. However, the
complexity of the budget only reflects similar complexities of business itself since a budget is merely an
analogy of business pointed at future events.
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By Jerry D. Miller

The APB's Reappraisal

In December 1966, the Accounting Principles Board
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants rendered Opinion No. 10 to determine how
stock purchase warrants and convertible bonds should
be reflected in financial statements. This opinion,
which altered traditional methodology,' recommended
that the value of the call on the common be separated
from the straight debt value by crediting paid -in capital for its value. Correspondingly, an offsetting charge
was suggested that would be made by debiting the
debt discount (or reduction in premium).' The discount was then to be amortized over the life of the
bond issue. The net effect would be a reduction in
reported income through an effective increase in the
annual interest levy.

It was not until March 1969 that the Accounting
Principles Board again took a definitive step on these
securities. Opinion No. 14 directed companies issuing
detachable stock purchase warrants to credit paid -in
capital for their fair value at date of issuance. The
decision was based on the fact that these warrants
become separable from the bond issue, thus commanding their own value.
Bonds issued with non - detachable warrants and convertible bonds, however, were to be accounted for as
if the entire issue were debt. The underlying reason
for this decision was based on the inseparable nature
of the debt and the conversion option. The Board
evinced concern about the difficulty in properly assessing the value of the conversion option. T o quote
Opinion No. 14, "In the absence of separate transferability, values are not established in the marketplace, and accordingly, the value assigned to each
feature is necessarily subjective." "

The Response From Business
Opinion No. 10 generated a furor among corporations that found these instruments helpful in acquiring
huge amounts of capital. The airline industry, faced
with rising costs, strongly protested. Investment bankers, fearful of losing lucrative convertible bond business, exerted their power in an attempt to have the
ruling changed.' They argued that the conversion privilege in a bond was simply one of the provisions
contained in an indenture, and that the low coupon
rate was a function of numerous features of the security. The argument was further presented that convertible bonds were either equity or debt, but not both.
Prior to conversion they are debt; after conversion they
are equity.'
The Accounting Principles Board responded to the
pressure of the business community and fellow colleagues with Opinion No. 12, which requested that
the section of Opinion No. 10 concerning convertible
bonds and bonds with warrants be suspended.'
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The Similarities of the Exchange Features
The APB's decision to account for convertible bonds
in a fashion different from bonds with warrants appears
too narrow. Conversion features and warrants offer
similar benefits to issuing corporations and security
owners. Issuing companies benefit through lower coupon rates and /or higher prices for their securities by
' Prior to the issuance of APB Opinion No. 10, warrants and convertible bonds
had been relegated to footnotes in explaining their importance to a given business
firm.
'Opinion No. 10 of the Accounting Principles Board. AICPA, New York, December 1966, pp. 147 -148.
' Arthur M. Louis. 'The Accountants Are Changing the Rules." Fortune, June
15, 1968, p. 179.
4
"Cloud Over Convertible Debentures;' Business Week, October 7, 1967, p. 148.
'Opinion No. 12 of the Accounting Principles Board, AICPA, New York, December 1967, p. 91.
"Accounting For Convertible Debt and Debt Issued With Stock Purchase
Warrants. Opinion No. 14 of the Accounting Principles Board, AICPA.
New York, March 1969, p. 205.
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attaching either a conversion privilege or a warrant
package to a debt instrument. Security owners find
either of these instruments offers a claim on the common —one by surrendering the bond and the other by
paying a specific amount of cash.
The initial and final impact of issuing convertible
bonds or bonds with warrants can be shown to be
identical. For example, assume the marketplace is
willing to pay an equal amount for a conversion privilege or a warrant package (where the conversion price
is equal to the exercise price and the expiration of
each privilege is of the same length). Initially, the
issuing company would receive identical benefits from
attaching either privilege —the same coupon reduction
or higher net proceeds from the sale.
The benefits would continue to be similar throughout the lives of each privilege. An examination of three
possible developments would help illustrate the similarity of these two claims on the common. Three
possible assumptions concerning these claims are: (1)
the privileges expire without any new common shares
being created, (2) the privileges are exercised at the
same time, and (3) the privileges are exercised at
different times.
The first possibility, the expiration of the privileges,
leads to an identical impact on the issuing company
as no new shares are created. Moreover, the initial
benefits for the issuing company for each privilege
remain identical until expiration.
The second assumption, the exchange of privileges
for common stock at the same point in time, provides
a similar result. Even though conversion of the bonds
eliminates the debt, whereas exercise of the warrants
provides cash in the company coffers, the financial
mix is almost identical. A company needing capital
funds may issue additional debt following conversion,
and this conversion will result in an identical capitalization mix- as with the exercise of warrants. A
company with adequate capital funds may use the cash
from exercise of the warrants to redeem or purchase
the bonds issued with the detachable warrants, and
this will result in an identical capitalization mix as
with the conversion of the bonds. Basically, the opportunities to acquire and maintain an identical capitalization are about the same when warrants or conversion privileges are exercised at the same time.
The last assumption, the execution of the privileges
at different times, leads to different results. A callable
feature on the convertible bond often enables conversion to take place long before warrants are exercised.
Such a development leads to better access to the
capital market because the debt is eliminated. The
flexibility of management - designated elimination of
the debt through calling the bonds (when the market
price of the common exceeds the conversion price)
provides a basic difference in conversion privileges and
warrants.", This difference, however, does not appear
adequate to alter the basic accounting for these highly
similar privileges.

The Impact on Earnings Per Share
The accounting for these securities recommended
7

Numerous companies have recently included a covenant in the warrant agreement
which enables warrants to he exercised at the option of the company. The covenant
enables the companv to lower the exercise price for brief intervals to stimulate
exercising of the warrants.
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by the APB may result in materially different earnings
per share of issuing companies. For example, assume
a company has one million shares outstanding and
plans to earn $2.00 per share after issuing $40 million
(par and net proceeds) of 20 -year convertible bonds.
Assume further that the convertible feature is worth
$8 million at date of issuance. The APB currently
recommends the convertible feature to be accounted
for as debt by crediting the entire $40 million to bonds
payable. Whereas a $40 million bond issue with warrants valued at $8 million would result in a bond
discount of $8 million and a credit to paid -in capital
for the value of warrants, the $8 million discount
requires a $400,000 charge to annual earnings ($200,000
after a 50 per cent tax rate). As a result of this charge,
reported net income would be lower by issuing warrants —even though the same potential dilution exists.
Earnings per share would actually amount to $1.80
with warrants versus the $2.00 earnings with convertible bonds.
Opinion No. 14 actually reduces earnings comparability of individual companies. Even with poorer performance, companies using convertible bonds as a
source of capital may report higher earnings than
companies using bonds with detachable warrants. Perhaps the APB should have placed more emphasis on
the long -run impact of these instruments and less
emphasis on the inseparability of the debt and the
convertible feature.

"The initial
and final
impact of
issuing
convertible
bonds or
bonds with
warrants can
be shown to
be identical."

A Proposed Method of Valuation
Even though the APB evinced concern about valuing the convertible feature, it failed to study any
valuation procedures. In view of this concern, this
study proposes that three alternatives be considered
in appraising the value of these features.
The first alternative would be to have investment
bankers determine the approximate straight debt value
of each convertible bond at the date of issuance.
Straight debt value could then be deducted from the
market price of the bond to determine the approximate worth of the convertible feature. Since investment bankers are experts in the capital markets, they
can provide close approximations of straight debt
values. Moreover, investment bankers could approximate straight debt value at the same time they establish the market price for the issue and little additional expense would be involved.
The second alternative would be to have a financial
service such as Moody's, Standard and Poor's, or
Fitch's provide an approximation of straight debt
values on newly issued convertible bonds. Moody's
already estimates straight debt values for many convertible bonds in Moody's Bond Survey. In arriving
at straight debt values, Moody's studies (1) the quality
of the bond, (2) the interest coupon, (3) the maturity
date of the issue, (4) call price, (5) sinking fund provisions, (6) prevailing level of interest rates, (7) yield
curves, and (8) other factors when necessary. Since a
rating service would have to determine straight debt
value only one time for each issue, the cost would
be nominal.
The third alternative would be for accountants to
develop an approach to determining the values of
convertible features. Accountants would have to use
27
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accountants should
examine the
overall impact
of their
decisions .. . "

most of the variables used by Moody's in making such
a determination. Models could be developed by utilizing multiple regression techniques that may produce
unbiased estimates of the convertible features value.

Conclusion
Because convertible features and warrants offer similar benefits to issuing companies, they should be
accounted for in a similar manner. Although capi-

talization mixes are highly similar with either method
of financing, reported earnings tend to be biased upward by using convertible bonds as opposed to bonds
with warrants. Since earnings per share data has a
significant impact on market prices of common shares,
accountants should examine the overall impact of their
decisions rather than concentrate on one element such
as the inseparability of the conversion feature from
the bond.
❑

A FURTHER LOOK AT FAIRNESS IN ACCOUNTING
Continued from page 16
The solution to this dilemma, I believe, lies in a
middle❑ground❑between❑the❑two❑extremes❑—a❑quest❑for
fair presentation within the boundaries of GAAP.
Implementation of this approach, however, requires
two important steps to be taken:
A distinction must be made between accounting
principles on the one hand and accounting procedures and methods on the other.
In applying accounting principles, the accountant
must adopt the methodology which most closely
accords with the facts of the particular situation
with which he is involved.
Within this framework, accounting principles are
regarded as broad guides to action in accounting which
are so fundamental as to require uniformity among
reporting entities. For example, at the present time
it is agreed that income measurement is a process of
comparing revenues and expired costs within accounting periods (the matching principle) as opposed to
some other approach such as comparing the market
values of beginning and ending net assets.
Accounting procedures are means of implementing
the accounting principles. For example, depreciation
is the procedure used to implement the matching
principle with regard to fixed assets. Other procedures,
such as the division of the cost of merchandise into
cost of goods sold and ending inventory, do not bear
such a convenient title and must be identified by
description.
Accounting methods are different ways of accomplishing the accounting procedures. The two procedures metnioned above, for example, are carried out
by means of depreciation methods (straight -line, declining balance, etc.), and inventory flow methods
(FIFO, LIFO, etc.), respectively. The process of selecting from among available accounting methods is
critical to the attainment of fair presentation within
the boundaries of GAAP.
All too often it appears that accounting methods
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are selected without regard for the goal of fair presentation. Indeed, contemporary accountants seem to
have adopted the attitude that compliance with GAAP
automatically ensures fair presentation. This places
one in the untenable position of saying, for example,
that applying any available depreciation method
(straight -line, declining balance, sum-of- the- years'digits, units of output, etc.) to a given fixed asset will
result in fair presentation even though each of these
methods yields a different result.
Ideally, if fair presentation is to he attained, it is
necessary to select only that accounting method which
most closely accords with the facts of the particular
case. Of course, ideals, including this one, cannot
always be attained. Nevertheless, it always is possible
to strive toward their attainment. At the least, accountants can take two large steps toward the ideal
of selecting "the best method" in each situation. First,
they can reject the notion that all available methods
in a particular category are equally acceptable alternatives. Second, they can strive to ensure that obviously
inappropriate methods are not selected.

Summary
Based on the assumption that fair presentation of
information is a primary goal (if not the primary goal)
of external financial reporting, four necessary conditions for the attainment of that goal have been asserted. First, it must be recognized that management
accountants and external aduitors, although acting in
different capacities, share the responsibility for fair
presentation. Second, the accounting profession must
resist the urge to adopt an excessively defensive posture toward the threat of legal action against its
members. Third, comparability between and among
the financial statements of different reporting entities
must be acknowledged as an essential ingredient of
fair presentation. Finally, the need for generally accepted accounting principles as broad guides to action
must be recognized, and, concurrently, fair presentation must be sought within the boundaries of those
principles through the judicious selection of accounting methodology.
❑
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THE MODEL CITIES
PROGRAM: AN
APPLICATION OF PPBS
Ou r L o c al Go v e rn m en t s M u st C ha n ge T he i r C h ar a ct e r A n d
Ut il iz e N ew C on ce p ts For M a na gi ng T a xp ay er D o ll ar s An d
Illustrating A R a t e O f R e t u r n O n The Tax Fund s As Th ey A re
Us e d I n Providing Services

By Albert P. Castello
In many areas of government, the mechanics of municipal accounting and budgeting are taken for granted
by public and municipal officials alike. Unfortunately,
public demands are increasing and will continue to
increase, while at the same time, resources are limited
and will continue to be limited. The difficult decision
to be faced is the allocation of these scarce resources
in a way which serves the more urgent and compelling
needs of the public. Local government must offer a
process which provides for the better articulation of
the objectives the public wants it to accomplish.
Therefore, there is an apparent need to develop a
budgeting system with a more positive commitment
to meet the legitimate responsibilities the public demands. Such an undertaking presents a difficult problem. In seeking a solution, however, we must not
overlook the fact that there is a fundamental relationship between private and public enterprise; both
deal with coordinate planning and financial management of available resources.

The Model Cities Program
The Model Cities Program, sponsored by the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), attempts to set forth the essentials of sound
accounting principles and budgeting as a requirement
for planning, control, and utilization of Federal funds
funneled to local governments. When analyzing the
program in principle, one must take care to eliminate
the political element from the concepts involving use
of funds, cost benefits, staffing requirements, etc.
What is important is the program's conceptual capability to emit a management process that is selected
to service the public's needs through:
1. Tailored processes which will best serve the citizens
and government management of the locale.
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2. Planned timetables which allow government to
progress from one management process into another with the least inefficiency and waste.
3. Effective orientation of the public and of elected
and appointed government officials.
The effect of growth and change on the type of management processes used by Model Cities Agencies is
measured by factors that are stated in financial terms,
although it is by no means limited to financial mea
cures. The use of a management approach supported
by continuous updating of accounting and budgeting
procedures, lessens the unfavorable factors which
hinder the program's dynamic environment.
The program attempts to utilize accounting theories
advanced by government publications, the Municipal
Finance Officers Association, and the National Committee on Government Accounting. Modified accrual
accounting, which accounts for revenues when received
and expenses as incurred, is a requirement under HUD
letters that govern the program. The techniques used
become the focus for planning, organizing, directing,
and evaluating all activities within the Model Cities
Agencies in the continuous cycle of planning, budgeting, accounting, and reporting. Each of these phases
complements and reinforces the other three and none
can exist effectively by itself.
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PROBLEMS OF T RADIT IONAL BUDGET ING

Traditional financial control systems are designed
to provide the administration with information necessary to meet demands and projects for the taxpayer.
Model Cities Program concepts require the development of more sophisticated means for planning, budgeting, and managing expenditures and services. This
development is necessary if local governments are to
deal effectively with the social and economic problems
of communities and make decisions that conclusively
illustrate a financially feasible situation rather than
29

"A major
hurdle in
planning and
managing
citizen - oriented
programs is
the lack of
internal cost
information."

what is really just a politically favorable solution.
A major hurdle in planning and managing citizen- oriented programs is the lack of internal cost information. The typical government budget, in most instances, is line item, revenue and expenditure oriented.
Revenues are summarized by source. Expenditures
usually are classified by objects of expense such as
salaries and wages, contractual services, and debt service. In the traditional budgetary process, decisions
with respect to next year's budget are based largely
on the level of current expenditures. Increases are
contingent upon how much the governing body feels
revenues can be expected to increase.
The traditional budgetary structure does not provide
either the elected official or the agency administrator
with the information needed to effectively plan and
allocate resources, or to accomplish the day -to -day job
of managing the complex business of government. In
fact, the traditional line item budget only appears to
provide an orderly and seemingly objective approach
to financial planning and control. In too many instances all it really provides is a uniform framework
for establishing and maintaining a set of orderly
records which comply with legal requirements but
which provide very little in the way of useful management information.
RE QUIR EM EN T S OF S OUND BUDG ET IN G

However, the budget remains the key planning and
financial management tool of government; not in
theory, but in fact. Budgetary processes must be developed where expenditures are planned on a program
basis considering priority, revenues available, alternate
ways of providing services, and other factors. Analysis
of present budgetary processes reveals that most legislators and agency administrators are not really interested in line item budget figures. What they are
interested in are the specific programs needed or services which must be provided and how these services
can be best provided to the public.
Model Cities Programs provide a reasonable framework for implementing sound accounting and program
budgetary principles. These principles distinguish between two fundamental management goals:
1. Resource management involves the planning, programming, and budgeting process through which
financial and other resources are allocated among
many competing programs.
2. Operational management involves carrying out and
managing the revenue programs within the financial and operational guidelines which have been
developed.
Resource management deals with operating agencies
which are appropriated funds to execute contractual
commitments. Operational management is the agency
staff.

PPBS in Model Cities Programs
In planning for the most effective use of Model
Cities Program resources, special attention must be
given to coordinate the various activities by major
"functional" or "program" areas. Most programs include activities and responsibilities of two or more
30

operating agencies and citizens' participation organizations. Thus, the planning by agencies and divisions
which are responsible for activities in the same functional program areas must be coordinated to formulate
plans for the maximum utilization of Federal assistance as well as state and local government resources.
These programs indicate the need for a planning,
programming, and budgeting system (PPBS) that will
enable Model Cities to:
1. Identify its goals for education, redevelopment,
health, etc. on a continuing basis,
2. Choose among those goals and programs that are
most urgent,
3. Search for alternative means of reaching those goals
most efficiently and effectively,
4. Inform key officials not merely of next year's costs,
but on subsequent years' cost of programs, and
5. Measure the performance of programs to insure
a dollar's worth of service for each dollar spent.'
PPBS does not replace the need for careful budget
analysis to assure that approved programs will be
carried out in an efficient and cost - conscious planner.
Nor does it remove the need for the preparation of
detailed, line -item type of information to support
traditional budget processes. However, the analysis
process should provide an agency decision -maker with
a considerably improved understanding of the issues
and the alternatives open to him; the resulting program financial plan should thereby be considerably
improved. Many times, financial management in public affairs defines its mission in terms of present position and what to do next. PPBS begins to define this
mission in terms of budgetary and planning objectives
and purposes — avenues of approach and how to get
there.
Any approach which is formulated for aiding in the
public investment decision process must provide direct
assistance to the various line departments in carrying
out their program responsibilities and must also assist
the agency staff responsible for comprehensive planning, program coordination, and executive budget
development. The following steps outline a general
approach which satisfies the need for an expanded
decision basis and involvement by local government:
1. Identify the needs of the people within the jurisdiction and devise long -range statements of goals
to guide the preparation of comprehensive planning policies.
2. Relate these needs in terms of positive goals for
public and private investment and for the operation of the agency.
3. Develop and maintain a strong program- planning
capability which translates these goals into positive
plans and specific programs that can be carried
forward.
4. Analyze programs in terms of their investment
requirements and their potential return.
5. Prepare and update community development plans
and place greater emphasis on program requirements in budget developments.
' These items are drawn from a seminar on PPBS conducted by Ernst & Ernst
and the State of Washington in February. 1968.
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Exhibit 1
PROGRAM STRUCTURE

"The structure
of PPBS
embodies

Human
resource
development

several major
elements. "

Health
general
facilities

TB
control

Venereal
disease
control

Alcoholism
control

Communicable
disease
control

Cancer
control

--Facility preparation
--Staff development
--Provision for food
--Provision for shelter
--Provision for medical needs
--Detoxification
--Rehabilitation
- -Job assistance and evaluation

6. Establish a system which:
a. Facilitates interdepartmental and intergovernmental coordination and communication in development of program policy.
b. Provides a method through which departments
may participate in the long -range planning process.
c. Insures timely consideration of major policy
issues and administrative problems.'
PPBS encompasses these six steps necessary to aid
decision- makers in the difficult process of allocating
economic resources among the variety of needed programs and services. Establishment of planning responsibilities in local government forms an effective basis
for identifying needs, defining goals, and developing
positive programs, including the investment needs for
implementing the programs. The system considers
management information needs and special analytical
tools and techniques and provides a basis for establishing effective planning and decision - making in the
community.

Structure of the System
The structure of PPBS embodies several major elements. The system itself must be supported by data
provided through an effective management information system. In addition, supplementary tools and
techniques of analysis must be developed to utilize
properly the extensive information made available
through use of the system. Adaption of function program planning concepts to the needs of the community
requires coordinated efforts in:
1. Development of a multi -level program structure
to relate objectives to governmental activities.
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2. Development of a long -range basis for defining
programs, their capital and operating costs, and
their current and ultimate benefits.
3. Analysis of proposed programs, documentation of
the programs, and measurement of the activity and
success of the programs.'
Four levels of program structure are needed to
properly define and establish the objectives and
programs of the community. (See Exhibit 1.)
1. Objective level— departmental objectives must be
established in specific terms. In Exhibit 1, human
resource development is the objective, and agency
objectives for specific allocation of aid for research
of various disease controls are required.
2. Major problem area —for each classification of objectives, major program areas are defined which
are designed to attain those objectives. In Exhibit
1, health services demonstrate support of the objective level.
3. Programs— within each program area, specific programs are developed on the same basis used toestablish needs. In Exhibit 1, various programs are
shown and it is here that documentation must be
prepared and analyzed. This level also requires
management attention because here accomplishment can be measured.
4. Program elements —for each program, separate elements are defined together with specific measures
of activity (not accomplishment). As shown in
Exhibit 1, program managers must establish the
level and type of effort required.
Ibid.
' Ibid.
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"Another key
factor in PPBS.
is long -range
planning of
expenditures
and accomplishment . . . "

Another key factor in PPBS is long -range planning assessed, an inventory must be developed of current
of expenditures and accomplishment based on pro- program resources and capabilities in terms of funcgrams required to meet objectives. This is especially tion, size, number, and quality. Efforts should be made
important where capital investments are concerned to identify and use existing inventories rather than
because capital investments are frequently incurred developing a new inventory. Available information
over several program years and nearly always have an sources include hospital and medical associations, state
medical agencies, and other voluntary agencies. The
effect on future operating costs.
Program definition, analysis, and documentation inventory provides a basis for informed judgements
make up the procedural framework for functional and priority setting on activities proposed for developprogram planning and are the areas to which the ment under the area program.
Realistic program objectives must be established in
greatest amount of management attention must be
relation
to defined needs and opportunities. These
given. Analysis is the process of defining and projecting
the units of activity and level of expenditure for each objectives are really interim steps toward achieving
program and program element. The complete analysis the basic goals which are the essence of the area
process includes an analysis of benefits to be attained medical programs. Achievement of these objectives
in comparison with expenditures and the standards should have an effect in the area far beyond the focal
points of the individual activities by themselves. For
developed to allocate resources.
example, the completion of a new project to train
Example 1
nurses to care for alcoholic patients undergoing new
An example of a prospective project is illustrated combinations of therapy should benefit alcoholic pain Exhibit 2. The project describes a provision for tients as well as provide additional trained manpower
alcoholism control emphasizing rehabilitation and job for hospitals in the community. The project also
placement for alcoholics being treated at an alcoholism should challenge the city's nursing and hospital orunit. Determination of the needs of this area to com- ganizations to improve the continuing and in- service
bat the problem and provision for opportunities for education opportunities for nurses within the area.
Priorities must be assigned within each area to obsolution and a means of measuring the accomplishjectives and programs required to achieve them. Facment is defined as the scope of the project.
As part of the process of defining the area to be tors to consider include:

Exhibit 2
PROJECT INFORMATION SHEET

Component: Human resources

Program account: Health

gen'I facilities

Project: Alcoholism control

Period covered: 1/1/73- 12/31/77

Date prepared: 10/1/72

Prepared by: H. Smith

Program expenditure type

Program fund source
Type

Amount

MCA
State contribution
City contribution

75,000
12,500
12,500

Goals and objectives: The objective of this project is to
develop a comprehensive series of programs to avert
repeat treatments of alcoholic patients by education and
rehabilitation. The immediate goal is to provide
facilities to treat 50 patients per year.

Total funds

Code

Unit of
measure

Actual

Budget

Direct expenditures
Personal services
Equipment
Supplies
Contractual services

80,000
62,000
5,000
3,000
10,000

Indirect expenditures

20,000

Total expenditures

100,000

100,000

Year to date

Month

Project
element

Amount

Type

Change
up (down)

Actual

Budget

Change
up (down)

2nd
year

3rd
year

4th
year

5th
year

Facility preparation

167

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

Staff development

167

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

Provision for
supportive
services;
number of
people fed

333

4,000

4,000

4,000

4,000

4,000

Rehabilitation
number of
people sent
to hospital
to dry out

750

9,000

9,000

9,000

9,000

9,000

Evaluation and
follow up

250

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000
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1. Manpower, facilities, financing, and resources limitation.
2. Balance between what should be done first to meet
the area's needs and what can be done using existing resources and competence.
3. The potential for rapid and /or substantial progress
toward the goal of area medical programs and
progress toward regionalization of health resources
and services.
4. Program balance in terms of medical and alcoholic
categories and in terms of emphasis on patient care,
education, and research.
The program requires each area to implement well defined projects responsive to the major needs of the
area and which will help get the area started on developing an effective and overall long -range program.
Because planning on an area basis must be a long -term
and continuous process, the initial program can be
readily expanded to cover the entire needs of the area
as meaningful information is obtained and compiled
on which to base a realistic assessment of priorities.
In order to accomplish this goal, the program must
be well- conceived, founded, and presented.
Each planning and operational activity of the area
should receive continuous qualitative and quantitative
evaluation. Evaluation should be in quantitative
terms, if possible, related to attainment of interim
objectives, the process of regionalization, and the basic
goals of the area programs.
Exhibit 2 demonstrates the detailed analysis for
alcoholism control program and is concerned with
training of allied health professionals. As a result of
the analysis associated with the project, medical and
other persons involved in planning the project feel
that a greater understanding is possible and a more
effective program is being implemented. Because of
the PPBS analysis, other health program projects could
be developed with local hospitals and community
rehabilitation centers. A further product of this analysis may be a cost - benefit study which compares the
health - general facilities control program on two bases:
(1) cost per treatment averted, and (2) cost /benefit
ratio.

Example 2
The cost per treatment averted would be the five year program costs divided by the treatments averted
due to the program. These costs are shown in Exhibit
3 for such programs as tuberculosis, cancer, venereal
disease, communicable diseases, and alcoholism. It
should be stressed that these cost control programs
are only examples and not actual cases.
The cost per treatment averted for the programs
would be an average cost figure. It would be expected
that some of the costs actually would be many times
the average cost. For example, the alcoholism control
program could show an average cost per treatment
averted of $5,000. However, this considers that for
every 50 cases treated, 20 cases would be expected
to avert treatment on a repeat basis over the life of
the program. Further analysis may indicate that five
cases out of 20 have an average cost of $10,000. While
it is possible that additional treatments averted could
be at the lower figure, any significant investment of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973

"PPBS has
Exhibit 3
ANALYSIS OF HEALTH CONTROL
PROGRAMS
Program

Tuberculosis
Venereal disease
Communicable disease
Cancer
Alcoholism

Program cost
per treatment
averted
$25,000
20,000
4,000
16,667
5,000

generated
more hopes,

Cost /benefit
ratio
2.0
5.0
25.0
15.0
20.0

fears, and
mechanistic
nonsense in a
few short
yea rs . . . "

funds in this program would probably be oriented
toward the more costly cases, thus averaging $10,000.
The shortcomings of using only program cost of
treatment averted for evaluating program effectiveness
are (1) there is no distinction made regarding the age
at which treatments are averted and (2) there is no
ranking of those diseases which are primarily killers.
The economic savings for these programs would be
composed of direct savings of dollars that would have
been spent on medical care cost including physician's
fees, hospital services, drugs, etc. and indirect savings
such as the earnings saved because the patient was
not incapacitated or did not receive further treatment.
The average lifetime earnings for the different age
groups is related to the age at which treatment occurs
and a calculation of the present value of lost lifetime
earnings. For example, if a 27- year -old man died this
year of alcoholism, his aggregate earnings would have
been estimated at $245,000 had he lived a full life.
However, discounting this at 4 percent to the current
year, the economic loss actually is closer to $25,000.
Included in this analysis would be economic losses
based on future earnings discounted to present value.
Exhibit 3 shows the two measures of effectiveness
for various health control programs. The cost /benefit
ratio, simply stated, would be the relationship between
the amount of dollars invested in relation to dollars
saved. According to the analysis, alcoholism control
has more potential than tuberculosis control. May it
again be stated that these calculations are not actual
cost figures but have been calculated using fictitious
program costs and treatments.

Implementation of PPBS
PPBS has generated more hopes, fears, and mechanistic nonsense in a few short years than all the budgetary, economic, and planning jargon of the last 30
years. When one speaks of implementing a PPBS in
a local government, a rather simple objective is expected to be achieved. Basically, PPBS is a refinement
of existing procedures rather than a new approach.
It assesses the total costs and benefits, both current
and future, of various alternatives. It also endeavors
to determine rates of return on the programs.
Implementation of PPBS calls for a work plan which
identifies the many tasks which must be undertaken,
an organizational plan which can translate the work
plan into action, and program classifications which
identify areas of implementation. The installation
Continued on page 44
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value of a given public investment project.

Unit of Measurement

Assuming that economic efficiency is the approThe most important step in the application of cost/ priate criterion, it then becomes necessary to select
benefit analysis to public investments is the selection a unit of measurement for estimating the costs and
of projects consistent with the stated welfare function. benefits attributable to a given public project. Several
Therefore, one of the basic tasks facing the planner problems arise in selecting the proper unit of measureor decision maker before cost /benefit analysis can be ment and they may be analyzed from two different
applied to practical problems is to determine the directions, i.e., from the factor supply side and from
objectives to be achieved by the implementation of the output side.
Because capital rationing is a common phenomenon
the projects. In recent times, the objective of the
welfare function generally has been formulated in with regard to public investments, it is important to
terms of economic efficiency. Within this context the measure costs in terms of current factor input prices.
definition of economic efficiency is composed of two This is particularly necessary during inflationary
elements: (1) the maximization of the measureable periods and also if factor input coefficients are aseconomic benefit per dollar invested; and (2) the sumed to be fixed. Given the assumptions of capital
minimization of the dollar costs attributable to a given rationing and fixed factor input coefficients, the exinvestment. Thus, the criterion of economic efficiency penditures for factor inputs cannot exceed the level
poses a dual problem that trust be solved if efficiency of funds allocated for factor purchases.
If projected expenditures for factor inputs did exis to be realized.
The concept of economic efficiency also can be ceed the budget constraint, then the project would
extended so as to derive a social welfare function free not only be inefficient but also infeasible. Relaxing
of interpersonal comparisons. Such a welfare function either assumption would increase the substitutability
is not only consistent with ordinal utility theory but available to the planner or decision maker. The use
it also provides the decision maker with a foundation of current factor market prices would preclude comfor choosing between alternate investment projects. parisons of factor costs or expenditures at different
Iu its simplest form, a welfare function with economic points in time because current costs could be adjusted
efficiency as its major criterion implies that the pro- and then stated in terms of constant dollars.
An inherent problem in determining a unit of meagram or project with highest level of efficiency should
be undertaken and that it also will be the most socially surement with respect to th e ou tput of goods and
services of a public investment project is the absence
desirable.'
Conversely, a social welfare function can be con- of market prices for such goods and services. There
structed which attempts to make interpersonal com- has been, and still is, considerable debate on the
parisons among the various members of society as to pricing issue involving three main lines of thought in
their valuation of the costs and benefits associated this regard. Thus, (1) some economists favor equating
with a given project. Obviously, this approach contra- the prices of public project output with social marginal
diets ordinal utility theory, but it does more closely 1 whether or not economic efficiencv is the appropriate criterion ice formulating
function is a question hemid the scope of this article; however, it
approximate the reality of the real world where indi- Aa asaclfarc
serious question that most be answered by every planner or decision maker
in
the
process
of selecting public investment protects.
viduals usually have different perceptions about the
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cost; (2) a second group believes in establishing a of the investment project. Indirect benefits are any
system of shadow prices for public produced goods other benefits attributable to a project which can be
and services that lack a quantifiable market price; and, expressed in monetary terns. Intangible benefits, on
(3) a third group advocates equating output prices with the other hand, are benefits generated by a project
marginal cost.
that are not subject to monetary quantification. AlThe first method of pricing would mean charging though intangible benefits are not quantifiable, they
the. users of the output a price consistent with the should not be neglected when analyzing a prospective
benefit received. This method would employ discrim- project.
inatory pricing with the price varying according to
whether or not the output supplied was at peak level The Supplemental Food Program
of production. This discriminatory price also would
An example is found in a "Supplemental Food
be dependent upon whether or not consumer demand
Program" which was designed to reduce the nutriwas equal to, greater than, or less than the supply.'
tional deficiencies which exist among pregnant and
The second method of pricing, the implementation nursing mothers as well as among infants and young
of a system of shadow pricing, even when appropriate children in low- income families. By requiring a medical
and desirable is difficult because of the problems prescription for eligible mothers to secure food, the
encountered in attempting to estimate them. The program is intended to provide incentives for them
third method of pricing accepts a cardinal rule of to secure regular professional health care for themequilibrium theory which states that the optimal pric- selves and their children. This particular program lends
ing system is the one which equates price with marginal itself somewhat to both monetary quantification and
cost. This method differs from the first approach in
to the identification of many non- quantifiable intanthat it does not rely upon discriminatory pricing; but, gible benefits of significant value.
rather, it establishes a uniform price for all consumers
Significant economic benefits accruing from the
of publicly produced goods and services. This latter program include: (1) the direct product benefits resultpricing method thus provides a means of estimating ing from the food actually distributed to participants;
the direct benefit accruing to the consumers of the
(2) the employment opportunities provided by the
output of public investments. Again, it becomes ap- program to nonprofessional personnel involved in the
parent that the method of pricing selected by the operation of the Supplemental Food Program; and
planner will influence project selection and the alloca- (3) the increased economic potential for program partion of investment funds. it is, therefore, imperative ticipants who enjoy better health as a result of the
that the planner maintain a clear view of the social additional nutrition and proper medical care.
welfare function that forms part of the foundation
These three types of economic benefits resulting
upon which public investment rests.
from the first year's operation of the Supplemental
Food Program are identified below and later related
The Costs and Benefits
to the program's costs to determine the program's cost
After the unit of measurement has been decided
effectiveness in meeting its objectives.
upon, the planner's next step is to measure both the
costs and benefits generated by the public investment. DIR EC T PRO DUCT BE NE FI T S
The relevant costs to be treasured are direct capital
In order to measure the value of the food distributed
outlays for the construction of the project, the salaries to all participants of the Supplemental Food Program,
for the administration of the project, the factor supply it was necessary to determine the quantity of each
expenditures, the overhead expenses, the opportunity type of commodity distributed during the year and
costs which are defined as the costs incurred by invest- then to determine the equivalent retail value of each
ing in a particular project rather than investing the commodity. In Exhibit 1, the retail value per comfunds elsewhere, and the social costs of undertaking modity unit is multiplied by the number of commodity
a project.
units to obtain the total retail value of each type of
Care must be taken in measuring the last two cost commodity distributed. These are summarized in the
categories because the definition of social cost may final column to obtain the total value of all commodibe such as to include opportunity cost. If it did, and
ties distributed in the area studied during the first
no recognition of that fact were made, double counting year of the Supplemental Food Program.
would occur, thus distorting the total cost figure. Social
cost in the sense used here may or may not be quan- EMP LOY ME NT OPP OR T UN IT I ES
tifiable, i.e., it may take the form of society's psycho- RES UL T IN G FRO M T HE P ROG RAMS
logical cost in the giving up of forest land for the
Thirty nonprofessional positions were required to
construction of a dam. Other social costs, for example, administer the program during the representative
the pollution resulting from the existence of a nuclear period studied, namely the year ended November 30,
power plant, may in part be estimated by using the 1970. Although the people filling these positions would
expense incurred in rehabilitating the contaminated
not necessarily have been unemployed during 1970,
region or area. Whether social cost is precisely calcula- many came from population strata in which much
ble or not, an attempt should be made to estimate
unemployment existed that year. Therefore, the proit because of its importance in determining the impact
of a particular public project.'
2
Arguments for this method of pricing can be found a Hnctei1ii,gs' article •'The
Relation of Prices to Marginal Costs in an Optonum System," Eeonouuriea,
Benefits accruing from a project may be classified
Tki r% mE. Williamson, "Peak
vol.
toad-7,Pricing;'
1939• pp.
in Public
151 -155;
Enterprise,
and in an
edited
article
by Rby Olucr
as direct, indirect, or intangible. Direct benefits are
' `rradrtionally social cost as formulated here• has hccra ignored by economists,
those arising from the output of goods and services
which understates the total costs associated with a p,mic'ular project.
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"Another
objective was
to measure the
economic
benefit
resulting from
the improved
health of
infants and
children."

gram did result in a reduction of unemployment in
that area. The economic value of the services of these
employees may be measured by their salaries plus
fringe benefits. The nonprofessional positions included
truck driver, warehouseman, supervisor, clerical personnel, and bookkeeper. Total budgeted wages for this
type of personnel for the year ended November 30,
1970, were $149,068. In addition, they received fringe
benefits valued at $10,812, bringing their total compensation to $159,880.
PART ICIPANT S' INCREASED
ECO NO MI C C ON T R IBUT I ON

As indicated, the Supplemental Food Program was
designed primarily to improve the health of children.
Expectant and nursing mothers were included in the
program only because their health at this point in time
had a direct bearing upon the health of the infant.
Another objective was to measure the economic benefits resulting from the improved health of the infants
and children.
It is theorized that such economic benefit may result
from this program if the participants, because of their
improved health, are able to make a greater economic
contribution to society. The economic contribution
of participants begins when they enter the work force.
The amount of economic contribution can then be
measured by the wages earned. Consequently, it would
be desirable to be able to measure the additional wages
earned by program participants because of their improved health status.'
Time Preference
Another element in the formulation of investment
priorities and planning decisions is the concept of time
preferences. This is dealt with explicitly in cost /benefit
analysis by discounting the estimated net benefits.
This process involves estimating the prospective costs
and benefits from a given investment project for each
year over the life of the project and then discounting
them according to the period in which they accrue.
Assuming that net benefits are to be discounted,

Exhibit 1
VALUE OF FOOD DISTRIBUTED
THROUGH NOVEMBER 30, 1970

To m a to J ui c e
Ap p le J ui c e
Gr a pe f ru i t J ui c e
Eg g s
Pe a n ut B ut t e r
Tur k ey
Eva po r at e d M il k

Total

.49
.39

$

Price

44,88 1.55
1,762.02

111,605

.52

58, 034 .60

42,608

.53

139,322

.90

22,58 2.24
125, 389 .80

67,466

.99

66,79 1.34

75,109

3.08

231, 335 .72
299 ,0 95. 23

1,424,263

.21

Be ve r a g e M i x

18,500

.88

16,280.00

No n F a t D ri e d M il k

63,431

2.59

164, 286 .29

Corn

224,585

.20

44,917.00

Peas

68,588

.20

13, 717 .60

Be a n s

72,000
75,459

.30

21,600.00
44,52 0.81

169,496

.25

42,374.00

61,631

.55

33,897.05

Po ta to es
Far ina
C o r n S yr u p
To t al Va l ue o f A ll Fo o d
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91,595
4,518

$

Units
Or a n g e J u i c e

.59

$1,231, 465.25

a choice then arises between two methods of discounting. The two basic alternatives are the present value
rule and the internal rate of return rule. The present
value method uses a predetermined interest rate and
discounts all prospective net benefits back to the
present. The internal rate of return is the rate of
interest for which the present value of discounted net
benefits is zero.`
In a situation in which there is no capital rationing,
the present value method would imply that investment
should take place in all projects that have a positive
present value of discounted net benefits while the
internal rate of return states that investment is called
for in projects that have an internal rate of return
higher than a predetermined rate of interest. With
capital rationing, however, and assuming that the
budget constraint is less than the amount of investment funds needed to undertake all projects with
either a positive present value or an internal rate of
return greater than a predetermined interest rate investment would continue until that constraint is
reached.
A serious shortcoming of both of these methods
is that they do not account for choices between projects that are incompatible with each other. In this
instance, the correct choice is not necessarily the project with the highest rate of return. Part of the reason
for this conclusion is that frequently the rate of interest chosen by the planner is arbitrarily determined
and, therefore, will influence the outcome of discounting the net benefits. A second limitation is that the
planner's valuation of the consumer's time preference
of consumption is subjective and, therefore, open to
error.
Appropriate Interest Rate
There are four generally recognized methods of
deriving an interest rate for purposes of discounting.
The most common method is to use the rate of interest
associated with long -term government bonds. One
obvious advantage of this method is that the interest
rate can be determined precisely and is not subject
to violent fluctuations. A second method is the opportunity cost rate which is defined as the value that
society places upon the resources used for a particular
project which could have been used in alternative ways.
If public investment is viewed as displacing an equal
amount of private investment, the opportunity cost
rate can be derived as the estimated marginal cost
of long -term capital to large, private business.
The third method of deriving an interest rate is
the social time preference rate which is the government's estimation of what value society as a whole
assigns to current versus future consumption. It is
apparent that the assumptions regarding risk, uncertainty, the growth of population, etc., underlying the
government's evaluation of society's preferences is
subjective and will influence greatly the determination
of the interest rate. The fourth method is a combination of methods two and three. It involves the use
' Research indicates that premature infants (measured in teens of weight) have
much higher mortality rates and a much higher incidence of brain damage and
mentai retardatiou. There is evidence that lack of prenatal care results in a higher
degree of premature births, and that lack of nutrition results m more marked
retardation of brain growth than of growth in other parts of the body.
' P. D. Henderson, " Investhnent Criteria for Public Enterprises;' ill Public En ,
terprise. edited by R. )hive%. Baltimore. 1968, p. 92.
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Project Ranking
As stated above, the most important step in the
application of cost /benefit analysis to public investments is the selection of projects consistent with the
stated welfare function. One approach to project selection is the systematic ranking of projects according
to their respective rates of return. Given the assumption of capital rationing, the projects with high rates
of return will be chosen over projects with low rates
of return until the budget constraint is reached. At
first glance, this may seem to be a straightforward
method of project selection, but there are several
deficiencies in such a process.
The first deficiency is that the planner may become
so enamored with quantification in terns of the rate
of return that he may neglect the dictates of the social
welfare function which forms the basis for public
investment. Another related deficiency of project
ranking is that it may ignore or falsely discount the
existence of constraints, i.e., political, legal, administrative, physical, and social. As a consequence, what
may be desirable from an economic efficiency or rate
of return approach may be precluded by the existence
of any or all of these constraints.
A third deficiency is that project ranking by rates
of return breaks down when different projects may
be incompatible with one another because it does not
provide a basis for evaluating the impact of the non complimentarity of certain projects. The last major
shortcoming of this approach is that the method of
selecting the appropriate interest rate is influential
in determining the order in which projects are ranked.
For example, using a six percent interest rate may favor
project A over project B while at an interest rate of
three percent project B may be more desirable than
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project A.
A similar deficiency arises with respect to the
method used in discounting the net benefits generated
by the project. Depending upon the interest rate selected, the present value rule may lead to different
conclusions and policy implications than the internal
rate of return method. Varying policy conclusions may
be obtained if projects are ranked by different methods
such as the average rate of return or the payoff period.
Furthermore, the selection of projects may vary within
the same method of ranking depending upon the
interest rate used in discounting the net benefits.

Conclusion
Two crucial problems confronting planners in determining the pattern of public investment are the formulation of investment criteria and the development
of a method for evaluating public projects. These
problems are not mutually exclusive and their simultaneous existence affects the pattern of public investment. If it has been decided that a desirable criterion
is to choose the project with the highest rate of return,
then the method employed for discounting the costs
and benefits associated with a particular project will
influence directly the rank of the project. An inherent
danger resulting from this interrelationship is that a
method of discounting may be used as a manipulative
device to rank projects according to considerations
other than the original investment criteria. This may
give rise to the implementation of projects based upon
politically corrupt practices such as boondoggling,
favoritism, etc., which undermines the original purposes of project planning.
In addition to the interrelationship stated above,
the method of evaluating projects is internally sensitive
to the decisions made regarding the components of
its structure. Thus, selection of the interest rate, the
unit of measurement and the other components all
influence the final results of the evaluation. In the
context of this article, while cost /benefit analysis is
a useful tool for the planner in selecting public investment projects, the moral to be learned is that it must
be applied with intel1egenee. It also must be understood that cost /benefit analysis' usefulness is derived
from its ability to bring society closer to the desired
social welfare function rather than merely from the
quantification of data based solely on economic considerations. In the final analysis, the social conscience
of the planner and his knowledge of the benefits and
shortcomings of the analytical framework he uses in
determining public investment projects is the key
factor to success.

"This method
uses an
estimate of
opportunity
cost in
cost /benefit
calculations
rather than the
money cost of
a given
project."

n

of a social time preference rate with a calculation of
the social opportunity cost of public investments. This
method uses an estimate of opportunity cost in cost/
benefit calculations rather than the money cost of a
given project. It also rejects the assumption that public
investment marginally displaces an equivalent amount
of private investment.
The predetermined social time preference rate is
employed in evaluating a project's opportunity cost
and also in estimating the net benefits produced after
completion of the project. This method would lead
to the conclusion that a project should be undertaken
only if the discounted cost /benefit ratio exceeds a
predetermined minimum value which is the estimated
ratio of a public project's opportunity cost to the
actual capital cost.
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Section 38 of the Internal Revenue Code allows for
a direct seven percent credit against the taxpayer's tax
liability for qualified investments in property. However, investment tax credits are lost because units of
qualifying property are not readily identifiable and
their costs are buried in the building and construction
accounts. It usually is assumed that all items in the
machinery and equipment accounts qualify for the
investment tax credit, but even here, tax credit losses
occur when the descriptions of property are so worded
that a disallowance is made by the Internal Revenue
Service. Many taxpayers have no idea how large these
tax credit losses can be, resulting in missed opportunities to optimize profits. Significant cash flows can
be generated through discovery of additional qualifying property. For example, $20,000 in added qualifying
property can increase after -tax profits by $1,400. In
a taxpayer's own business (assuming pre -tax profits at
five percent of sales and a tax rate of 48 percent)
additional sales of about $58,500 would have to be
generated to produce the same after -tax profits.
Although the investment tax credit is not allowed
on buildings or their structural components, large
amounts of qualifying costs can be found in the "gray
area" between the building account and the machinery
and equipment account. The Internal Revenue Code
is not clear -cut on property that falls in the "gray area,"
since it allows the seven percent investment credit on:
Tangible personal property
Other tangible property used as an integral part
of manufacturing, production, or extraction
Other tangible property used in furnishing transportation, communications, and electrical energy
Other tangible property constituting a research or
storage facility used in connection with items 2
or 3 above
Inadequacies of Present Procedures
Since the investment credit was instituted, many
companies have been aware of its potential and have
set up accounting manuals and procedures to obtain
the seven percent credits. Generally, a direct seven
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percent computation is made on total qualifying accounts (machinery and equipment, furniture and fixtures, etc.). Although the manuals are usually clear
on what property might qualify and what might not,
the accounting personnel assigned to the task of breaking out costs of new construction often do not have
the engineering knowledge necessary to identify units
of eligible property and segregate their costs. Although
Section 38 property eligible for the credit exists, it
is not identified; its costs are buried (usually in the
building account) and it goes undetected.
For example, suppose the accounting manual states
that a railroad siding is an eligible item of property.
This information alone is not sufficient unless it details
specifically all the associated costs of the railroad
siding that also are eligible. The cost of preparing the
preliminary bed for the siding may be buried in the
site preparation cost; the construction costs for drainage or overpasses may be buried in civil construction;
and architects' and engineers' fees may be included
with indirect building costs and buried in the building
account. All the costs related to the siding are eligible
for the credit.
However, accurate descriptions in accounting manuals alone are not a guarantee that all property will
be identified correctly. In reviewing a Section 38 property accounting manual for a large company, the author noted that machine foundations, machine platforms, equipment platforms, and other platforms in
the manufacturing area were specified as eligible items.
This could give the impression that all machine foundations and platforms qualify, but such is not the case.
If foundations and platforms serve non - eligible property like an air - conditioning compressor or an electric
lighting control cabinet, they do not qualify in spite
of their being identical in appearance to eligible foundations and platforms. It is almost impossible to generalize that everything answering a certain description
will qualify.
Many companies are unaware of the complexities
of identification and unknowingly rely on their auditors for proper segregation. However, auditors can
check only the figures given to them. They can refine
the segregation from whatever invoice and construction cost data are available, but figures alone do not
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tell the story. A trained engineer has to inspect the
property, list qualifying units of property, cost them
individually, and relate the unit costs to total construction costs to achieve accurate identification.

Pre-Construction Procedures
Many companies ask their architects, engineers, or
contractors to segregate the costs of items qualifying
for investment tax credit, frequently an impossible,
if not difficult and unprofitable, chore. Unless the
architects, engineers, or contractors are well versed in
tax matters, they will be unable to identify initially
all qualifying items of property. Consultants experienced in tax accounting, engineering, and construction
costing should be employed for the pre - construction
analysis. Their work would then consist of the following procedure:
1. Review detailed plans and specifications
2. Identify qualifying property items
3. Establish cost collection procedures for qualifying
property items as follows:
a. Land improvements should be analyzed to determine those items qualifying (e.g., truck turnaround areas, truck bumpers, and other outside
property items). The non - qualifying items also
should be identified so that an appropriate cost
segregation can be made.
b.The shell of the building should be broken out
separately as a non - qualifying item. Since the Internal Revenue Code specifically identifies buildings and their structural components as non qualifying property, this segregation is important
to support the analysis during a future IRS audit.
c. The building services should be classified as
qualifying and non - qualifying items.
d. Qualifying items of fixed equipment that are
permanently attached to the building should be
identified. Often the contractors have separate
costs for built -in items such as a dust collection
system and a fire protection and alarm system.
e. Other items of qualifying equipment outside the
definition of taxpayer - purchased equipment should
be identified. Generally this type of equipment
is bought separately by the contractor and installed
in the facility.
Either the consultant or the taxpayer then can
negotiate with the contractor to collect the appropriate costs during the construction phase of the
project. Included in this step should be the establishment of procedures for approving payments
to the contractor upon acceptable submission of
costs.
In addition to the pre- construction analysis, further
cost analysis work is required upon completion of the
project. All direct costs should be identified during
construction. Upon construction completion, indirect
costs must be allocated to the direct costs accumulated. The indirect costs should be segregated between
those dealing with the overall project (i.e., architects',
engineers', and other indirect fees) and those associated with the contractor (profit, add -ons, work order
changes, etc.). Additionally, overlapping costs must be
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973

identified and split between the qualifying and non qualifying property items.
During the completed construction cost analysis,
additional plans should be made to provide for the
efficient accounting of the costs in future years. Useful
lives should be assigned to all items so they can be
directly included in a computerized property accounting system. The system could then use the cost input
to generate the book and tax reporting of investment
tax credit, depreciation, gain or loss on disposal or
retirement, ad valorem taxation, and franchise taxes.
A comprehensive system also can assist the taxpayer
to control capital appropriations, develop budgets,
project cash flows, analyze maintenance expenses, etc.
Insurance information is available through appropriate
computer processing to generate current and accurate
values for placement purposes, proof -of -loss details in
the event of a casualty, and a definition of risk areas
within the facility.

"All direct
costs should
be identified
during
construction."

Post-Construction Procedures
In the event a pre- construction analysis is not made,
a post- construction audit is required to determine
additional costs buried in the building account. A
review of building account classifications and their tax
credits claimed often reveals that from 20 percent to
100 percent of qualifying costs may have been overlooked. This account should be scrutinized for any
new construction, additions, or alterations to the company facilities. Then, the following list of percentages
can be used as a rough estimate of the amount of
property which may qualify.
Type of building
construction

Shopping center
Office building
Light or medium
manufacturing
Heavy manufacturing
(e.g., foundry, aerospace,
mill)
Research center
Processing plant

Percent of construction
costs qualifying as
Section 38
5 to 10
5 to 25
15 to 35

25 to 85
30 to 85
35 to 100

If the credits claimed are well outside the medians
of the above percentage ranges, a potential problem
can be identified.
After the post - construction audit is completed and
a problem determined, it is almost mandatory that
an on -site inspection of the facility in question be
performed. This inspection should include a detailed
unit listing of all property to insure that qualifying
property is not overlooked.
As an example, the author was recently at a client
facility, listing the qualifying property units and asking
questions about the various functions of property at
the plant. The plant manager was asked why water
was stored in a lagoon behind the plant. He responded
that plant sewerage had to be purified before it could
be dumped into the city system. Since the lagoon
served as a sewerage plant for the manufacturing process, it qualified for investment credit. With only a
39

cash flow
can be
enhanced from
"...

a proper
analysis."

desk -type analysis, the sewerage plant would have been
passed over completely as a qualifying item.

Importance of a Detailed Analysis
A valuation consultant experienced in cost appraisals
and investment tax credit analysis can perform a preliminary analysis to determine the economics of obtaining the full tax credits available. The valuation
consultant should perform the steps outlined above
in the pre- construction procedures and additionally
determine how much credit could be gained from a
complete cost appraisal of the items not costed.
A consultant, if carefully chosen, will avoid the many
pitfalls of investment credit analysis. One of these is
the wording of descriptions of qualifying items. Any
word or term which suggests the item is a structural
component of a building may cause disqualification
by the IRS agent. Once a description is worded properly, all references to the item in drawings, engineering
specifications, and records should be in the same terms.
A recent case illustrates clearly the importance of
proper terminology. A machine tool manufacturer had
an extensive plating department. At the time of original construction in 1959, the plans and specifications
called for elaborate foundations mounted in below ground space termed plating room basement. This
so -called basement was actually a depressed machine
pit designed to simplify cleaning and other operational
procedures. A 1964 extension to the plating room
included enlargement of the "basement" to put in
foundations for the plating room tanks and other
equipment. These construction costs were capitalized
in the machinery and equipment account. When the
IRS agent on preliminary audit found a capitalized
item in the machinery and equipment account labeled
plating room basement, he immediately disallowed it
as Section 38 property. Had it been properly termed
plating tank pit and foundation from the start, no
question would have arisen and the item would have
passed the audit.

Example
Receiving Dock Cost

Total unit cost

1,830
3,960
3,200
4,520
2,080
2,740
1,280
390
$20,000

$

Grading and site preparation
Paving (turnaround area)
Structural steel and concrete
Load levelers
Canopy covers
Plumbing and electrical
Engineers' and architects' fees
Permits, licenses and indirects

A receiving dock (which inputs materials to the
manufacturing process) has been chosen as an example
to show how detailed costs of a qualifying property
unit are not readily available. In a typical receiving
dock there are many cost elements buried in various
building subcontracts. To construct the dock it is
necessary first to grade the site and prepare it in
conjunction with the building. In this example, the
grading and site preparation costs applicable to the
dock, amounting to $1,830, have been extracted from
the general grading and site preparation subcontract.
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Another element of the receiving dock cost is the
paving turnaround area serving the dock. The general
paving subcontract provided paving for the driveways,
parking lots, and other service areas, but the dock
element from the general paving subcontract
amounted to $3,960. The structural steel and concrete
subcontracts contained costs applicable to the overall
building construction. Again, for the receiving dock
cost element, it was necessary to extract the amount
of structural steel and concrete applicable only to the
dock. This amounts to $3,200. Since the load levelers
may have been installed by a separate subcontractor,
their costs may be readily identifiable. In our example,
the installed cost of the load levelers is $4,520.
Another cost that may be broken out individually
is the cost of the canopy covers. Often the canopy
covers are constructed from general building components and the cost is not available. In our example,
the elemental costs for the canopy covers were extracted from the construction components. This resulted in an installed cost for the canopy covers of
$2,080. Two more subcontracts which have costs applicable to the receiving dock subcontracts provided
elements of the dock costs amounting to $2,740. It
is then necessary to add all the cost elements directly
applicable to the qualifying property unit and add
the pro rata engineers' and architects' fees, permits,
licenses, and other indirect items. In our example the
receiving dock has a total unit qualifying cost of
$20,000. This total cost of the dock is not available
from any given subcontract. The example provides an
insight into the diversity of costs applicable. It should
be stressed that all these costs normally are buried
in subcontracts and the applicable elements must be
extracted to get the total cost of the receiving dock.

Secondary Benefits
Secondary benefits arise from a complete professional analysis. Since a Section 38 report should list
costs of non - qualifying items as well as qualifying units,
a basis for component lifing of the entire building
is provided. Generally, the composite life of components is shorter than the total building life. When
individual lives are assigned to each item identified
as Section 38 property, they are either personal property with a relatively short life, or process- oriented
items, and other tangible property more closely related
to the equipment served than to the longer -lived
building. Based upon this realistic lifing, the annual
depreciation provision should be higher. This factor
can then be compounded through the use of asset
depreciation range and accelerated depreciation. Thus,
cash flow can be enhanced from a proper analysis.

Summary
We have reviewed the "gray area" between buildings
and machinery to determine the investment tax credit
potential. If a taxpayer is about to begin or has completed a new facility, addition, or remodeling program,
he should use the percentage relationships provided
and compare the construction cost to the amount of
potential investment credit qualifying property. A
detailed inspection of the facilities should be made,
the buried costs should be identified, and each item
completely costed before filing the credit claim. [:]
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ACCOUNTING FOR
SMALL NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS
It Is Possible To Emphasize Cash Control Procedures In The
Design Of An Accounting System For A Small Nonprofit
Organization Without Sacrificing The Broader Objectives Of
Good Accounting Information

By Em i l J. Hens ler, J r.

This article is based on the author's experience in
designing an accounting system for the Bergen- Passaic
Unit of the New Jersey Association for Retarded
Children. The Association for Retarded Children is
a nonprofit organization composed of parents, relatives, and other interested persons. Its purposes are
to promote the welfare of all retarded children, to
provide assistance and encouragement to their families, to demonstrate to the community that it is to
its general advantage to help retarded children, and
to cooperate with those public and private agencies
and organizations which are likely to be of assistance
in achieving the purposes of the organization. To
achieve these purposes, the Association must demonstrate its fiscal dependability. This article describes
some of the principal features of the system of financial record keeping and accounting procedures designed for the Association. This system can be applied
to small or new nonprofit organizations with minimal
expenditures in the areas of financial personnel and
equipment.

Applicability of Standards
To avoid "reinventing the wheel," the first step in
designing a system for the Association was to review
the Standards of Accounting and Financial Reporting
for Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations.'
The system ultimately developed for the Association
for Retarded Children deviates in part from the recommendations contained therein. This was done to
keep expenditures for financial administration from
becoming burdensome, for many of the recommendations in the standards would require considerable time and record keeping to maintain a complete
accrual basis of accounting with all necessary subsidiary
controls.
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There can be but little quarrel in theory with the
conclusion of the joint committee which compiled the
standards that cash basis reporting is likely to be
inadequate for reflecting activities of any organization
for a specific period. While collections and disbursements play an important and sometimes primary
role, they rarely can be considered the sole measurement of operations of an organization. Though most
nonprofit organizations have been reporting on what
is essentially a cash basis, determination of the results
of operations or financial condition requires some
adjustments for the major elements of accrual recognition to at least approximate the results which would
be obtained with full accrual accounting.
By way of illustration, capital expenditures to acquire land, buildings, equipment, and the like frequently are expensed when paid for under cash basis
accounting systems. So, acquisition of such assets by
donation often has not been recognized on the books
or in the reports of some of these organizations. The
referenced study recommends that purchases of fixed
assets be reported as current expenditures in the year
acquired; that the balance sheet include values for the
major classes of land, buildings, and equipment in a
separate section designated as "plant fund" with a
corresponding equity account; and that no depreciation as such be charged against normal operations. In
a similar vein, donated fixed assets of substantial value
should be reported as contributions received at a
reasonable fair value. In this respect, organizations that
receive rent -free accommodations or considerably reduced rent should recognize the difference between
the rent paid and the fair rental value as a contribution, thereby recognizing as expense the normal rental
that would have been charged for the premises.
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"Billing of
dues is an
important
function and
one which
must be done
carefully . . ."

Another area of consequence in which the system
as designed deviates from suggested standards is in
the treatment of pledges receivable. Included in this
area are the recognition of such revenue and the proper
allocation of expenditures to acquire such pledges. The
committee concluded that pledges and grants should
be recognized as assets in the balance sheet to the
extent they are judged to be reasonably certain of
collection. At the same time, regular pledges or grants
should be deferred in reporting them as income until
the year in which they are intended to be used. As
a corollary, expenses incurred in campaigns to raise
funds for the succeeding year similarly should be deferred. This procedure would require reporting items
of deferred income and deferred expense in the balance sheet. The suggested treatment was considered
impractical in the particular circumstances faced by
the Association. In studying the small amounts of
pledges receivable, identifiable fund raising costs, and
the varying probability of collection from one year
to another, it was deemed advisable to adopt a conservative approach by delaying the recording of contribution income until pledges were paid.

Record-Keeping Requirements
Although the system designed relies primarily on
a cash basis reporting of donations, fund drives, dues,
tuitions, fees, and other items of general revenue, it
provides for sufficient data being kept to present a
statement of condition on a "reserved accrual basis."
This term was coined by the author to describe a
concept which is comparable to presentations of New
Jersey Municipal Accounting Balance Sheets. In such
presentations the result on the balance sheet is a
disclosure of all noncash assets with no recognition
of their effect in the net worth section of the statement. This is accomplished by using a reserve account
equal to the non -cash asset accounts. It accomplishes
disclosure of asset values of the receivable category,
denoting to some extent cash expectancy from them
while limiting net worth to the results of actual cash
collected. Thus the reserved accrual basis serves the
ends of both conservatism and full disclosure.
A cash receipts journal, a cash disbursements journal,
a general journal, and a general ledger are the books
of record provided by the system and are intended
to be utilized by the Association at its general offices.
These books and supplementary records regarding
items of income and expense will, if carefully maintained, provide all information necessary so that each
project category may be analyzed.
An additional record - keeping requirement is the
maintenance of adequate payroll records summarized
for each pay period for each employee. All organizations must maintain these records for wage, tax, and
insurance reports. A "pegboard" system for these
payroll records is considered quite useful for small and
medium -sized organizations. This type of system,
which can be extended to the recording of check
disbursements and cash receipts, records almost all of
the required information in a single writing.

Special Forms
It is perfectly appropriate for a small association
to maximize its use of standard preprinted forms, and
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there are many excellent forms available. On the other
hand, there are instances in which the effort and
expense of developing tailor -made forms will be repaid
many times over in reduced clerical effort, improved
control, and lower incidence of error in preparing
source documents. Among the special forms used in
this system are:
Membership application forms
Membership cards
Trainee and student enrollment forms
Camp application forms
Billheads — prenumbered to be used for billing of fees,
tuitions, dues, etc. (a letter code can be used to
differentiate among the various types of revenues
being billed)
Receipt- stubs — prenumbered (to be used for all items
of cash received)
Daily cash report
Authorization for expenditure — prenumbered (category of project and of type of expenditure being
designated by numbering code of general ledger
account)
Expenditure request and approval voucher— prenumbered (to be used for immediate necessary expenditures of minimal amount, substituting for the expenditure authorization in the normal everyday
functions which have been provided for in the budget)
Payroll voucher — prenumbered and dated (same usage
as expense voucher but for all payrolls)
Note that all documents evidencing receipt or disbursement of cash are prenumbered. This feature not
only saves writing in document preparation but provides a measure of internal control. Checking the
numerical sequence of postings or supporting papers
provides some assurance that all transactions have been
accounted for. If a significant portion of pledges are
paid in cash, the use of prenumbered receipts is virtually mandatory —it not only helps ensure full recording; it may avert an argument over whether in fact
a pledge has been paid.

Applying the System
With the development of the special forms to
maintain the record - keeping requirements, the system
was put to work in the Association. While it is not
practical to describe in detail all of the accounting
procedures of such a system, a discussion of some of
the key items will be useful.
BILLING AND COLLECT ING

Billing of dues is an important function and one
which must be done carefully because the "customers"
are also the patrons of the Association. The first
problem was to make sure that all members were
billed. In the case illustrated here, the organization
was small enough to require that a complete list of
members, approved by the Executive Board as to
accuracy and total number, be entered in the minutes
of the first meeting of each fiscal year. A further
requirement was that new members be mentioned in
the minutes by name upon admission. Thus, the minutes provided the billing control with all members
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EXPENDITURES
In an organization of this type, limits of authority
should be stipulated in the bylaws to help control
expenditures of all funds. Alternatively, the bylaws
might vest this responsibility in a group such as the
executive council or board, in which case the limits
could be set out in a resolution from the proper body.
The system of control devised for the Association was
one requiring budgeted limits in broad categories
within each project area.
In the case of the Association, adoption of the
annual budget by the membership or the Board constituted the overall authorization and limitation upon
amounts to be expended. In addition, procedures were
instituted whereby every expenditure would be scrutinized and approved before payment, even though
previously budgeted. Customarily, some contingency
provisions were included in each annual budget, but
additional unanticipated expenditures might be authorized by other means. For example, emergency or
exigency requirements of funds for major repairs in
excess of anticipated budget amounts or for a new
functional project area being undertaken which had
no approval in the budget could be authorized by the
membership or the Executive Board.
An expenditure request and approval form was designed to be prepared in duplicate for any item to
be expended for which there was an adequate budget
appropriation. These requests serve the function of
releasing budgeted funds, and, when approved and
paid they are annotated to show the number of the
check used, the dates approved, and the dates paid.
All requests not approved also are kept on file. A
separate file is used to control pending approved but
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unpaid requests. Lists of "pending expenditure requests" and of "unpaid commitments" are prepared
at the end of the accounting period for inclusion in
the statements to reflect the accrual basis.
An authorization for expenditure form similarly was
to be prepared for any item to be expended for which
there was an insufficient balance or no budget appropriation. This form was designed to be filed in duplicate, one copy to accompany the minutes of the meeting at which it was approved or disapproved and the
other copy to be attached to the budget and finance
records of the treasurer. These stringent control measures might be onerous in a larger organization but
should function well in a small association.
A further control requirement specified that all
invoices should be attached to the vouchers where
applicable and that there be an indication by a designated employee or official of the organization that
the goods or services were received.
Although larger organizations might employ a
voucher system to record all amounts payable, such
a system was not recommended in this instance. The
Association was made aware of the functions of a
voucher system. It was found, however, that accrual
basis reporting could be approximated quite closely
with the schedules of the various receivables and pay ables being adjusted for report purposes while using
the simpler cash basis system of bookkeeping for recording transactions. Were a voucher system to be
adopted, the control procedures would be substantially
the same.
Standard disbursement procedures were setup which
provided that funds of the organization might be
disbursed only by use of prenumbered checks, with
the exception of minor items. These were to be paid
out of an imprest petty cash fund. No check disbursements could be made without an expenditure
request and approval voucher or payroll voucher. The
treasurer was given the control over the disbursing of
funds. All checking accounts require at least two signatures, but three persons are authorized to sign checks
to cover the contingency that one of the designated
officials might be unavailable.

"When billing
is performed,
three copies of
each bill are
prepared ..."

RECORDING OF TRANSACTIONS
In common with many newly formed organizations,
the Association considered it unwise to expend funds
for bookkeeping machines or other similar large
expensive office equipment, at least in the early years
of operation. The recording methods devised, therefore, primarily were intended for a manual bookkeeping operation though easily adaptable to machine
bookkeeping and other automated data processing
developments.
The recording of transactions stems from documents
used in the normal conduct of business. These documents include application forms, invoices, vouchers,
receipt stubs, check stubs, minute books, correspondence, and other tangible evidences of transactions. The volume of transactions is low enough to
permit a competent bookkeeper to record and analyze
all transactions in the books of original entry. If the
transaction volume were to increase markedly, the
recording functions could be divided among two or
more persons. In any event, the person or persons
or

being billed, from a copy of the lists appearing in the
minutes, as soon as practicable after the meeting.
When billing is performed, three copies of each bill
are prepared; the first copy being sent to the member,
the second copy going into a tickler file to serve as
a reminder to be sent in the event payment is not
received within a reasonable period, and the third copy
being placed in a "dues receivable" file. When payment is received, the third copy is removed and marked
as to date and amount received; when paid in full
this copy is placed in a permanent file of "paid dues,
fiscal year 19xx." Lists of dues receivable and pledges
receivable are prepared at the end of the accounting
period for inclusion in the annual report.
For the sake of internal control, it was found feasible
to have the executive director or his secretary open
all mail received. After separating money received
from other correspondence, the director, or his secretary, then prepares a bank deposit ticket and a daily
cash report listing all items received as to amount and
functional category of revenue or receipt. All money
received each day is deposited in the bank account
on the same day. In the event no money is received
on any business day, a daily cash report stating "none"
is prepared. This form, signed by the person preparing
it, is submitted to the bookkeeper, with someone other
than the bookkeeper being responsible for depositing
the funds at the bank. Whenever the entire deposit
consists of checks, it is permissible to mail the deposit
to the bank.
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"Recording
cash receipts
presents no
unusual
problems."

recording should have no contact with receiving or
disbursing of funds nor with the bank statements and
cancelled checks.
Recording cash receipts presents no unusual problems. The cash receipts journal consists of sheets containing sufficient columnar headings to summarize
categorically the principal sources of revenue. The
daily cash report becomes an integral part of this book
of original entry as it is used to summarize and categorize all items received each day. In this way, the cash
receipts journal can be used on a "line -a -day" basis,
spreading the categorized amounts in total across the
page for each day.

Conclusion
After conceding that there are limitations to the
information which can be derived from a purely cash

basis accounting system, one can recognize that these
limitations are not difficult to overcome. With this
recognition, it is possible to emphasize cash control
procedures in the design of an accounting system for
a small nonprofit organization without sacrificing the
broader objectives of good accounting information.
This is a matter of putting first things first. The
primary concerns of the management of such associations (after fund raising, of course) are allocation of
resources and maximization of services rendered for
each dollar expended. The technique used to satisfy
these concerns is the familiar one of budgeting. In
the main, budgeting for nonprofit entities is a matter
of planning, then controlling expenditures. The heart
of the accounting system, therefore, becomes accurate
and complete accounting for receipts and disbursements.
❑

THE MODEL CITIES PROGRAM: AN APPLICATION OF PPBS
Continued from page 33
work plan consists of phases which apply to each of
the major program areas and utilizes concepts embodied in the organizational plan. The phases are (1)
organization and orientation, (Z) program identification, (3) definition of management information, (4)
program analyses, and (5) management and operation
of the system.
In discussing implementation, many people dwell
at length on organization and procedures. It is easy
to become overwhelmed by procedural and technical
details. Organizational charts or elaborate descriptions
of technical procedures are not primary considerations
in implementation.

Conclusion
To make PPBS work, implementation adds new
information and communications to the existing decision base; it adds them to improve political decisions,
not to replace them. Certainly, we have learned that
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when a choice comes between the politician and technician, the politician holds the high card. However,
the reason the politician tolerates technicians is that
they frequently make the politician effective.
As a bare minimum, PPBS implies that the rules
for allocating public dollars have changed. These implications should enable state and local governments
to take leadership, innovate, and compete in brain power for programs with the Federal government. The
complexities of intergovernmental issues come at a
time when local governments are ill - equipped with
outmoded institutions, inelastic tax resources, increased demands for services, and inadequate quality
of personnel.
Yet the opportunity is here and now. This may well
be the most overwhelming and persuasive factor in
implementing PPBS. One thing is certain our local
governments must change their character and utilize
new concepts for managing taxpayer dollars and illustrating a rate of return on the tax funds as they are
used in providing services.
❑
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ADJUSTED DCF
RATE OF RETURN
To Properly Calculate The Rate Of Return On Investment
Projects When Price -Level Changes Are Expected, At Least Three
Kinds Of Index Adjustments May Be Necessary

By James B. Edwards

into account the changing value of money, the formula
is modified as follows:

a

The discounted- cash -flow rate of return, also known
as the internal rate of return, is increasingly coming
n
A`
0
into use as measure for evaluating capital investment
1
t
t =0 (I + r) x INDEX t
proposals. However, most financial analyses usually do
not take into account the effects of anticipated price level changes. This tends to increase the risks in deci- The index is stated in terms of the purchasing power
sion- snaking, since ignoring the sensitivity effects of at the time that t equals zero.
price -level changes through the life of a capital project
may cause the estimated rate of return to be higher Three Indexes
or lower than the actual rate of return.
To properly calculate the rate of return on investNormally, estimates of rates of return are based ment projects when price -level changes are expected,
upon a resulting mix of such elements as output (sales) at least three kinds of index adjustments may be
volume, output prices, input (expenses) volume, input necessary.
prices, investment outlays, sources of capital (which
are affected by the costs of capital), income tax tech- RE VE NUE PR IC E RESPONSE INDEX
niques, and economic life of the project. The actual
If specific output (sales and asset disposals) price
cash flows of these mixes occur over some span of changes are anticipated, they should be reflected extime; therefore each element is subject, to some extent, plicitly in the cash flow projections for specific projto price -level changes which occur during this period ects. The output price index treasures the changes
of time.
in sales and asset disposal receipts due to selling -price
Since the cash inflow stream used in computing rates changes. In short, this index keeps track of the price
of return is measured in terms of dollar values at the changes of the firm's revenues stated in terms of some
time the stream is received and not in equivalent or base year.
constant dollars, the rate of return will be distorted
if price -level changes occur. The purpose of this article OPERAT ING E XPENSE PRIC E RESP ONSE INDEX
is to show the modifications which. must be made in
Anticipated specific input (operating expenses other
the usual procedures for computing the discounted - than depreciation, debt interest, and income taxes)
cash -flow rate of return when price -level changes are price changes also should be reflected explicitly in the
anticipated. In the discussion that follows, the chang- cash flow projections. The price index for inputs meaing measuring unit' is treated as another variable that sures the weighted average rate at which the prices
must be allowed for in the interpretation of financial of inputs of a firm are changing. These typically indata.
clude labor, raw materials, packaging, etc. In short,
The conventional discounted- cash -flow rate of re- this index evaluates the impact of price changes on
turn is given by the formula:
the firm's costs, exclusive of depreciation, debt interest, and income taxes stated in terms of some base
n
year.
Y.
= 0
t
GENERAL PRICE -LEVEL INDEX
t =0
(1 + r)
The third adjustment which may be necessary is
for
expected general price -level (purchasing power of
where (A,) is the net cash flow for period (t); (n)
is the last period in which a cash flow is expected;
and (r) is the rate that discounts the stream of net
cash flows to a cumulative net worth of zero. To take
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Financial analysis requires some medium through which information of both
a quantitative and qualitative nature can be transmitted to decision-makers for
evaluation and action. Unfortunately, the measuring (monetary) unit has not
remained invariant over time.
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"The earned
cash receipts
are related to
the initial
outlay of
cash.-

the dollar) changes. This adjustment is made so that
future dollar inflows may be equated in real present
value terms with the initial dollar outflows. The general price -level index must be drawn from some source
such as the Gross National Product Implicit Price
Deflator which encompasses the entire economy.
Problems related to reliability and representativeness
of price -level indexes will not be considered in this
article. Rather, it is assumed that changes in the general purchasing power of the dollar can be represented
by a single index which is meaningful to all economic
entities.

Simulation Model
The approach used to implement the modifications,
in such a manner that the effects of potential price level changes may be observed, is to construct a simulation model by modifying the conventional discounted- cash -flow rate of return to include adjustments for
anticipated price -level changes. A computer would, of
course, be used to make simulated studies of how much
project measures will differ when the underlying factors are adjusted for anticipated price -level changes.
For the purposes of this model, the "base- case"
(Exhibit 1) rates of return are the measures which
result when the simulated data are used to compute
rates of return without adjustment. These measures
then are compared to the measures which result when
the identical simulated data are adjusted for the effects
of simulated price -level changes. (See Exhibits 2, 3
and 4.)

Exhibit 1
BASE -CASE RATE OF RETURN

$1,000,000

Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1980
Totals

Debt
interest
$ 7,401
6,852
6,260
5,621
4,932
4,188
3,386
2,519
1,585
576
$43,320

Operating
expenses
$ 60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
$600,000

Taxable
income
$
-128
3,693
7,558
11,469
15,431
19,448
23,523
27,662
31,870
36,151
$176,680

Income
tax

Debt
paid

Cumulative
P/ V
$- 100,000
- 76,199
- 57,489
- 42,911
- 31,548
- 22,715
- 16,021
- 11,042
-7,822
-5,722
-4,189
0

-70
2,009
4,112
6,021
7,808
9,841
11,903
15,259
17,729
18,889

0
6,931
7,480
8,072
8,711
9,400
10,144
10,946
11,813
12,747
13,756
0

Net Cash
flow
$- 100,000
25,738
23,659
21,556
19,646
17,860
15,827
13,765
10,409
7,939
6,779
20,000

$93,501

$100,000

83,178

$

Unadjusted discounted -cash -flow rate of return

$

Totals

Tax
deprn
$ 32,727
29,455
26,182
22,909
19,636
16,364
13,091
9,818
6,545
3,273
$180,000

=

revenues
$ 100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000

$

Sales
Year
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

16.9%

Constructing the Model
The approach used in constructing the model is to
simulate the cash flows and the timing of these cash
flows within the "popular" conception of an investment project. This concept is typified by an initial
outlay of cash followed by a series of periods in which
cash receipts are earned. The earned cash receipts are
related to the initial outlay of cash, and then the rate
of return is calculated.'
The term "earned cash receipts" refers to the net
cash flows after deductions for debt interest payments
(in cases where leverage is employed), debt repayments
(in cases where repayments are made within the planning period), income taxes, and expenses other than
depreciation, debt interest, and income taxes.
The model is divided into two segments. The first
segment is the one which calculates the base -case rate
of return, referred to above, and the second segment
is the one which must be modified to include the
adjustments for price -level changes.

Base -Case Rate of Return
The unadjusted discounted - cash -flow rate of return
is given by the formula:
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ICO =

n
t =

NCF,

(1 + r)

t -

+

NCF

.s

n

(1 + r) n

Where (ICO) represents the initial cash outlay from
equity funds, (NCF t ) represents net cash flows for
each period (t), and (n) represents the planning period
in number of years (the modification of t by -.5 is
an averaging adjustment which assumes the cash flows
occur evenly throughout the period). (NCF n ) represents the receipt in cash of terminal values and /or
payment of debt principal at the end of the planning
period (one of the alternatives of repaying the debt
principal simulated in this model), and (r) is the rate
of return.
Net cash flows for each period may be determined
as follows:
NCF

t

= R

t

- It - E

t

- T

t

- DP

t

Where (R) represents cash receipts generated from
operating the project, (I) represents debt interest payments, (E) represents operating expenses other than
depreciation, debt interest, and income taxes paid in
cash, (T) represents income taxes, and (DP) represents
the repayment of debt principal.
Interest payments for each period may be determined as follows:

It =

lip
Y. Bp(DIR /np)
p =1

Where (B) represents the unpaid principal balance
at the beginning of each payment period (p), (DIR)
represents the rate of interest on debt funds, and (np)
represents the number of payments made in each
annual period (t).
'see Harold Bierman, Jr. and Seymour Smidt, The Capital Budgeting Decision,
second edition, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1963, p. 106.
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Income taxes for each period may be determined
as follows:
T r - ( R, - D r - I, - E ,) x TR,

Where (PAY) represents the total debt repayment
including interest, and (I) is the interest portion.
Debt repayments including interest (PAY) for each
payment period (p) is given by the formula:

(

+

r

rl

-

Where (D) represents the depreciation (by whichever
DIR /n
method used) for each period (t), (TR) is the tax rate
PAY p = IDP
-NDP
applicable to each period (t). The income for tax
DIR /npI
1
purposes requires a separate computation because the
taxable income generally will not be equal to the net
cash flow before income taxes of the period.' The Where (IDP) represents the initial debt principal
primary variance will be caused by depreciation al- balance, and (NDP) ` is the total number of debt
lowances for tax purposes which do not affect cash payments.
flows except through their effect upon the amounts
of the income tax payments. Also, while interest on Illustration- Base -Case Rate of Return
debt is deductible for tax purposes, repayments of debt
The assumptions used in the illustrations are as
principal are not. Under the Internal Revenue Code follows:
of 1954,' one has a choice (among other methods) of
calculating depreciation allowances by using straight - 1. The planning period is 10 years (1971- 1980).
line, sum -of- years- digits, or, under certain conditions 2. The total investment is $200,000.
which are assumed as staisfied in this model, by using 3. Financing consists of $100,000 from equity funds
double - declining- balance techniques. Each of these
and $100,000 from debt funds.
methods (considered to be representative of the possi- 4. The debt is to be repaid in 120 monthly installble effects upon cash flows) is employed in the model.
ments of $1,194, including interest at 7.64 percent.
Straight -line depreciation (D) for each period (t) 5. The entire $200,000 investment is depreciable for
is given by the formula:
tax purposes.
6. At the end of 10 years, a recovery of $20,000 is
_
C - S
D`
L
expected through the sale or trade of the assets
represented by the investment. Therefore, $20,000
Where (C) represents the depreciable cost, (S) repreis recognized as salvage value in computing depresents the estimated salvage value recognized, and (L)
ciation using the sum -of- years- digits method.
is the expected useful life in years.
Sum -of- years- digits depreciation (D) for each period
(t) is given by the formula:
Exhibit 2

"The income
for tax
purposes
requires a
separate
computation

-

FIRST MODIFICATION
SALES REVENUES ARE FULLY RESPONSIVE TO
PRICE -LEVEL CHANGES

C - S)

2

/

D = (C - A) (1 /L x 2)
Where (A) is the accumulation of depreciation used
in prior periods.
Where the situation warrants it, a switch may be
made to the straight -line method using the following
formula:
D` _

C
L - S -+ A1

Repayment of debt principal (DP) for each period
is given by the formula:
DP t =

np
3: (PAY P - I p)
p=I

Totals
Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1980
Totals

$1,107,773
Income
Tax
139
2,844
5,678
8,389
11,062
14,600
18,410
24,840
30,489
34,283
$150,735

Tax
deprn
32,727
29,455
26,182
22,909
19,636
16,364
13,091
9,818
6,545
3,273
$180,000
Debt
paid
$
0
6,931
7,480
8,072
8,711
9,400
10,144
10,946
11,813
12,747
13,756
0

Debt
Interest
7,401
6,852
6,260
5,621
4,932
4,188
3,388
2,519
1,585
576

Operating
expenses
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000

Taxable
income
S
256
5,229
10,437
15,980
21,861
28,853
36,383
45,033
54,807
65,614

$43,320
Net cash
flow
$- 100,000
25,913
24,359
22,869
21,789
21,036
20,473
20,118
18,198
18,116
20,847
20,000

$600,000
Price
adjusted
$- 100,000
25,813
23,991
22,229
20,849
19,765
18,713
17,826
15,505
14,736
16,103
15,167

$284,453
Cumulative
P/ V
$- 100,000
- 76,447
- 58,224
- 44,166
- 33,190
- 24,527
- 17,698
- 12,283
-8,362
-5,259
-2,437
0

$100,000

$133,718

$110,687

Recomputed rate of return
20.1%
Rate change
3.2%
Percentage change
18.8%
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-

4
See Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 (Including subsequent Tax Reform Acts
through 1969). Sec. 163 and 167.
S
See Stephen P. Shao, Mathematics of Finance, South - Western Publishing
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1962, pp. 336.337.

-

-

' Ibid., pp. 116 -117.

revenues
100,384
101,535
102,879
104,511
106,430
109,405
112,860
117,370
122,937
129,463

$

Double - declining - balance depreciation (D) for each
period (t) is given by the formula:

$

Sales
Year
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

$

(

$

-

$

Dt

L + 1- t
L (L + 1 1
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.

"The
price -level
adjusted
segment of the
model is
modified . . ."

The tax rates are anticipated as being the same
as for a firm located in the State of Georgia during
the period 1961 -70. Assuming that the firm is producing taxable income in the surtax range, the
effective anticipated rates are as follows:

7

Rate
54.40%
54.40%
54.40%
52.50%
50.60%
50.60%
50.60%
55.16%
55.63%
52.25%

Year
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Adjusted DCf Rate of Return
In order to observe the sensitivity (effect) of anticipated price -level changes on the discounted - cash -flow
rate of return, the first segment, described and illustrated above, must be modified to include the adjustment for price -level changes. The mathematical
framework for this second segment follows:
ADJUSTED OPERATING REVENUES
Price -level adjusted operating revenues (AR) for
each period (t) is given by the formula:
AR t = R t x RI

8. The sales revenues, stated in terms of base -year
prices, are expected to hold constant at $100,000
annually-demonstrating near capacity production.
9 Operating expenses other than depreciation, debt
interest, and income taxes, stated in terms of base year prices, are expected to hold constant at
$60,000 annually.
The base -case rate of return, which discounts the
strearn of net cash flows to equal the initial cash
outlay, or a cumulative net worth of zero, without adjustment for price -level changes, is shown in Exhibit 1.

Where (RI) represents the revenue price index applicable to each period (t). If the depreciable assets
disposal (salvage) price is responsive to price -level
change, then
AS = S x RI,,
Where (AS) represents price -level adjusted depreciable
assets disposal revenue, and, if the nondepreciable
assets price is responsive to price -level change, then
ANDA = NDA x RI „
Where (ANDA) represents price -level adjusted non depreciable assets disposal revenue.
ADJUSTED OPERATING EXPENSES
Price -level adjusted operating expenses (AE) other
than depreciation, debt interest, and income taxes for
each period (t) is given by the formula:

-

Exhibit 3
SECOND MODIFICATION
OPERATING EXPENSES ARE FULLY RESPONSIVE TO
PRICE -LEVEL CHANGES

AE t = E t x El

Cumulative
P/ V
$- 100,000
- 75,757
- 56,169
-40,595
- 28,378
- 18,981
- 22,247
-7 754
-5,510
-4,894
-5,373
0

42,167

-195
1,508
3,172
4,601
5,856
6,985
7,999
9,510
10,073
9,653

0
6,931
7,480
8,072
8,711
9,400
10,144
10,144
11,813
12,747
13,756
0

$59,161

$100,000

52,854

Income
tax

$

-

-

-

10.9%
Recomputed rate of return
- 6. 0%
Rate change
-35. 4%
Percentage change
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$

Debt
paid

Price
adjusted
$- 100,000
25,534
22,887
20,187
17,569
14,990
11,919
8,819
4,887
1,491
-1,284
15,167

Net cash
flow
S- 100,000
25,633
23,239
20,769
18,361
15,954
13,040
9,953
5,736
1,833
-1,662
20,000

$

$112,016

$

$664,664

$

Totals

$43,320

$

Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1980

$180,000

$1,000.000

$

Totals

Operating
expenses
60,230
60,921
61,727
62,706
63,858
65,643
67,716
70,422
73,762
77,678

Tax
deprn
S 32,727
29,455
26,182
22,909
19,636
16,364
13,091
9,818
6,545
3,273

$

Year
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Taxable
income
-358
2,772
5,831
8,763
11,574
13,805
15,808
17,240
18,108
18,474

Debt
interest
7,401
6,852
6,260
5,621
4,932
4,188
3,386
2,519
1,585
576

Sales
revenues
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000

t

1

t

Where (EI) represents the operating expense price
index applicable to each period (t).
ADJUSTED GENERAL PRICE LEVEL
General price -level adjusted net cash flows and the
adjusted discounted- cash -flow rate of return is then
given by the formula:
n
ICO

NCF„

NCFt

=

t

t =1 (1 + r)

-.s
x GI

t

1 + r)°

x GI

Where (GI) represents the general price -level index.

I Ilustrations- Modifications
The price -level adjusted segment of the model is
modified by applying the following adjustments to the
hypothetical case illustrated in the first segment. The
first adjustment involves the general price -level index
assumed to have the identical behavior pattern as the
Gross National Product Implicit Price Deflator Index
during the period 1960 -1970:
The effective index is adjusted to establish the period
t =0 as a base of 100, and to relate the remainder
of the index to the base period. The adjustment is
accomplished by dividing each unadjusted number by
the number for the base year and multiplying each
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973

SECOND MOD IFICAT ION- OPERAT ING EXPENSES
ARE FULLY RESPONSIVE

management
with a method
of observing
the sensitivity
of investment
decisions . . . "

Exhibit 4
THIRD MODIFICATION SALES REVENUE AND OPERATING EXPENSES ARE
FULLY RESPONSIVE TO PRICE-LEVEL CHANGES

Totals

Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1980
Totals

Sales
revenues
100,384
101,535
102,879
104,511
106,430
109,405
112,860
117,370
122,937
129,463

Tax
deprn
32,727
29,455
26,182
22,909
19,636
16,364
13,091
9,818
6,545
3,273

Debt
Interest
7,401
6,852
6,260
5,621
4,932
4,188
3,386
2,519
1,585
576

Operating
expenses
60,230
60,921
61,727
62,706
63,858
65,643
67,716
70,422
73,762
77,678

$

Year
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Taxable
income
26
4,308
8,710
13,274
18,003
23,210
28,667
34,611
21,045
47,936

$1,107,773

$108,000

$43,320

$664,664

$219,789

Income
tax

Debt
paid

Price
adjusted
$- 100,000
25,709
23,577
21,464
19,619
17,974
16,165
14,448
11,523
9,769
9,583
15,167

Cumulative
P/ V
$- 100,000
- 76,252
- 57,670
- 43,237
- 31,980
- 23,180
- 16,427
- 11,277
-7,773
-5.238
-3,116
0

14
2,343
4,738
6,969
9,110
11,744
14,506
19,091
22,833
25,047

0
6,931
7,480
8,072
8,711
9,400
10,144
10,946
11,813
12,747
13,756
0

Net cash
flow
$- 100,000
25,808
23,939
22,082
20,503
19,130
17,686
16,306
13,525
12,010
12,406
20,000

$116,395

$100,000

$103,394

$

84,998

Recomputed rate of return
17.2%
Rate change
.27%
Percentage change
1.56%
-

T HI RD MODIFICAT ION -SALES RE VE NUE S AND
OPERAT ING EXPENSES FULLY RESPONSIVE

-

=

In the second modification, operating expenses are
expected to be fully responsive to general price -level
changes. Sales revenues, on the other hand, are expected to be wholly unresponsive to general price -level
changes, demonstrating a firm under a fixed price
contract or a regulated price industry experiencing no
price changes. Also, the salvage recovery price ($20,000)
is not expected to respond to general price -level
changes. Exhibit 3 illustrates the adjusted rate of
return which discounts the stream of net cash flows
to a cumulative net worth of zero after adjustment
for price -level changes. The effects of anticipated
price -level changes reduced the rate of return from
16.9 percent as shown in Exhibit 1 to 10.9 percent
as shown in Exhibit 3, a reduction of six percentage
points or 35.4 percent. In terms of constant dollars,
this loss amounts to $41,011.

"This model
provides

$

Assume that sales revenues are expected to be fully
responsive to general price -level changes and that
operating expenses and salvage revenues are expected
to be wholly unresponsive to general price -level
changes (demonstrating a firm under a fixed price
contract for its expenses). The effects of anticipated
price -level changes would increase the rate of return
from 16.9 percent as shown in Exhibit 1 to 20.1 percent
as shown in Exhibit 2, an increase of 3.2 percentage
points or 18.8 percent. In terns of constant dollars,
this gain amounts to $27,519.

This model provides management with a method
of observing the sensitivity of investment decisions
to price -level changes in estimates, both when investment opportunities are limited with respect to available capital and when available capital is limited in
relation to investment opportunities. This method is
based on comparisons of the rate of change which
occurs in the discounted - cash -flow rate of return when
adjustments are made for anticipated price -level
changes. This model also should aid management in
deciding whether to devote additional resources to
improving the accuracy of estimates.
❑

$

RE VE N UE S ARE

Conclusion

$

FIRST MODIFICAT ION -SALES
FULLY RESPONSIVE

Adjusted
100.0
100.4
101.5
102.9
104.5
106.4
109.4
112.9
117.4
122.9
129.5
131.9

$

Unadjusted
104.2
104.6
105.8
107.2
108.9
110.9
114.0
117.6
122.3
128.1
134.9
137.4

$

Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1980

are expected to be fully responsive to general price level changes, and salvage revenues are expected to
be wholly unresponsive to general price -level changes.
The effects of anticipated price -level changes would
increase the rate of return from 16.9 percent shown
in Exhibit 1 to 17.2 percent as shown in Exhibit 4,
an increase of .27 percentage points or 1.56 percent.
In terms of constant dollars, this gain amounts to
$1,820.

$

result by 100. The base year number represents the
Gross National Product Implicit Price Deflator Index
during the fourth quarter of 1970, the time of the
initial outlay of funds. The final number represents
the Gross National Product Implicit Price Deflator
Index during the fourth quarter of 1980, the time of
the receipt of terminal funds.

Assume that sales revenues and operating expenses
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Books

FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

IMPROVING MANAGEMENT FOR MORE
EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT

balancing of risk vs. return. The chapters on capital budgeting
and leasing have been rewritten.

50th Anniversary Lectures of the United States General Accounting Office 1921 -1971

COST ACCOUNTING A MANGERIAL EMPHASIS

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington D.C. 20402, 1971, 285 pp., paperbound, $2.75.

Third Edition

A collection of the lectures of 18 speakers invited by the Comptroller General of the U.S. to express their views on modern
management, largely government. Expert in such fields as government, private enterprise, law and journalism they are addressing
themselves to a professional audience on a broad range of subjects.

THE ACCOUNTING PRIMER: AN
INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

Charles T. Horngren
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood
clothbound, $12.95.

Cliffs, N.J.

07632, 1972, 963 pp.,

This third revision includes updated material on the use of computers and data analysis techniques. There are four new chapters;
on cost allocation for various purposes, decentralization and measurement of performances, decentralization and transfer pricing
and one chapter which examines the difficulties of estimating cost
functions and covering regression analysis.

Thomas J. Burns and Harvey S. Hendrickson
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
N.Y. 10020, 1972, 622 pp., clothbound, $11.50.
An introductory text on a single subject— Financial Accounting,
it minimizes the procedural aspects, stresses the current prevailing
theoretical structure of financial accounting and places more emphasis than usual on working capital and cash fund flow statements.

MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
Second Edition
James H. Rossell and William W. Frasure
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43216, 1972, 656 pp., clothbound, $10.95.
This book presents the basic considerations underlying financial
and cost accounting data from the management point of view.
The second edition includes comprehensive updating and new
additions in the areas of earnings per share, line of business reporting, funds flow statements, APB Opinions, reporting of leases,
master budgets and statistical and mathematical methods.

COMPARATIVE ACCOUNTING THEORY
Daniel I. McDonald
Addison - Wesley Publishing Co. Inc., Reading, Mass. 01867, 1972,
112 pp., paperbound, $2.95.
A thought provoking short introduction to accounting theory. The
book is divided into two broad categories: theories of accounting
and theories for accounting.

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES:
A CANADIAN VIEWPOINT
R. M. Skinner
The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 250 Bloor St.
E., Toronto 5, Canada, 1972, 483 pp., clothbound, $15.95.
A study into the history and development of accounting principles.
It concludes that general acceptance is not a sound basis for the
formulation of accounting principles. The author probes the role
of research in directing the process of change and considers the
necessity for legislative authority.

FINANCIAL BASIC DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW
TABLES
Financial Publishing Co., 82 Brookline Ave., Boston, Mass. 02215,
1971, 494 pp., clothbound, $25.00. Explanatory Text by Charles
H. Gushee.
The tables in this book evaluate the present worth of interest
and depreciation in single results for the investor. The book is
divided into five parts: general useful tables, tables for full lives,
tables for partial lives, a detailed set of practical examples showing
the application of these tables to many diversified cases and a
discussion of depreciation methods, taxes, and other relevant
points.

BUDGETING: KEY TO PLANNING AND
CONTROL
Revised Edition

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Reginald L. Jones and H. George Trentin

Fourth Edition

American Management Association, Inc., 135 West 50th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10020, 1971, 308 pp., clothbound, $24.50.

Robert W. Johnson
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02210,
1971, 583 pp., clothbound, $12.50.
Greater emphasis has been placed in this edition on risk and the
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A book written to give nonfinancial executives practical guidelines
to knowing when and how to use budgets to achieve their objectives.
Continued on page 60
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FIXED ASSET ACCOUNTING:
THE CAPITALIZATION
OF COSTS
The Committee on Management Accounting Practices (MAP)
presents the following position paper on the subject of fixed
asset accounting —cost capitalization vs. expensing. It reflects
the opinion of the Committee in relation to present thinking
on the subject. The statement is intended to provide guidance
in the current Practice of the profession of management accounting and to provide a basis for further developments in
this area of fixed asset accounting.
The MAP Committee appointed a subcommittee in late 1970
to study fixed asset accounting. Members of the subcommittee
(Donald C. Brabston, Chairman; Warren B. Coburn, G. Kenneth Dye, William C. Flewellen, Jr., Charles W. Lamden, and
Clement Schwingle) had their first meeting on December 3,
1970.
The subcommittee developed a discussion draft titled "The
Capitalization of Costs as Opposed to Charging Offthe Cost
as an Expense" which was published in the July 1972 issue
Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. After review of responses and
further consideration, the MAP Committee finalized this official statement at its meeting on October 20, 1972.

Introduction
Kohler' defines cost as follows:
An expenditure or outlay of cash, other property, capital
stock, or services, or the incurring of a liability therefor, identified with goods or services purchased or with any loss incurred,
and measured in terms of the amount of cash paid or payable
or the market value of other property, capital stock or services
given in exchange. Implicit in the concept of cost is the accrual
basis of accounting.
The accrual basis of accounting requires that expenditures
be identified with specific periods of time. Thus, a cost incurred
must be identified with a period of time —the present or the
future. Identification of the appropriate period in which to
charge the cost to expense is then the determinant of whether
a cost is capitalized (identified with future periods) or charged
off to expense (identified with current period). Identification
of such appropriate period is generally determined by whether
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973

an expenditure is intended to benefit the current period or
future periods.
Kohler's definition, while applicable in categories other than
depreciable assets, is somewhat inclusive when related to expenditures for these facilities. For non- depreciable assets such
as land or fee -owned water power rights, expenditures which
enhance utility or capacity clearly benefit future periods. For
depreciable property, most expenditures, even for maintenance,
also benefit future periods because if the property is not maintained, future periods will not be enjoyed. It becomes necessary,
therefore, to inject a further factor for plant and equipment,
namely, the estimated economic life. Expenditures which are
necessary to reach that life are properly expensed. For plant
and equipment then, in the context of Kohler's definition,
future periods may be taken to mean extensions beyond the
initial estimated life.
The capitalization versus expense decision is fundamental
to income determination, which is the "process of identifying,
measuring, and relating revenue and expenses of an enterprise
for an accounting period."' The distinction which must be
made in determining whether a cost should be capitalized or
charged off to expense is made much clearer when Kohler's
definition is appended with reference to initially established
estimated life as suggested earlier. The problems in making
this distinction are evidenced in accounting for depreciable
assets. Discussion of problems in accounting for costs which
are related to depreciable assets may be divided into two cat egories —(1) costs incurred at time of acquisition or construction
and (2) costs incurred during the period of ownership.
COS T S I NCURR ED AT T IM E OF
ACQUIS IT ION OR CO NST RUCT ION

The general rule in accounting for the acquisition of depreciable assets is that the asset is initially recorded at cost which
includes all charges to "prepare an asset for use "' (i.e., to bring
the asset to the appropriate condition and location for use).
In practice, charges to prepare an asset for use are sometimes
charged to expense where the amounts are not material. Significant problems arise where the cost of the acquisition is in a
form other than cash, e.g., issuance. of securities, exchange of
other assets, and donated assets. Costs incurred by a firm in
51

constructing assets for its own use also give rise to a number
of significant problems. These include the treatment of overhead and interest costs during construction. The question of
whether or not to capitalize interest may relate either to debt
incurred for the purpose of construction or to the interest
imputed on stockholders' equity.
Other costs are sometimes incurred with respect to the acquisition of depreciable assets which are capitalized by some companies and expensed by others. Costs incurred in putting a plant
"on- stream," e.g., testing of a new process, breaking -in costs,
and start -up costs are sometimes charged to expense even
though they are "charges to prepare an asset for use." These
costs might include direct costs such as labor, materials and
also indirect costs such as administrative salaries of supervisory
personnel. (A discussion of the various problems and procedures
involved in the "determination of the cost of a depreciable
fixed asset" is covered elsewhere.)
COSTS INCURRED DURING PERIOD OF OWNERSHIP
Expenditures incurred during the period of ownership must
be examined closely to determine whether they are capital or
expense in nature.
Kohler' defines a capital expenditure as:
An expenditure intended to benefit future periods, in contrast
to a revenue expenditure which benefits a current period; an
addition to a capital asset. The term is generally restricted
to expenditures that add fixed -asset units or that have the effect
of increasing the capacity, efficiency, span of life, or economy
of operation of an existing fixed asset.
Expenditures during ownership generally fall into the following categories:
1. Maintenance and repairs
2. Improvements (betterments) and additions
3. Replacements
In practice it has been difficult to classify the expenditure
due to the potential overlapping of the categories. Furthermore,
differences can develop in the treatment of these costs based
on the differences in objectives between those for tax purposes
and those for financial accounting purposes. The tax method
is often used when amounts are immaterial.'
In general, the terms maintenance and repairs are used interchangeably. One authority, however, states that:
A theoretical distinction between repairs and maintenance
is sometimes made, maintenance being directed to keeping the
assets in good condition and repairs being directed to putting
them back into good condition. Maintenance is preventive;
repairs are curative. The theoretical distinction usually is difficult if not impossible to maintain in the accounts.'
Within this general category, a distinction is made between
ordinary repairs (revenue charges) and extraordinary repairs
(capital charges).' Moyer and Mautz' state that extending of
an asset's depreciable life "is the point that distinguishes ordinary and extraordinary repairs." In addition, others suggest that
an increase in value is a necessary characteristic of an extraordinary repair. An expenditure to achieve the life established
for depreciation purposes should be an expense.
Improvements may involve a substitution, or they may result
from extensive repairs such as a major motor overhaul or the
rearrangement of factory equipment. Improvements ordinarily
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do not increase the physical size of the productive facility but
may increase capacity to improve quality or decrease maintenance costs or increase the original planned depreciable life.
While distinctions between additions and replacements are
treated in accounting texts, they seldom can be made in practice
as a new unit acquired to replace an old unit is usually greatly
improved and of greater capacity both as to quantity and
quality.
Minor improvements and additions are seldom regarded as
a separate class but rather are included within the classification
of ordinary repairs and maintenance.
Kohler' defines replacement as:
the substitution of one fixed asset for another, particularly
of...
a new asset for an old, or of a new part for an old part.
On the books of account, the recognition of the cost of the
new asset requires the elimination of the cost of the asset it
replaces.
If, in fact, the old asset (or part of an asset) is retired, the
costs for replacements should be capitalized. Nevertheless, in
practice, a distinction is made between major replacements and
minor replacements. Minor replacements are regarded as current
expenses, whereas major replacements are treated as newly
acquired assets. The replacement of tires, for example, could
be accounted for as new assets when the old tires are retired
if the base unit is the tires. On the other hand, if they are
treated as an integral part of the automobiles (the base unit
being the automobile), the cost of the new tires is charged
to expense. The cost of a new automobile generally would be
capitalized as a new asset when the old automobile is retired
if the base unit is the automobile. It would be possible, however,
but not likely, to use the fleet of automobiles as the base unit
and treat the new automobile (or typewriter or chair or any
similar asset) as an expense.
Even though it may sometimes be difficult to determine
whether an expenditure merely maintains the facility or adds
something new, the criteria for determining whether or not
to capitalize the expenditure during the period of ownership
should not be different from those established for costs incurred
at acquisition. Both require a determination of the period
receiving the benefit of the cost and both depend upon the
company's base unit policy. If the cost increases efficiency,
extends the asset's original planned depreciable life, or adds
a new base unit, it should be capitalized as a fixed asset.
Otherwise, it should be expensed.
In practice, for expediency, minor costs, whether for acquisition of an asset or for expenditure during ownership, are expensed. Many companies have established policies regarding
the minimum dollar amount to be capitalized. As a practical
measure, companies should establish such a policy. The minimum dollar amount is subject to specific conditions in a company (including the determination of the base unit). Judgment
must be exercised when the policy is established and it should
be followed consistently.
Many of the problems in distinguishing between revenue and
capital expenditures are diminished by a clear identification
of a base unit as a guide for capitalization and depreciation
recording and consistent adherence to that policy. As stated
earlier, expenditures which are necessary to enjoy or reach the
depreciable life estimated for the base unit should be expensed;
expenditures which extend that life or add significantly to its
capacity or purpose should be capitalized. The determination
and considerations involved in establishing the base unit
follow.
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Determination of Base Unit
The original selection and identification of what constitutes
a base property unit is a critical determination. Most difficulties
in distinguishing between revenue and capital charges may be
avoided by clearly identifying the base unit in the initial recording of expenditures. Future determinations of capitalization
or expensing replacements or betterments and the depreciation
or capital cost recovery policy of a company are, in fact, related
to and closely tied to the original selection of the base unit.
A company should have a written approved policy as to
selection of base unit. A company, in advance, by policy, or
if the'item to be capitalized is a new type of asset not covered
in the company's written policy, could set base units as large
or as small as practicable within its operations, but once the
base units are established, subsequent expenditures for similar
items, replacements, or improvements and the depreciation
policy (including original life) should be adhered to consistently
unless substantial reasons for change in policy are clearly determinable.
Among the criteria which should be considered in establishing
a company's fixed asset accounting policy for base units are
the characteristics of the property, industry practices, reasonable
limits of practicability and controllability, identifiability, approximate depreciable lives, and control for maintenance and
replacement. The base units must be practicable, identifiable,
and controllable.
A building as a single entity may be established as the base
unit, or each of its principal components considered as separate
base units; an entire machinery line as a base unit or each
machine as a base unit; a blast furnace as an entity or the
furnace and its lining each as a base unit; separate items of
furniture or each year's acquisitions as base units; groups or
classes of similar machinery and equipment as base units. In
the case of a building, elevators, escalators, air conditioning
and heating system, plumbing, electrical, other mechanical
equipment, and the basic building structure could well be
accounted for separately. A complete factory complement of
tools could be a base unit.
One of the primary considerations of accountants is the
physical and economic nature of the base unit and here a
knowledge of property is essential.
The capitalization policy (base unit determination) and depreciation policy must be interrelated and considered collectively. When the base unit and life expectancy are established
upon acquisition, expenditures necessary to achieve that life
are properly expensed. It is not meaningful to refer to expenditures which extend life unless it is known what life was contemplated in depreciation policy.
Management of a company has the obligation and responsibility to determine the original base unit, since once this is
determined, this decision will affect and control future capitalization and depreciation decisions for accounting purposes
for these assets. All theories and methods on depreciation or
capital cost recovery must be tied to and follow the capitalization policy of the individual company. Considerable effort
should be spent by a company's management in the determination of a base unit. Therefore, the emphasis would be shifted
from the aimless, somewhat misguided analysis of the individual
occurrence or expenditure, to policy areas such as base unit,
depreciable life, and other related matters, all of which should
be predetermined by management.
Purchases with Cash
Plant and equipment items are frequently acquired for cash
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Under such circumstances the asset is simply recorded at the
amount of the cash outlay plus incidental costs relating to its
purchase. Costs other than purchase price for assets purchased
are discussed later.
Purchases with Long-Term De b t
Interest on long -term debt does not add value to the fixed
assets being purchased and should not be capitalized. This point
of view is supported by the Accounting Principles Board in
Opinion No. 16 on Business Combinations as follows:
"An asset acquired by incurring liabilities is recorded
at cost —that is, at the present value of the amounts to
be paid."
When fixed assets are purchased with noninterest- bearing
long -term notes, the assets should be capitalized at the cash
price rather than the full amount of the notes.
The accountant measures the goods and services that enter
into his calculation of net income essentially at the acquisition
cost of the type of goods or services rendered. When purchasing
capital assets, the price being paid for the capital assets must
be separated from the price being paid for the use of funds.
The price paid for the use of funds (interest) should not be
capitalized.
For discussion of interest during the period of construction,
see section on this subject.
Pu rch as e s wit h S ecu ri t ie s
There is widespread agreement on the proper accounting for
assets acquired by exchange for securities. Welsch, Zlatkovich
and White 10 summarize this position well.
"In general it may be said that the assets received should
be valued at an amount equivalent to what would be the
cash cost basis. Lacking this figure, valuation of the assets
acquired through exchange of securities should be determined
as follows:
1. Determine the fair market value of the consideration
given, that is, the securities. In the case of a going concern
whose capital stock has an established market price, the cost
of the asset is measured by the cash equivalent market value
of the securities issued for the asset. If there is no quoted
market price on the securities, recent sales of the securities
involved to third parties in arm's - length transactions may be
used as an indication of the consideration given. In this case
it is important that the amount of securities sold to third
parties be considered, since a small sale may have been 'rigged'
to arbitrarily establish a market value. The par, stated, or
book value of such stock is no indication of the fair market
value of such stock. Sometimes stock is issued in payment
for property with an agreement that after issuance of the
stock a designated number of shares will be donated back
to the corporation. Such agreements constitute prima facie
evidence that the real consideration is the fair market value
of the shares actually retained by the vendor of the property.
2. If the fair market value of the securities exchanged
for assets other than cash cannot be determined, the fair
market value of the assets acquired should be estimated. In
the absence of an actual cash -basis sale of the assets involved
in the immediate past, an independent appraisal of them
by a professionally recognized appraiser may be recorded as
the 'implied cost' of the assets acquired.
3. If a fair market value for either the securities or the
assets received cannot be determined objectively, values established by the directors of the corporation may be used.
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The law generally allows the directors considerable discretion
in establishing values in this situation, except in cases where
fraudulent intent on the part of the directors can be shown.
When assets are acquired by exchange of securities, any
actual or implied discounts or premiums on the securities
should be accounted for in the normal manner."
In summary, where the securities market does not appear
to provide an acceptable basis for measuring the fair market
value of the assets received in exchange, the approach to costs
may be through an appraisal of the fair market value of the
assets received. However, even where no market has been established for the securities involved, reasonable conclusions as
to value for non - traded securities may be reached through
comparison with published data for earnings, dividend policies,
size of blocks, and company characteristics, preferably by experienced analysts. While the law allows boards of directors discretion in these matters, it would seem that any board would
seek informed outside counsel, carefully documented, before
reaching its conclusion.

Donated Assets
Donated assets should be recorded at their appraised fair
market values or appraised values if no market value can be
established as of the effective date of acquisition. Any expenses
or costs incurred in connection with the donation should be
charged against the special surplus resulting from the recognition of the donated assets.

Assets Acquired in Trade -Ins
For depreciable business property customarily traded for new
property of like kind, such as office machines, automobiles,
and certain production equipment, the Federal income tax
regulations provide that the new asset be recorded at the net
book value for the old asset plus the cash paid. No gain or
loss is recognized. While for other types of exchanges a revaluation of the asset exchanged might be justified, the treatment
covered by the tax regulations, if adopted for both corporate
and tax purposes, appears to result in minimum error and has
the advantage of uniformity.
In many trade -in situations such as automobiles and trucks
and office furniture and fixtures, the amount allowed for the
trade -in asset may be a fictitious or false value and gain or
loss in the trade -in impracticable of determination.

Costs in Addition to Invoice Price for Assets Purchased
When fixed assets are acquired, capitalized cost should be
the invoice price plus incidental costs to bring the asset to
its fulfillment status. The purchased asset, new or used, reaches
this condition when it is capable of producing an acceptable
product or service at a reasonable production rate.
Expenditures related to the acquistion of a fixed asset, available in position, ready to use, should be capitalized. These would
include such items as the contract or invoice price for an asset,
freight in, handling and moving costs, costs of installation
including construction for installation such as foundations,
renovation or repairs at the time of purchase to a used asset,
testing costs, duties on foreign purchases, sales and use taxes.
All costs to get the unit into ready condition (fulfillment
status) should be capitalized and once this condition is reached,
no additional initial costs should be capitalized as charges to
fixed assets. Instances may occur when it becomes obvious that
productivity initially considered reasonable will not be reached.
In such cases, capitalization should be discontinued and depreciation commenced, unless decision to abandon has been concluded.
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When fixed assets are acquired, there may be other expenditures which should be added to the fixed asset costs. Some
of these, grouped by type of asset, are set forth below:
Land:
a. Original contract price
b. Brokers' commissions
c. Legal fees for examining and recording title
d. Cost of title guarantee insurance policies
e. Cost of real estate surveys
f . Cost of an option when it is exercised
g. Special paving assessments
h. Cost of razing an old building
i . Cost of cancellation of an unexpired lease
j .Payment of noncurrent taxes accrued on the land at date
of purchase if payable by purchaser
Buildings:
a. Original contract price or cost of construction
b, Expenses incurred in remodeling, reconditioning, or altering a purchased building to make it available for the
purpose for which it was acquired
c. Cost of excavation or grading or filling of land for the
specific building
d. Expenses incurred for the preparation of plans, specifications, blueprints, etc.
e. Cost of building permits
f . Payment of noncurrent taxes accrued on the building
at date of purchase if payable by purchaser
g. Architects' and engineers' fees for design and supervision
h. Other costs, such as temporary buildings used during the
construction period
3. Machinery and equipment:
a. Original contract or invoice cost
b. Freight and drayage in, cartage, import duties, handling
and storage costs
c. Specific in- transit insurance charges
d. Sales, use, and other taxes imposed on the purchase
e. Costs of preparation of foundations and other costs in
connection with making a proper situs for the asset
f . Installation charges including company overhead on the
same basis as it is charged to inventory
g. Charges for testing and preparation for use
h. Costs for reconditioning used equipment when purchased
4. Furniture and fixtures:
a. Same as machinery and equipment
If a cash discount is allowed on payment of an invoice for
the purchase of a fixed asset, cost is the net payment made.
Therefore, the cost of the fixed asset purchased should be
reduced by the amount of any cash or trade discount received.
If discounts not taken are material, these also should be credited
to the asset's cost.
Following are types of expenditures which should not be
capitalized as fixed assets:
a. Expenditures for facilities and the renovation of buildings
required in connection with specific contracts, which would
not have been incurred except for such contracts, and
which are therefore specifically included in contract costs.
b. Repair of existing equipment including replacement of
component parts, reconstruction or alteration except as
outlined above.
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Expenditures incurred in demolishing or dismantling
equipment including those related to the replacement of
units or systems, and the removal of parts in connection
with a rebuilding or replacement project.
Expenditures incurred in connection with the rearrangement, transfer, or moving of equipment within a plant
or from one location to another.
Special test equipment, fixtures, cutting tools, shaping
tools and boring tools having a comparatively short term
of effective life.
The capitalized cost of land does not include:
Fees for surveying, title searches, geological opinions, legal
and other expert services on land not purchased. Expenditures
in connection with disposal of refuse. Cost of easements or
rights of way which are limited as to time. Assessments for
repairs to roads, sidewalks, and repairs to other improvements.
The capitalized cost of buildings and other capitalized items
should not include:
Extraordinary costs incidental to the erection of a building,
such as those due to strike, flood, fire or other casualty.
Note: Unanticipated expenditures, such as rock blasting,
piling, or relocation of the channel of an underground stream,
should be capitalized.
Cost of abandoned construction.
Cost incurred for bonus payments to contractors, temporary
construction because of shortages of material for permanent
construction, etc., for the purpose of hastening completion.
Extra payments, such as premium time to take advantage
of management operating decisions, should be expensed.
Most companies, in the course of their accounting, must of
necessity adopt a minimum figure for capitalization. Any item
costing less than such minimum is arbitrarily charged to repairs
or some other expense account. This practice does not seem
to have been considered in tax rulings or decisions, but it is
so widespread that general acceptance gives sufficient weight
to justify its use, provided the minimum figure is not unreasonably high.
The size, nature, and experience of a company will likely
be the criteria for setting this minimum figure. When it has
been set, the treatment of minimum capitalization level should
be clearly set forth in a written policy, as, for example:
"Items purchased individually with a first cost of less
than $100 are to be written against current operations, but
the expensing of such items is limited to a total cost of $1,500
per one -time purchase.
A `one time' purchase is defined to mean one individual
billing, regardless of the quantity or value named in purchase
order commitments or capital appropriations."
Of paramount importance, of course, in the operation of
this minimum- capitalization procedure is the following of a
consistent practice.
Rules of thumb can be derived to be used as a guide. Three
such rules follow, but it should be pointed out that these are
not precise rules to be followed, rather guides resulting from
experience:
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The fact that a request for the acquisition of capital assets
is approved is not, per se, evidence that capitalization is
required. Such decisions are of an accounting nature and
should be governed by whether the expenditure is for a
new base unit, is necessary to reach the prior estimated life
of the base unit, to extend its life, or to substantially alter
or expand its planned original function.
If an item has an estimated life of one year or less, regardless
of cost, it should be expensed.
If an asset is perishable, extremely small, easily lost, and /or
has a comparatively short life expectancy, that is one to
three years, its cost generally is expensed.

Assets Constructed by a Firm for Its Own Use
When buildings are constructed, capitalized costs consist of
material, labor, and overhead. Installation charges for new
machinery are capitalized against the same machinery account
according to material, labor, and overhead expended on this
activity. All material and labor costs directly identifiable with
construction or manufacture of an asset should be capitalized.
All overhead costs necessary for and indirectly associated with
the asset being constructed likewise should be capitalized. Capitalized costs during the construction period should include a
reasonable allocation of factory or operations overhead.
Capitalization may be appropriate for general and administrative costs applicable to planning for construction in the
utility industry. If a company has a large part of general and
administrative overhead attributable to in -house construction
activities, such as the utility industry, capitalization of this
overhead is allowable. Where in -house construction is not a
major part of the business, general and administrative overhead
costs should not be capitalized.
An exception concerns the real estate industry where developments, such as apartments, multiple occupancy dwellings,
office buildings, hotels, and motels, in most instances, involve
a single project producing no revenue until completion. For
these businesses, it is customary to capitalize indirect construction costs, such as ad valorem taxes, interest, insurance, and
administrative overhead.
Interest during the period of construction should not be
capitalized except in the utility and real estate industries where
the current acceptance of this practice and the economics of
these industries permit such capitalization.
Any gross profit or loss resulting from the sales of capital
equipment between affiliated companies should not be included
in the capital asset accounts.
Generally, expenditures which recur in a normal pattern for
demolition and rearrangement should be charged to expense.
However, a major rearrangement (perhaps involving demolition
related to a project which is expected to function three years
or more) might more properly be capitalized.
Expenditures (excluding demolition, rearrangement, etc.) for
partial but major replacement of building mechanical equipment or other equipment systems should be capitalized or
expensed in accordance with initial base unit life determination.
Expenditures for renovation projects relating to a basic building structure of a normally recurring nature should be charged
to expense as incurred.
Expenditures for repairs, maintenance or dismantlement are
chargeable to expense as incurred.
Following are definitions of the several categories of cost:
Material — purchase cost of all material which becomes physically identifiable in the completed building, product or equipment plus incoming transportation.
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Labor —cost of payroll or purchased labor required to construct or fabricate, machine, process, assemble and test materials, equipment, or buildings.
Overhead — manufacturing expenses necessary to produce
product, e.g., inspectors, planning, wage rate employees, shop
supplies; distribution expense; light, heat, and power, and general and administrative expense (only that portion directly
attributable to the work done on building or equipment).
Interest during construction — (usually for public utilities and
real estate companies) the net cost of borrowed funds used
for construction purposes and a reasonable rate upon the firm's
own funds when so used.
A company should have a detailed written policy, which
should be consistently followed, for capitalization policy (and
capital cost recovery policy) for assets constructed by it for
its own use. Generally, this capitalization policy should also
be consistent with the company's cost accounting policies for
inventory determination. If the company has a specific construction department for the planning and construction of its
fixed assets, as many utility companies have, the costs of this
department should be capitalized as a directly related department. Criteria for capitalization and expensing of work orders
should be provided for in the written company policy.
When interest incurred during the period of construction
is capitalized, it is reasonable for identifiable imputed interest
on fixed assets constructed to be capitalized in order to provide
comparability.
In unregulated industries, any gross profit or loss resulting
from sales between affiliated companies should be eliminated
in consolidated -financial statements. However, in a regulated
industry where a parent or subsidiary manufactures or constructs
facilities for other companies in the consolidated group, the
foregoing is not intended to require the elimination of intercompany profit to the extent that such profit is substantially
equivalent to a reasonable return on investment ordinarily
capitalized in accordance with the established practice of the
industry.
Equipment manufactured by a company for its own use
should exclude the markup on those items if purchased through
independent distributors and affiliated companies. Equipment
items produced by a company, for its own use, as well as
miscellaneous work performed on plant assets, if properly capital, should be included in capital costs plus use and excise taxes
where applicable. Transportation incurred on shipments within
a company should be excluded.
When a company designs and develops its own equipment,
the capitalized cost of the equipment should represent the fair
reproductive cost, thereby expensing initial development costs
in the year in which they were incurred. Reproductive cost
means the cost of a substantially like item of equipment, exclusive of design or development expense.

Purchase of a Group of Assets
The problem of equitably distributing lump sum or basket
purchases may occur where the acquisition comprises an entire
business enterprise, an assembly of like assets such as a group
of machines, or one or more parcels of improved real estate.
The need for supportability for the conclusions reached in
allocating a lump sum increases in proportion to the extent
to which, within the purchase, depreciation and life characteristics differ, and to the extent of intangible assets embraced.
Depreciation referenced here relates to whether one or more
of the assets included, although tangible, may be nondepreciable, such as land, as well as life expectancy differences. These
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factors become very significant for Federal income tax and now,
in addition to the requirement for adequate control for corporate purposes, become even more important in view of the
conclusions recently expressed by the Accounting Principles
Board in its APB Opinions Nos. 16 and 17.
0
BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
The most complex problems of basket purchase allocation
arise when the acquisition concerns a complete business enterprise, particularly in an industrial operation. Because of the
significance of allocation conclusions for Federal income tax
matters and the large number of allocations required since the
advent of Section 334(b) -2, experience and writings generated
from this source are of interest. In this area, Federal income
tax accounting appears parallel to corporate accounting and
reporting principles. Quoting from Karl Rube, chief of the
Engineering Branch of IRS:
The basic problem, as revealed in current tax literature and
in the indicated approaches being taken by practicing acinvolves a fractional valuation technique or
countants
one based...
on a theory of "subtraction or gap." Under this
approach the theory is that if we find the value of physical
any intangible value will be reflected in the gap
assets
... between this value and the actual total purchase
or difference
price paid. This theory is based on the premise that the sum
of the parts cannot equal more than the whole.
This premise will result in a proper allocation only by rare
coincidence of circumstances and is more often than not inconflict with Sec. 1.167(a) -5 of the Income Tax Regulations,
which provides that allocation or apportionment must be
based on the relative fair market value of each of the elements. All the elements, including any intangibles, must be
considered in relation to one another under Sec. 1.167(a) -5.
The regulation Mr. Rube mentions states:
In the case of the acquisition on or after March 1, 1913,
of a combination of depreciable and nondepreciable property
for a lump sum, as for example, buildings and land, the basis
for depreciation cannot exceed an amount which bears the
same proportion to the lump sum as the value of the depreciable property at the time of acquisition bears to the value
of the entire property at that time

...

Current assets and current and long -term liabilities are discussed in APB Opinion No. 16 and since this treatise takes
no exception to their treatment therein specified, they will not
be treated here. This discussion will be confined to plant and
equipment and intangible assets.
While the total purchase price, or that portion of it which
relates to plant and equipment and intangibles, is surely evidence of value, it is not necessarily conclusive. A further point
made by Mr. Ruhe is that seldom does the sum of the value
of the parts independently determined equal the value of the
whole. Both of these positions depart somewhat from the
"GAP" or goodwill residual approach prescribed in APB Opinion No. 16. The latter suggests a summation of plant and
equipment replacement values and identifiable intangibles be
deducted from the total applicable to plant and equipment
and all intangibles, to reflect the amount applicable to nonidentifiable intangibles such as goodwill.
The value of the fixed assets in a large lump sum business
enterprise purchase generally is not readily determinable apart
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from the value of the whole business. The continuity of the
earnings stream, the current and projected economic facts, and
the capital needed to maintain the earnings stream should be
measured.
In contrast to a real estate entity, where the value of the
whole usually lies in the property, an industrial enterprise
derives its earnings capacity and hence its value from many
sources. The specific contribution of each is difficult to measure
and intangibles may be a significant factor. Plant and equipment usually enjoy their highest value as a part of the enterprise
but with a ceiling limited by the value of the whole. Since
this entire problem is extremely subjective, it would seem
advisable to reduce the element of conjecture to a minimum
as suggested by Mr. Ruhe. A logical step would be to check
or independently value the whole. This conclusion so reached,
after deducting current assets and adding liabilities assumed,
places an independent ceiling on the amount to be allocated
to the noncurrent assets.
The use of replacement costs less estimated accumulated
depreciation as outlined by APB Opinion No. 16 for facilities
not measurable as to value by comparison with market may
provide an acceptable basis for a location provided all factors
are considered and the ceiling heretofore described is observed.
For most industries, only limited amounts of property can be
valued by market comparison, as most investment is represented
by equipment not ordinarily exchanged or available in the used
market, and fixed property such as wiring, piping, foundations,
and installations. Even the market prices for buildings do not
in most instances offer an acceptable basis for comparison as
the data available usually relates to sales apart from the business
made at substantial discount from cost even though the property be relatively new. Although the process of valuation may
not be precise, every effort should be made to separately recognize, value, and include in the allocation base trademarks,
copyrights, and other intangible elements as well as goodwill.
The absence of a precise approach does not preclude reasonable
valuations for any intangible, including goodwill. All intangible
items subject to specific life measurement such as patents,
contracts, franchises and leases should, of course, be separately
valued.
After all identifiable elements have been valued, their total
can be compared with the separately appraised lump sum
amount considered applicable to the noncurrent assets. This
would be the appraised conclusion for the enterprise as an entity
less net current assets or less cash or equivalent to cash. Where
a difference exists between the two proposed appraised bases
for allocation, appropriate adjustment should be made so that
the basis used to spread the lump sum is supported by all facts
including earnings. Since all noncurrent assets are embraced
by both, goodwill is included. If earnings are found to compel
downward adjustment, this must be made. If earnings support
a greater amount, this may enhance goodwill as the contribution
to the enterprise of plant and equipment, in excess of replacement less depreciation, is seldom factual.
Unfortunately, no specific pattern can be suggested for an
appropriate conclusion to be reached after these comparisons
are made. It may be that goodwill exists even though the
summation of the parts equals or exceeds the related amount
to be allocated. Whether goodwill is measured by this difference
(GAP) or whether it is an estimated amount based on available
facts, its reasonableness must be subject to test. For a going
business producing acceptable earnings on the total investment
under review including working capital, it is difficult to debate
the existence of some goodwill representing the existence of
management, labor force, and customer relations.
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After all elements have been subjected to test, a sound
allocation can be made using the independently determined
values as a basis for distributing the related lump sum to the
various items of tangible and intangible noncurrent assets acquired.
While the experience and thinking accumulated over the
years as a result of Federal income tax matters is of interest,
allocation costs for corporate purposes may differ from those
for Federal tax purposes. In no event may the total costs exceed
the lump sum actually paid.
The Accounting Principles Board in its recent Opinions Nos.
16 and 17 has set forth somewhat different criteria for determination of the cost of individual assets. The Opinions do, however, urge that judgment be used. Since goodwill is residual
in the opinion procedure and cost of reproduction less depreciation largely basic, the error to which the latter is frequently
prone may not be recognized. The error might lie in attributing
much higher amounts to plant and equipment than facts justify.
GROUPS OF SIMILAR ASSET S

Where, as with the group of machines mentioned earlier,
the individual items have similar depreciation characteristics
and continued use is anticipated, either open market prices
or cost of reproduction less depreciation can usually serve as
the basis for the spread. The lump sum total is then allocated
by applying to the market, appraised, or judgment values of
each item the ratio that the total market or appraised amount
bears to the lump sum purchase price of the group.
INCOME REAL EST AT E

The transfer of income real estate such as hotels, apartments,
and office buildings, where the transaction is a lump purchase
of assets, usually requires an allocation to land and to building
improvements, and perhaps to furniture and equipment. An
appraisal based upon the income, extant and realizable, will
test the reasonableness of the purchase price. More than likely
in such an appraisal, the building and furniture will be residual.
If the appraisal is less than the purchase price, a pro rata
adjustment upward to the purchase price can be made for land
and for building. The same theory would apply if the appraisal
findings exceed the purchase price, but the adjustment for each
element is downward.

Equipment Used in Research and Development
Most large companies maintain well- equipped, specially designed research laboratories where experimentation is carried
on, and, in addition, developmental work necessary to push
to reality the conceptual idea conceived in the laboratory is
performed in production areas of the company. Significant
portions of the equipment ordinarily devoted to production
may be diverted to developmental work.
Researchers have long thought, and, despite some past vigorous resistance to the idea, accountants are now beginning
to concede that certain accounting doctrines and procedures
cannot be applied to research situations in the same manner
as in productive company operations. One of the most basic
of these accounting tenets —that income needs to be matched
with its related expense — necessarily becomes suspended in a
research laboratory. The reason for this is that discoveries spring
from diligent research which cannot be scheduled in advance,
so the benefits that accrue from research, real as they may turn
out to be, cannot be measured and related to the income of
any specific period. Thus, the successes or failures of research projects may remain undetermined for several years.
The facilities of the laboratory may include, in addition to
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single purpose special equipment, assets and furnishings of the
nature normally otherwise subject to traditional depreciation
treatment. Understandably the probability of obsolescence is
high because researchers are continually moving far in advance
of existing commercially available equipment (not infrequently
they must fabricate testing equipment themselves because it
is not available at all). Under these circumstances it is reasonable to expect that the specialized equipment that a researcher uses will experience a much shorter depreciation period
than would otherwise be the case. In many instances, the equipment's usefulness is inherently tied into a specific project, and,
as is often the situation, the project itself is of an indeterminate
life. Its ultimate worth may be a matter of conjecture and the
research accountant is justified in writing the cost of such
apparatus against current operations.
Similarly, cost of apparatus which would ordinarily be given
capital treatment in the productive parts of the company, would
be considered to be a period operating cost in the laboratory
when it appears that its usefulness may be materially shortened
by the nature of its service. Thus research equipment is often
"cannibalized" —that is, significant parts of it are assimilated
into the project itself, causing the unit as a whole to become
useless. Even the experimental apparatus which remains intact
may not survive the research process as it might be driven to
premature ruin by being subjected to experimentation under
extremely adverse conditions or by the working of damaging
factors like corrosive gases or radioactivity. Finally, a good deal
of the research equipment falls prey to the researcher himself,
who, balked in his efforts to obtain novel testing equipment
commercially (perhaps because it has not yet been invented)
is fully capable of modifying standard equipment for his particular purpose or to meet the requirements of a particular project.
These modifications are usually drastic and nearly always render
the equipment modified useless at the end of the project
because it is usually economically unwise — perhaps it is impossible—to restore it to its original state. Thus, research, and laboratory equipment represent specialized items and should be carefully studied in a company before normal capitalization and
depreciation policies are applied.

Leased Property
The generally accepted accounting treatment of leases is
presented by the following summary of APB Opinions Nos.
5 and 7, subsequent memoranda of the APB and an outline
of a possible Opinion on Accounting for Leases by Lessees
(6/30/71). This summary, in substance, provides sound corporate reporting criteria.
There are two predominant methods in general use by lessors
and lessees for allocating rental revenue and expenses over
the accounting periods covered by a lease, namely, the
financing method and the operating method. The financing
method exists when all or most of the usual rewards or risks
of ownership are passed to the lessee and the lessor is assured
of and limited to full recovery of investment plus a reasonable return subject only to the credit risks generally associated with secured loans. The operating method exists
when the risks and rewards of ownership are retained by
the lessor.
Lessees should capitalize leases that qualify as financing
leases or are with parties directly or indirectly affiliated with
the lessee. Lessees should not capitalize leases under the
operating method but treat the rentals incurred as expense.
The amounts to be recorded for capitalized leases should
be computed at the commencement of the lease on a net
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4.
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basis at the present value of estimated lease commitment
for primary terms plus favorable renewal and purchase options, applying the interest rates used in setting rental payments. In the case of related parties, the undepreciated cost
should be used if it is greater than the present value.
The carrying value of capitalized lease assets should be
amortized; however, the sinking fund (or compound interest)
method should not be used. Payments should be prorated
between principal and interest.
Estimates of amounts required under commitments to
restore facilities to their original state should be accrued.
Initial direct costs of negotiating and closing leases should
be deferred and allocated over the life of the lease.
Lessees should defer and amortize over the periods benefited
any radical differences between rental payments and expiration of economic usefulness.
Material amounts invested in or obligated by leasing activities should be stated separately. The financing method
requires that the lessor classify aggregate rentals with or
near receivables and clearly identify them. Lessees should
disclose charges to income in the period and the aggregate
amount of new rental commitments under leases. Both lessor
and lessee should disclose obligations or guarantees assumed,
unusual and significant provisions and the accounting
methods used. Lessors should classify estimated residual
values separately with or near property, plant and equipment
unless they represent amounts expected to be collected from
the lessee, in which case it should be classified with or near
notes and accounts receivable.
Sale and leaseback arrangements should be treated as separate transactions if conducted on an arm's- length basis. If
not, the transaction should be deferred and amortized over
the term of the lease. Disclosure of sale and leaseback
arrangements should be made in the years in which the
transactions originate.
The APB makes no distinction between real and personal
property or short- and long -term leases and does not include leases that apply to natural resources.

Cost Reductions Such as Investment Credit
The APB has issued two Opinions on "Accounting for the
Investment Credit." Under Opinion No. 4, issued in March,
1964, amending No. 2, the Board concluded that the preferable
method for handling of the investment credit was a reflection
in net income over the productive life of acquired property
and not in the year in which it is placed in service but that
the alternative method of treating the credit as a reduction
of Federal income taxes of the year in which the credit arises
is also acceptable. Full disclosure, when material, of the method
of accounting for the investment credit and the amounts involved was required.
Tax incentive credits or subsidies by governmental bodies
or donations by such agencies should be handled in a manner
similar to the United States Federal income tax credit.
Congress passed in 1971 a new investment tax credit which
allows a company to use either the deferred or the flow- through
method provided the amount and method for handling the
investment tax credit are disclosed.

Commencement of Depreciation
The idea of relative permanence of certain assets that are
"fixed" suggests that at more than one stage of dealing with
them one would not be surprised if he ran headlong into
complex problems that involve the relationship between these
fixed assets and time. In addition to never quite discovering
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a satisfactory pattern which completely describes the course
of an asset's useful life, or finding the solution to the related
riddle of predicting its residual value at the end of this life,
at the outset one is confronted with another unequal struggle
with time —to determine the point at which the depreciation
process should begin to operate.
On the surface this might appear to be a simple matter.
"Clearly," one says, "the physical appearance of property on
the scene triggers depreciation." But the accountant's philosophy which holds that costs are to be matched with the revenue
they help to earn should persuade him to investigate the accounting influence of the differences in time between when
an asset is acquired and when it qualifies as a full- fledged
revenue - producing element of the business.
Evidence of the time disparity involving fixed assets is apparent in the considerable time lapse sometimes found in fabrication processes (the construction of a building is a typical
illustration) which sometimes cover several years. It is understandable that this has moved some accountants to take the
view that, during the construction period, the uncompleted
property has already embarked on an inexorable march to the
junk -heap, that the onset of wear and tear has already commenced and, therefore, a distinction should be made between
costs and lost costs. This reasoning is that a portion of the
costs of the property has already become transformed into losses
which should, theoretically, be taken into the accounts.
Although there is a commendable realism in this concept,
this kind of treatment during the construction period conflicts
with the firmly rooted tenet that the costs that are associated
with the construction period should be capitalized. The idea
of paying accounting attention to wear and tear at this juncture,
if it were followed to its inevitable conclusion, would work
the folly of recapitalizing the depreciation because it is part
of construction period expense.
A more satisfactory treatment would be to ignore the incident
of the diminishing worth of the property during the construction
period, however real it may appear to be, and to allocate the
ultimate cost of the completed property over the time period
of its anticipated usefulness. Also if one accepts the accounting
concept that fixed assets are akin to any other material that
is consumed in the course of earning income —and it is submitted
that there is a strong body of support to this theory —then
depreciation, the measurement of such usage, must be stayed
from flowing from a category of property that does not yet
earn income in the sense for which it was purchased or con-
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structed. This is new equipment which is undergoing testing
and breaking -in, undoubtedly physically existent, probably set
in its allotted position ready to operate, and perhaps it is even
already functioning in a pilot test capacity. But, until these
assets can be said to have completely satisfied the purpose for
which they were intended — normal, or acceptable production
capability—they are, for the time being, suspended accounting -wise in a sort of hiatus, not producing income, hence not
triggering depreciation against which it is to be set.
Similarly, the piecemeal occupancy or partial utilization of
a newly constructed building raises serious questions about the
start of its depreciation. Clearly, the delivery of a certificate
of completion to the owner by the builder, is not, per se,
evidence that the structure has reached the stature of depreciable property. By the same reasoning that was applied to new
machinery during its breaking -in period, partial utilization of
a new building which is wholly intended for a specific operation
does not appear to merit the start of depreciation.
However, where partial utilization of a building is coupled
with a specific operation or completely identified with an
income - producing center, the portion of the building's depreciation which is thus related should be allocated to that operation. Depreciation Or capital cost recovery therefore generally
begins at the point that capitalization ends.
E.L Kohler, ADictionaryfor Accountants, 4th Edition, (Englr9ood Cliffs, N.J.:PrenticeHall, Inc. 1970), p. 143.
AmericanInstitute of CPAs, BasicConceptsandAccountingPrinciples UnderlyingFinancial
Statements ofBusiness Enterprises (Statement * 4 ofthe AccountingPrinciples Board) (New
York, 1970), p. 57.
3
Rufus Wixon, Walter G. Kell, NortonM. Bedford, Accountants Handbook, Fifth Edition,
York,N.Y.:TheRonaldPress Co., 1970), P. 16.1.
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FinneyandMiller, Principles of AccountingIntermediate, 6th Edition, (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. V0.
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C. A. Moyer and R. K. Mautx, Intermediate Accounting (New
York N.Y.: John Wiley&
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CORPORATE FINANCIAL REPORTING:
THE ISSUES, THE OBJECTIVES AND SOME NEW
PROPOSALS
Alfred Rappaport and Lawrence Revsine
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 4025 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago,
Ill. 60646, 1972, 251 pp., clothbound, $15.00.
This volume contains the papers presented by the nine speakers
at The American Institute of CPAs conference on the subject
of standards for financial reporting held at Northwestern University in 1971. A synthesis of the discussion sessions is also provided.

TECHNIQUES OF FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Erich A. Helfert
Dow Jones- Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, 111. 60430,
1972, 245 pp., clothbound, $7.95.
Emphasis in this book is placed on financial analysis as part of
a system of management decisions, and on an integrated concept
of investment, operations and financing.

VALUING A COMPANY
George D. McCarthy and Robert E. Healy
The Ronald Press Co., 79 Madison Ave.! New York, N.Y. 10016,
1971, 521 pp., clothbound, $25.00.
The author endeavors to, cover all of the significant aspects of
valuing corporate and non - corporate businesses presenting meaningful data on many types of transactions, and guidelines for
arriving at a valuation of a company whether large or small.

THE EVOLUTION OF MANAGEMENT THOUGHT
Daniel A. Wren
The Ronald Press, 79 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016, 1972,
556 pp., clothbound, $10.00.
For the historically minded. The author traces the evolution of
management thought from its earliest informal days to the present
by examining the background ideas and influence of the major
contributors.

HANDBOOK OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
AND MANAGEMENT
Second Edition
W. Grant Ireson and Eugene L. Grant, Editors
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632, 1971, 907 pp.,
clothbound, $25.00.
This edition reflects a trend towards a more analytical approach
in making many different types of management decisions. Sections
on computers and data processing, critical path methods, reliability
analysis and linear programming and its applications are included.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL AND EXECUTIVE
ACTION
Second Edition
B. C. Lemke and James Don Edwards, Editors
Charles E. Merrill Co., 1300 Alum Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio
43216, 1972, 548 pp., clothbound, $9.95.
A book of readings containing articles intended to provide a logical
understanding of the theory and applications of control, and the
broader aspects of management and reporting relating to control.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Fourth Edition
Herbert J. Chruden and Arthur W. Sherman, Jr.
South - Western Publishing Co., 5101 Madison Rd., Cincinnati,
Ohio 45227, 1972, 741 pp., clothbound, $11.25.
This edition devotes a large portion of its new material to progress
and change. Recognition is given to the increasing social responsibilities of employers, the employment of the disadvantaged,
retraining and reassignment rather than termination and finally
the designing of jobs to fit human needs and capabilities.

ESTIMATING MANUFACTURING COSTS
Richard Clugston
Cahners Books, 221 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 02116, 1971,
201 pp., clothbound, $11.95.
Written for the engineer and production manager, the first part
of the book describes the techniques, systems, and documentation
required for estimating. The second part explains how to set up
and operate an estimating department with emphasis on control
of estimating standards.

READINGS IN PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Third Edition
Herbert J. Chruden and Arthur W. Sherman, Jr.
South - Western Publishing Co., 5101 Madison Rd., Cincinnati,
Ohio 45227, 1972, 511 pp., paperbound, $5.50.
A book of readings to supplement textbook material used by
students of personnel management. While there are a few articles
taken from previous editions, an effort has been made to develop
a book of articles dealing primarily with contemporary problems
and issues.
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PRODUCTION- INVENTORY SYSTEMS:
PLANNING AND CONTROL
Elwood S. Buffa and William H. Taubert
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill. 60430,
616 pp., clothhound, $16.65.
This revised edition has been updated to include new material
on such matters as exponential forecasting, service levels for inventories, inventory systems with adaptive limits, aggregate planning,
the search and decision rule and computer programming.
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Atlanta- February 12 -16.
11 Informative Courses like11Economic
Evaluation of Capital Expenditures::.

plus the charms of a famous
southern city.
Atlanta/ February 12 -16 /Sheraton - Biltmore
Developing and Using Standard Costs (Mon. /Tue.)
Flexible Budgeting & Performance Reporting (Wed. /Thu. /Fri.)
Planning, Programming, Budgeting for Local Governments
& Nonprofit Institutions (Mon. /Tue.)
Management Accounting for Executives & Managers (Mon. /Tue.)
Costs for Decision Making (Mon. /Tue.)
Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures (Thu. /Fri.)
Inventory Management & Control (Thu. /Fri.)
Management Accounting for Banks (Thu. /Fri.)
Management Accounting for Hospitals (Mon. /Tue.)
Data Processing —Concepts & Techniques for Managers (Mon. /Tue. /Wed.)
Fundamentals of Management Information Systems Design (Thu. /Fri.)

Resister now!

Spring'73
CEP
Continuing Education Program
Write or call: CEP Registrar
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 759 -3444

General view of Sydney, site of 10th International Accounting Congress,
including Harbour Bridge (left) and Opera House at right.

Courtesy or Australian Tourist Commission

5,000 ATTEND
CONGRESS
OF ACCOUNTANTS
Past President J. G. Underw ood and W illiam M. Young, Jr., Lead
NAA Party To 10th International Congress Of Accountants In
Sydney; Association Charters Chapters In Japan And Philippines

Three years in preparation, the 10th International
Congress of Accountants drew almost 5,000 men and
women from more than 60 countries to Sydney, Australia, during the week of October 16-20.
Past NAA President J. G. Underwood and Executive
Director William M. Young, Jr., led a party of NAA
members to the Congress. The Association contributed
to the deliberations of the Congress by nominating
a member, John V. van Pelt, to present a national
paper.
Executive Director Young's itinerary included a
stopover in Anchorage, Alaska, for a chapter operations
seminar and a meeting with a group considering a
proposed second chapter in Alaska. Flying on to the
Far East, he presented charters to the Tokyo International Chapter and, a week later, to the Philippine
International Chapter. He also investigated the possibility of a chapter in Hong Kong.
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The accountants were welcomed to Australia by Sir
Ronald Irish, president of the Congress. In his address
on the opening day of the meeting, he said, "We meet
together in this Congress with a sense of purpose
dedicated to the pursuit of our profession, remembering that our supreme duty is to serve society."
Technical discussions of the Congress centered
around the theme, "financial measurement and communication." Six international papers and six international commentaries were written, and Congress participants had an opportunity to discuss three of the
papers in small study groups. In addition, a number
of authors from different countries were named to
write "national papers" describing current thought and
practice in their countries. Mr. van Pelt, 1971 -72 winner of the Gold Medal manuscript award, wrote a
paper titled "Information for Management."
Governor- General Sir Paul Hasluck of Australia
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officially opened the Congress. Alluding to past meetings, he said, "By holding these meetings regularly
since 1904 in various countries you have asserted your
faith that because business is international, therefore
accounting must be international. You set before
Yourselves an ideal of reliability in accounting and have
sought to have that ideal accepted throughout the
world. You have worked out standards of professionalism in accountancy and sought to have these
standards accepted in more and more countries. This
is commendable."

Ethics and Accounting
At the first plenary session, Dudley Stewart, chief
financial officer and treasurer of James Bay Development Corporation in Canada, summarized his paper
on "Ascertainment of Periodical Financial Results."
In focusing on the problems of accounting, he concluded, "There can be no viable profession without
deep ethical commitment. A hunger for higher standards increasingly emerges from all who esteem our
profession, especially recent entrants.... Accountants
in business should pattern their behaviour on the same
ethical standards as apply in public practice."
Illustrating his point, he asked, rhetorically, "Suppose an accountant in business learns of some 'gray'
activity of which outsiders are unlikely to become
aware. If he reveals it he may possibly suffer a subtle
beh in d-the-back 'character assassination', ruling out his
ever holding a comparable job. What should Institutes
do to help members in such agonizing situations ?"
"It is the best of worlds. It is the worst of worlds,"
Robert M. Trueblood, chairman of the policy group
of Touche Ross & Co., New York, N.Y., told the
Congress at the second plenary session. "In the present
decade, the investing public and business managers
are at the same time the best informed and the worst
informed users of accounting information in the his-

tory of civilization. They are the best informed because
today they have a larger supply of better information
than ever before. They are the worst informed because
their unmet needs for information are greater than
ever before."
Mr. Trueblood's paper was devoted to the topic
of "Information for Proprietors and Others." In order
to satisfy all potential users of financial information,
he recommended splitting financial reporting into core
st a t e m e n t s and sa tellite re po rts. The core statements
would include the balance sheet, the income account,
and analyses of equity changes, while the satellite
reports would be supplemental reports prepared for
the particular interests of particular users. As conceived
by Mr. Trueblood, each satellite report would be
covered by an auditor's opinion but probably in a
different format than the standard report used today.
In conclusion, Mr. Trueblood, who is chairman of
the AICPA's Accounting Objectives Study Group, said
if the core statement- satellite report concept is developed, the profession must move: "Toward economic
or fair market values, and away from historical cost.
"Away from reliance on text disclosure and toward
quantification of all factors of significance to the
enterprise, including human resources.
"Toward more precise and more usable risk and
return measurements.
"T o new verification methodologies, as different
kinds of measurements become a part of the business
system.
"To higher standards of professionalism in business,
in accounting, and in auditing."

'Highly Successful Congress'
In the third international paper discussed at a plenary session, D. D. Rae Smith outlined "Principles
and Problems in Consolidation." A senior partner of
Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths & Co., London, he stressed

After presenting the charter to Philippine International Chapter, Executive
Director William M. Young, Jr., and his wife, Nancy, were guests at a
celebration dinner with members of the chapter board. L. -r., Manuel B.
Enriquez, Augusto V. Acoymo, Mrs. Young, Mrs. Enriquez, Mr. Young, Adriano C.
Dy. Sitting on opposite side are Mr. and Mrs. Cesar T. Marmolejo.
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Ac c o u n t a n t s i n Au stra lia a n d th e Au st ra l ia n Society
of Ac c o u n t a n t s.
Pa st P r e sid e n t J . G . Un d e r wo od a g r e e d , " T h e C o n gress did a wonderfu l job shu ttling 5 ,0 00 people a rou nd
for all th e affairs. " As a n illu stra tion of th e va ried
a c t i vi t i e s a t d i ffer e n t si t es i n t h e C o n g r e ss prog ra m,
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Another view of Philippine Chapter Board
and guests. L. -r., Arturo N. Dalupan and
Mrs. Dafupan, Bert Lina. Across the table,
1. -r., Mr. Young, Adriano C. Dy, and
chapter President Luis C. Diaz and his wife.
the thesis that "Legal requirements may vary from
one territory to another; true accounting principles
ought not to. The law normally imposes minimum
requirements; best accounting practice should always
aim to be in advance of legal minima."
In bidding the Congress participants goodby, Sir
Ronald Irish said, "I believe history will show this
10th International Congress of Accountants has been
a memorable milestone in the advancement of accounting knowledge and practice throughout the
world."
He added, "We have implanted in our minds the
delicate and precious seeds of international harmony—in our professional ideals and our professional
obje cti ves. T h e see d s wil l flo u ri sh a nd gr ow st r on g i f
we —you a nd I— nu rtu re the m with a complete dedica tion to th e ca u se we beli eve in. First th e blossom,
th en t h e l e a v e s a n d a t l a st t h e fru it —a nd so it sha ll
be."
T h e o r g a n i z e r s o f t h e 1 0 th In t e rn a t io n a l C o n gr e ss
did a "ma rvelo u s j ob," Exec u tiv e Dir ecto r You ng sa id,
in revi ewing his tr ip to Au stra l ia . "T he hospita li ty wa s
ou t st a n d i n g , " h e n o t e d , p r a i si n g t h e o r ga n i z i n g c o m m i t t e e 's idea of ha ving c onfere nce pa rticip a nts i nvited
to a n e v e n i ng a t th e h o me s o f l o c a l a c c o u n t a n t s. T h e
Co n gr e ss wa s sp o nso re d b y th e I n st i tu t e o f C h a r t er e d
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he capsuled his itinerary, which also included Harsco
business, in this fashion: "Sunday on a yacht at
Pittwater, Sunday evening, Dee Why; Monday,
Newcastle; Tuesday, Port Kembla and Wollongong,
Wednesday, Sydney; Thursday, Melbourne; Friday,
Adelaide and Whyalla; Saturday, Sydney; Sunday —
head for Tahiti, Hawaii and home."
A full program of activities for the ladies also was
held. In addition to a dinner and fashion show, the
ladies attended a symposium on "Woman 's Role in
the Developing World."
A two -day meeting with his counterpart heads of
association staffs proved "highly beneficial," Mr.
Young reported. The staff heads discussed common
problems including membership and organization
structure. In his talk, the NAA Executive Director
described the Association's unique chapter competition. He pointed out that " Although our chapter
competition does not solve all our problems or contribute solely to all our objectives, it has resulted in
a healthy growth pattern and has become a binding
ingredient in the cohesiveness of our Association and
in the relations with members."
All in all, it was a "highly successful" Congress, Mr.
Young said. He thought Sydney was one of the most
beautiful cities he had ever seen. The farewell party—a
"corroboree " at the Randwick Racecourse —left a
memorable impression of the warm Australian hospitality in the minds of the NAA guests as the 10th
International Accounting Congress became history.
Sydney Chapter
During the 10th International Accounting
Congress, Past NAA President Julius G. Underwood and Executive Director William M.
Young, Jr., met with the organizing committee
for a proposed new chapter based in Sydney.
The prospects are excellent.
Anyone interested in joining this pioneer
N AA g r o u p sh o u l d c o n t a c t :
Ke v i n T . M c E v o y

P.O. Box 2518, G.P.O.
Sydney, Australia 2001
Tel. 660 -4933
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Close -Up

Dr. Daniel E. Noble, member of board of
directors, Motorola, Inc., addresses opening
session of the Western Regional Conference
held in Scottsdale, Ariz., last November.

At keynote luncheon, some 300 members and wives attending Western
Regional Conference hear of the trials and tribulations of a test pilot —Milt
Thomp6on —who supplemented his account with video tapes of test flights.
At head table are, 1. -r., James D. Lemon; Executive Director William M.
Young, Jr.; Bill B. Hook, and Vice President William D. Lee.

At official chartering ceremony for the Texas Bay Area Chapter, past NAA Vice
President James E. McMillen (2nd from left) presents charter to John J. Johs, chairman of the organizing committee. Flanking them are Managing Director John E.
Vavasour (left) and Kenneth L. Smith, first president of the new chapter. A spin -off
from Houston, the chapter will serve accountants around the Baytown area.
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A member of the Upper Finger Lakes
Chapter, Philip E. Michlin is honored
as "Citizen of the Year" at a Chamber
of Commerce dinner in Sodus, N.Y.
He was cited for his community service.
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New Products /Services

NCR CALCULATOR (Model 18 -36) has
a 14 -digit capacity with float in /fixed
out automatic round -off for decimal
problems. Has one memory with a
three -total capability and exchange key
for percentage breakdown. NCR, Marketing Div., Dayton, Ohio 45409.
DATA CENTER II combines unique printout housing and work area facility. Features expansion module for added printout volume and 3 -way retrieval suspension
system. Comes in two convenient sizes and in an expansion module. Wilson
]ones Co., Advertising Dept., 6150 Touhy Ave., Chicago, 111. 60648.
duction, inventory, administration, plant
security and customer needs.
The system has an ability to cope with
complex interrelated activities on the shop
floor, in the tool cribs, stockrooms, production control centers and elsewhere. It
can provide data about individual events
or summaries of related activities, in terms
of cost and time. For further information,
write IBM Corp., Department 807, MS
28, 1133 Westchester Ave., White Plains,
N.Y. 10604.
AUTOMATIC telephone dialer allows
caller to instantly dial important
numbers. Up to 38 names can be programmed on the dialer with a special
pencil supplied with each unit. Video
Systems, Inc., Special Products Div.,
12530 Beatrice St., Los Angeles, Calif.
90066.

IBM System Assists
Production Planning
To help manufacturing executives achieve
their production goals on time, efficiently
and at a profit, IBM has developed a Plant
Communications System. The communications system expedites information
about job shop orders, labor (including
payroll and attendance), engineering, pro66

Management Training Film
A 12- minute color and sound fil1n, the first
in a new series in management training,
emphasizes the need for a supervisor to
have an open mind behind an open eye.
The film, "Eye of the Supervisor," is
available on 16m1n reel or in the newest
super -8nnn cartridges. For additional information, contact National Educational
Media, Inc., 3518 West Cabuenga Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif. 90068.

Used Computer Prices
Published in Blue Book
A 26 -page "Blue Book of Used Computer
Prices" quotes current prices for all used
computers. The catalog indicates both
"new" prices and the prices on the used
computer market.
In addition to price quotations for
nearly every computer component in
major use, an entire section is devoted to
the procedures used in negotiating a used
computer purchase from first analysis of
the problem to final installation. The free
book is available from TBI Equipment
Div., 500 Executive Blvd., Elmsford, N.Y.
10523.

MINI calculator Model 850 offers automatic decimals with underflow; has
constant calculation in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
Panasonic, Matsushita Electric Corp., 200
Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
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Automated Accounting System
For Shareholder Records
A software package offered by McDonnell
Douglas helps companies to keep better
records of their stock activity. Called the
Automated Shareholder Record System
(ASRS), it uses a shareholder's name and
address to store and control his record
rather than an account number.
This feature permits the computer to
get access to any account quickly by name
and thus eliminates manual comparison
of shareholder names with account
numbers. It combines flexibility with convenience. If the user desires, inquiries may
be made directly against specified accounts or certificates.
Under the ASRS system, user files are
maintained at the company's centralized PRINTOUT BINDERS are available in all
computer facility in St. Louis and updated popular sizes, featuring rigid or flexible
covers. Convenient slide locks extend
as required. McDonnell Douglas Automa- for hanging binders on racks and retract
tion Co., Box 516, St. Louis, Mo. 63166. flush with cover for use. Burroughs
Corp., Business Forms & Supplies
Group, 1150 University Ave., Rochester,
N.Y. 14607

COMP - TROLLER is fully auditable,
complete accounting system. Programmed to render all basic accounting
functions including the profit and loss
and balance sheet statements. All entries go directly into journals and
ledgers simultaneously. Comp - Troller,
Inc., 48 Steele St., Denver, Colo. 80206.

MAGNE -GRAPH kit uses magnets for
presentation of data in graph form. Plans
and controls can be arranged, shown,
and revised quickly. Bend -lines and different colored paperfoil bar - sheets adhere to the magne- plate. Graphmatic,
3422 West Michigan Ave., Kalamazoo,
Mich. 49007.

CANOLA TP120 is equipped with a 12digit capacity, performs wide range of
calculations including repeat addition
and subtraction, calculation by a constant, involution and mixed calculations. Canon U.S.A., Inc., Mini- Calculator Div., 10 Nevada Drive, Lake Success,
N.Y. 11040.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ JANUARY 1973

STROBOSIATIC copier (Model 263) has a speed of 6U copies per minute. Issues
first copy in four seconds; can be set to print from 1 to 20 copies automatically,
or to print continuously. Stroboscopic flash lighting is said to prevent heat build -up
and assure copies without distortion. Pitney Bowes, Stamford, Conn. 06904.
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ENSURESISAVINGS
AT TR
More
By Robert F. Randall
The "happiness boys" are riding high in the factories
and offices of corporate America as more and more
companies turn to the theories of behavioral scientists
to improve productivity. And some of the ideas of
the professors who specialize in motivating employees
to do what are often boring and repetitive tasks are
bearing spectacular fruit.
Take, for example, the experience of Travelers Insurance Companies of Hartford, Conn. The corporation recently "enriched" the jobs of the employees
in one accounting section and realized a dramatic
savings of almost $100,000 a year.
The insurance company is only one of many companies which have changed or redesigned jobs to motivate employees to do better or to do more. Motorola
recently revamped its traditional manufacturing philosophy by training each assembly worker to put together and test a complete Page Boy radio receiver
unit. Previously, a worker was assigned to do only part
of the assembly.
In a survey of behavioral science applications by
companies, the Conference Board reported in 1969
that "a substantial number" of firms indicated they
had ventured into some form of job design activity.
A later study by the Board, however, disclosed that
few have made any sustained efforts in this area. But
increasing attention is being given to behavioral techniques as corporations attempt to cope with the
changing values of a new generation of workers.
Basically, job design —which may include job rotation, enlargement or enrichment —is merely a technique to motivate employees by changing the content
68

Productivity
of their tasks. Much of it is based on psychological
principles observed by Frederick Herzberg (Work and
the Nature of Man), and Abraham H. Maslow, author
of Motivation and Personality.
The factors that motivate workers, Professor Herzberg shows, are not those traditional incentives such
as salaries, benefits, good supervision, and congenial
work environment. These so- called "hygiene" factors
satisfy only lower -level needs in the hierarchy of psychological needs identified by Abraham Maslow.
What motivates employees primarily are such factors
as achievement, recognition, the work itself and responsibility, Professor Herzberg says.
In order to activate these motivators it is necessary
to change the content of the job. Corporations are
doing this by increasing the scope of the job as in
job enlargement, increasing the difficulty of the assigned task and adding to the employee's responsibility
and accountability as in job enrichment, or merely
rotating the employee from one related task to another
as in job rotation.
Such techniques have been applied, with varying
results, in the assembly lines of manufacturing plants.
In early 1969, Travelers Insurance Companies began
experimenting with restructuring some of the data
processing and clerical tasks in its home offices.
As pointed out by M. H. Beach, president of Travelers, despite the fact that the industry had done as
much or more than any other to provide career opportunities —even to the extent of committing massive
dollar amounts to employee benefits, recruitment and
training programs —it was "among the leaders in absenteeism and turnover, two critical symptoms of job
alienation."
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973

Mr. Beach went on to say, "While the symptoms
of job alienation are clear, the causes are much more
subtle. They are rooted in our management philosophies which traditionally have not placed a sufficiently high priority on the full utilization of human
resources. These philosophies have concentrated our
efforts on maximizing the effective use of dollar resources and hardware."
A j ob f or Mic k ey Mou s e
Norman Edmonds of the company's Systems &
Methods Department delineated the problem this
way: "As managers we have two alternatives. First,
we can try to fit the ability of our employees to their
jobs, as they are presently structured. Simply stated,
this would indicate that if you have a Mickey Mouse
job you should hire Mickey Mouse. The other alternative is to structure the jobs to meet abilities, learning
levels, and achievement needs of our employees. Both
of these alternatives are workable. However, I submit
that structuring the jobs to the abilities of the people
is certainly the most profitable."
Initially, job enrichment was started at the entry
level with keypunch operators in the company's data
processing department. Before the change in job content, keypunch operators were responsible for punching what they saw and errors were corrected at another
level.
Under the job enrichment program, each operator
was made responsible for her own unit of work, including scheduling and meeting those schedules. The operators were allowed to correct obvious coding errors;
then as the error rate went down, some operators were
given the option of letting their work go unverified.
When an operator had a question about her work,
she was allowed to communicate directly with the
customer— instead of passing the question up to her
supervisor for follow -up.
At the same time it introduced the job enrichment
program, Travelers set up a control group in order to
judge the effectiveness of the technique. The results
of the experiment were described by Jewell G. Westerman in an article in "Rough Notes," a publication
of the insurance industry.
Mr. Westerman, second vice president, Management Services Department, wrote, " Before the program began, employees were interviewed to establish
their attitudes toward the tasks they were performing.
The two groups showed nearly identical scores. Eleven
months later, the survey was made again. The control
group registered a score essentially the same as the
previous one —but the experimental group's score rose
significantly." On the basis of the number of cards
produced by each group per hour, the experimental
group increased its capacity to process work by nearly
40%.
Basically Common Sense
The most dramatic results of the job enrichment
program at Travelers occurred in the Statement Billed
Accounting section in Life, Health Financial Services
(LHFS) Operations. In July 1971, there were 135
people employed in the section, which is peculiar to
the life insurance industry.
The section processes premium payments from large
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973
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A view of Travelers Tower, home office of
the insurance company in Hartford, Conn.
employers who deduct insurance premiums from the
paychecks of employees and forward them to the
insurance company. Statement Billed Accounting reconciles its accounts with the employer's statement,
including all changes, and then sends the employer
a statement reflecting the position of the account as
it knows it. The money itself is forwarded to the
computer system.
Admittedly, the section was not operating very efficiently before the job enrichment program was
started, Russell P. Sweet, vice president of Travelers,
says. Top management swept through the section with
a new broom. New management was brought in, the
supervisory staff was augmented, and some supervisors
were retrained.
Clerical jobs were restructured. Jobs which bad been
broken up into two or three fractional tasks were
combined into natural units of work or modules. Previously when there was an error in the accounts, the
clerk turned it over to her supervisor for follow -up.
As a result, "No one knew what really happened,"
Mr. Sweet explained.
After the restructuring, each clerk was assigned the
responsibility of reconciling any errors, even to the
point of contacting the client if necessary. The company discovered the clerks were very much interested
in the complete task, deriving satisfaction from finishing the job.
Continued on page 72
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Chapter /Member News
University of Texas, Dr. Williams is also
on the Board of Regents of the Institute
of Management Accounting. During the
1972 -73 academic year, he will be a visiting
professor at California State University,
San Jose, Calif.
PAUL W. MALONEY, Buffalo, was appointed business manager of WINED TV.
ARNOLD HAAS, Charleston, was promoted
to secretary- treasurer of Coburg Dairy.
ROBERT L. RUMMINS, Canton, has been
named secretary- treasurer of Sugardale
Foods, Inc.
Three Columbus members have been
named at SCOA Industries. RICHARD
HAINES is now director of corporate accounting, CLEOPHAS HAMITER was named
general auditor, and LARRY VOELKER has
been promoted to director of tax planning
and research.. . . STANLEY C. KAUFFMAN
has been elected a vice president of Columbia Gas System Service Corp.

NAA vice president G. William Fahey (left) presents charters to
newly- partitioned chapters Portland- Columbia and Portland- Willamette.
Chapter presidents Robert I. Johnston (2nd from left) and Frederic W.
Lake hold charters. At right are Robert F. West, NAA director, and NAA
Executive Director William M. Young, Jr.
Emeritus Life Associates
The designation of Emeritus Life Associate is
made available to retired members who have
had 20 years of active service, or ten years of
active service including five years as an elected
national or chapter officer or director. Those
so designated are relieved from payment of
annual dues. The intent of this provision of
the By -Laws is to recognize the debt which the
Association owes to members of long standing.
CHARLES B. CAMPBELL, Detroit.
WILLIAM T. CONNOR, Philadelphia.
JOSEPH P. CUNNINGHAM, Fort Wayne.
CARL DANNENFELSER, Fort Wo rt h past
president.
JAMES W. DAY, Fort Worth past president.
GALEN T. GOEWEY, North Jersey Shore.
NEWMAN T. HALVORSON, Cleveland.
NORMAN E. JONES, Boston.
ERWIN F. KRIST, Long Island- Nassau.
SAMUEL LEOPOLD, Trenton.
H. MARSHALL LOVAN, Jacksonville past
president.
J. M. MCSWEENEY, Alameda Cty.- South.
HAROLD J. MILLER, Waterloo -Cedar Falls
past president.
FRANK M. MITCHELL, Syracuse.
THEODORE V. MONAHAN, Philadelphia.
ROY B. OLIVER, San Francisco past president.
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WALTER R. O'LOANE, Member -at- Large,
Canada.
ISHMAEL PLANCK, Louisville.
MELVIN PRIESTLY, Saginaw Valley past
president.
GILBERT R. PUTMAN, Dallas.
EDGAR A. RACHAL, Baton Rouge.
LEWIS G. SCHAENEMAN, Springfield past
president.
RALPH M. SCHNEE, Lancaster.
JAMES A. SLANE, Hartford.
OSCAR M. SMITH, Peoria,
WILLIAM L. SNYDER, York.
LINDEN C. SPEERS, Cedar Rapids past
president.
J. NELSON SPENCER, Worcester.
LESTER K. WALL, Sabine past president.
CHARLESG. WHITE, Waterloo -Cedar Falls
past president.
Promotions and New Positions
THOMAS H. WILLIAMs, Austin, has been
named the American Institute of CPAs'
fifth Distinguished Professor of Accounting. Under this program, the Institute
awards a grant to a selected college or
university to supplement the salary and
expenses of an outstanding professor of
accounting. Professor of accounting at the

Two Erie Chapter members have been
named at Amsco. THOMAS A. PAKELA was
appointed factory accounting supervisor,
and CHARLES D. REITEBACH, general accounting supervisor.
JOHN ORAVEC, Florida West Central, was
recently elected to vice president for finance, Tropical Garment Mfg. Co. of
Tampa.
J. C. BRITTEN, Fort Worth, was recently
promoted to assistant to the president at
Miley Trailer Co.
WAYNE BORST, Grand Rapids, has been
named vice president at Norman, Navan,
Moore & Baird, Inc.
Two Hartford members have been named
at International Telephone & Telegraph.
EDWARD F. FAHEY was promoted to manager, financial planning, communication
equipment division, and PETER C. WISNIOWSKI to senior accountant, ITT -CES
division.
JOHN B. CRAIG, JR., Indianapolis, has been
Rained director of accounting operations
at Eli Lilly & Co.
THOMAS G. HENDRIX, Jackson, has been
promoted to executive financial officer of
Con -plex Division of U.S. Industries.
ROBERT G. PRrrTs, Johnstown, has been
appointed controller of the Motor Inn
Div., Crown Construction Co.
RICHARD F. MITCHELL, Kansas City, was
appointed executive vice president, Waddell & Reed, Inc.. .. D. E. SHEARS has
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1973

Time Off

been elected vice president—material
management, Whitaker Cable Corp.
R O B E R T E . P A T TE R S O N , Lancaster past
president, has been elected vice president,
finance and administration, of K -D Manufacturing Co. He also was elected a
member of the board of directors. He is
now serving on the NAA Committee on
Education.

MITCHELL
Kansas City

PATTERSON
Lancaster

L . A I K E N , Memphis, has been
promoted to administrative vice president,
grain division, Cook Industries, Inc.
ROBERT

J. SZA F R AN S K I , North Penn, was
promoted to rWanager, business planning,
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
TIMO TH Y

J. D E S A N D I S , Parkersburg Marietta, was named director of budgets
and forecaster, Deffet Companies.
MIC HA EL

"Mem o to all department heads: Please stop calling me 'Daddy' at all
meetings and conferences!"

R A YM O N D

E.

N YS TR O M ,

Peninsula -Palo

Alt o, h a s be en a pp oi nte d co nt ro lle r of t he

YOU ARE INVITED

A 'Conglomerate' of Accountants?
good color.
"A costing of accountants had a
pleasant sound but it was far too technical. And a contrivance of accountants
and a confusion of accountants were
not sufficiently exact. Then I found
a collusion of accountants, a corrosion
of accountants and, finally, among the
A's, I reached a peak —an accursement
tion, told the delegates: "I had never of accountants." The final choice tickthought of accountants as a group or led his fancy, Mr. Callaghan said,
genus and, indeed, had never heard a "Since it reflects the opinions of a
co mm on d efin it io n or c la ssific a t io n of
number of people I know who don't
the m."
like being kept on the straight and
So l i e re a ch ed fo r h is th esa u r u s a n d
narrow by their figure men."
be g a n sea r c h i n g. " I st a r t e d a t r a n d o m
Alluding to recent opinion surveys
wi t h a d i g e sti o n o f a c c o u nt a n t s b u t i t
of cliche attitudes held by the public
was too closely link ed with the ca fe
concerning accountants, he pointed out
tr a d e . I we n t fr o m a gargle to a bulge
how contradictory they were and sugbut they seemed to be a little too gested the ultimate choice might have
personal. Then I switched to the C's to be "... an impossibility of accounta n d be ga n to str ik e i f no t go ld a t le a st
ants."
I f we refer to a " p r i d e " of lions a n d
a "ga g gle" of g ee se , wh a t d o we call
a l a r ge g a t he ri ng o f a cc ou nt a n ts? T h is
was th e wry qu e sti o n posed by a
sp ea k e r a t th e 1 0 t h I nt er n a t io na l C on gr e ss o f Ac c o u n t a n t s in Sydn ey, Austra lia,
la st
Fa ll.
Ela bo ra t in g,
B. B. C a ll a g ha n, ma na gin g di rec to r of
th e C o m m on we a l t h B a n k i n g C o r p o r a -
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to send for a
free, illustrated
brochure which
ex p l a i n s how
your book can
be pu b l i s h ed ,
p r om ot ed and
marketed.

insearchoi
a publisher

W hether your subject is fiction,
non - fiction or poetry, scientific,
scholarly, specialized (even controversial) this handsome 5Lpage brochure will show you how
0 0 0 0 e ,
to arrange
for prompt
public ation,

i

�i

Unpublis hed
au th ors , especially, will find
u<
this bookletvaluable and informative. For your free c opy, or more
inf ormation, write to:
V a n t a g e P r es s , I n c . , D e p t . F -76
516 W . 34 St., New York, N. Y. 10001
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Hong Kong Div., Teledyne Semiconductor.
W. C. WILDMAN, Richmond, has been
promoted to treasurer and assistant secretary of Cliff Weil, Inc.
DAVID SMALL, San Diego, was promoted
to vice president of finance at Campbell
Industries.

Kudos
CHESTER R. KENNEDY, NAA vice president
from Pittsburgh, has been named "Accounting Professional Executive of t he
Year" by Robert Morris College. This
award is presented annually to the outstanding accounting executive in the
Pittsburgh and tri -state area. Mr. Kennedy
is financial vice president, treasurer, and
a director of Washington Steel Corp.

GUS E. AMORESANO, West Bergen - Passaic
County, is now president of Ultimate
Computer Service.

In Mem or ia m

WILLIAM F. BARRETT, Worcester Area,
has been elected assistant treasurer of
Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

WILLIAM J. BRYAN, 55, Oklahoma City,
1959.
ROBERT A. CONNOR, II, 29, Wichita, 1970.

Guy M. DOWLIN, 72, Boston, 1933, Emeritus Life Associate.
EDWARD D. HOGAN, 72, Pittsburgh, 1947,
Emeritus Life Associate.
IRVING L. INGALLS, 70, Brooklyn, 1940,
Emeritus Life Associate.
JOHN G. NILL, 57, Pittsburgh, 1951.
PETER V. NUCCIO, 50, West Bergen -Passaic County, 1957.
PETER N. PERERA, 41, Member -at- Large,
Ceylon, 1970.
CHARLES L. STAUFFER, 37, Rochester, 1970.
ROBERT A. WUELLNER, 48, Peninsula -Palo
Alto, 1971.
ARTHUR H. REBSON, 63, St. Louis, 1964.

JOB ENRICHMENT ENSURES SAVINGS AT TRAVELERS
Continued from page 69
But the change in the supervisors' jobs was perhaps
even more dramatic than in that of the clerks they
supervised, Mr. Sweet noted. "Supervisors were no
longer trapped in daily work. They could concentrate
on training and supervision." As the level of the job
responsibilities of the clerks was raised, the level of
the supervisors' responsibilities moved up correspondingly.
Travelers President Beach summarized the results:
"During the period from June 1971 to June 1972,
errors, backlog, and complaints were drastically reduced, while achieving a 23% reduction in overtime.
We estimated the annualized savings attributable to
increased productivity in this one unit amounted to
about $100,000, or a 20% improvement."
The cost savings were made possible by a reduction
in the staff with no decreases in workload, reflecting

increased productivity. Although not quantified, there
was another indicator of the success of the operation.
This was "a vast reduction in complaints received from
insured, employers, agents, Field Office Travelers employees, and Home Office employees."
"We've actually had commensurate results in other
areas," Mr. Sweet said, "but they weren't so dramatic
because the departments were well run." He believes
job enrichment is basically common sense applied to
corporate work. The company is committed to the
redesign of job as an on -going program. "We haven't
completed 50% of our total objectives."
Using complementary techniques of management
by objectives working from the top down and job
enrichment proceeding from the bottom up, Travelers
hopes to motivate employees to the very highest professional standard of performance. In that way, President Beach says, "We will enrich them —and we will
also enrich our industry."
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Howmuchtime
do you spend in your business
accounting for it?

A direct proposalfrom ADP:
We'll process your payroll,
accounts payable, accounts receivable,
general ledger /financial reports —
any or all of them.
We'll do these jobs faster, more efficiently, more
accurately and usually more economically. And we'll
be happy to mail you FREE booklets that tell you
just how we do it... and have been for 23 years. They
spell out how we operate and the benefits you'll receive. Such as free preparation of local, state and
federal payroll tax reports. Cash flow and working
capital reports. Meaningful management information that helps you run your business better.
You need not buy, rent, or install any equipment
—we have our own. And with ADP you're never

asked to sign a contract. There's no place to hide in
our business: either we do better or out we go. Perhaps this is why we've grown to serve 15,000 customer firms, have computer centers in 21 major cities
and are listed on the New York Stock Exchange.
To receive copies of our booklets, just fill out and
mail the attached card. If the card has already been
used, just drop us a line. There's no obligation.
Write Automatic Data Processing, Dept. M -1, 405
Route 3, Clifton, New Jersey 07015. Or simply call
(201) 472 -2222.

.Automatic Data Processing

17REASONSTO
CONTACTROBERTHALFFORYOUR
FINANCIAL &DATA PROCESSING
PLACEMENTPROBLEMS
1. Success Record. Many of
the most outstanding people in
the Financial & Data Processing
fields got their positions through
Half.
2. Specialization Does a Better
Job. Concentration in a confined
area of employment eliminates
hit and miss methods.
3. Makes Your Job Easier. If
you're looking for competent personnel or searching for a better
position, our efficient service

works hard for you.
4. We've Been Around Since
1948 . . . In fact, we pioneered
specialized employment agencies.
5. Largest Organization of its
Kind. More competent people.
More specialized positions.
6. Network Action. Robert
Half has offices in key centers
throughout North America. We

are geared to search the continent
as quickly as we search a community.
7. We Know the Market. We
are fully conscious of what's

going on in our specialized fields.
We are constantly surveying the
market. The Robert Half Annual
Salary Survey has been a standard
since 1950.
8. Respected by Our Colleagues. You've got to be good to
earn a fee from other personnel
services to find financial executives for their own firms.
9. Ethical Business Practices.
We never search our vast file of
placed candidates. We never
'pump' applicants for 'leads'. We
don't annoy companies with
canned' solicitations.
10. Best Placement Executives.
Our placement managers are
trained to understand the job
order requirements, and examine
the job- seeker'sabilities.Their credentials read like "Who's Who in
Financial & Data Processing."
11. Confidential Service. The
name of th e c om p a n y is not re-

vealed until they elect to see our
candidate; and the employed job seeker is protected against infor-

Professionals for Financial & EDP Personnel exclusively KAW e s t 1CIhY tMO
( 81 6 ) 4 7 4 . 4 5 8 3
A L L E N TO W N
Ho t e l Tr ay lo r Bu ild in g
(215) 439 -1506
ATLA NTA
23 5 P e a c h t r ee S t . , N . E .
(404) 688 -2300
BA L T I M O R E
Th e Q u a d r a n a —Cross Keys
( 3 0 1 ) 32 3 -77 0
BO S TO N
140 Fed eral St.
( 6 1 7 ) 42 3 -6 4 4 0
CH A R LO TTE
4 8 0 1 E . In d e pe n d e nc e Blvd .
(704) 535 -3370
CH I C A G O
3 N78&69ga0
ga Ave.
(3
C I N C I N N A TI
6 0 6 Te r r a c e H ilt o n
(511) 621. 7711

CLE VE LA ND
13 6 7 E . 6t h S t .
(216) 621 -0670
DAL LAS
2001 Br y a n T o w e r
(214) 742 -9171
DE NV ER
1612 C o u r t P la c e
(303) 244 - 2925
DE TRO I T
140 H o n e y w e ll C e n t e r
So u th f ie ld
( 31 3) 3 54 -1 5 3 5
H A R TF O R D
111 P e a r l S t .
(203) 278 -7170
HOUSTON
1200 C e n tr a l N a t 'l. Bank Bldg.
(713) 228 -0056
INDIANAPOLIS
9 N or t h I llin ois S t .
(317) 636 -5441

LO N G I S L A N D
585 Stew art Ave.
Ga rd e n C it y
( 51 6 ) 2 4 8 -1 2 3 4
LO S A NG E LE S
3600 W ils h ire Blvd .
( 2 13 ) 3 8 1 - 7 9 7 4
ME MP HI S
12 S. M ain S t .
( 901 ) 5 2 7 - 7 3 2 4
MIA M I
1190
163 St.
Nor t h Mlam i Be ac h
(305) 947 -0684
M I L W A UK E E
Th e Clar
41.0
(414)
271k- B1
9311'
MINNEAPOLIS
822 M a r q u e t t e A v e .
(612) 336 -8636

mation getting back to his employer.
12. Exclusive. In many instances, Robert Half is the only
source for certain competent personnel, and for selected positions.
13. Advertising. The Robert
Half System is backed by a million dollar annual advertising
budget.
14. Private Interviewing Facilities. Al I interviews are conducted
i n pr ivate off ices; never i n a staff
room; and there is always an
office available for our clients
use too.
15. Consultation. We're always
available to give free counsel regarding Financial & Data Processing employment.
16. Speed. Time is money. Our
methods will generally produce
the right situation faster and
more efficiently.
17. We Succeed on Merit Alone.
No placement . . . no fee. (Fee
arrangements are with company
clients exclusively.)

NE W A R K
1 1 8 0 R a y m o n d Blv d .
(201) 623 -3661
N E W YO R K
330 Madison Ave.
(212) 986 -1300
OR A N G E , CAL.
50 0 S o u t h M a in
(714) 835 -4103
PHILAD ELPHIA
2 Penn Center Plaza
(215) 568 -4580
PHOENIX
1517 Del W ebbTowneHous e
(602) 279 -1688.
P I TT S B UR G H
G a t e w a y To w e r s
(412) 471 -5946
PO RTL AN D , OR E .
61 0 S. W . Ald er S t.
P R O VI
EN
E
I DD E
N CE
(4
4 01
0 T
) 27 4 s.6 70 0 B l dg .

S T L O UI S
1015 Lo cu s t St.
(314) 231 -0114
SAN F RA NC IS CO
111 Pine St.
(415) 434 -1900
SA N J OS E
6 7 5 N o r t h F ir s t S t .
(408) 293 -9040
STAM F OR D, CO NN .
111 Prospect St.
(203) 325 -4158
TORONTO 15 Toro nto St.
(416) 868 -1314
WASHINGTON, D.C.
73 1 6 Wis c o p y n A v e . N . W .
(301) 654 -1850
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